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Preface
I was offered the opportunity to become involved in international 
social work and social work research when I started my current job as 
an educator in higher education and the coordinator of 
internationalisation at the faculty ‘Society and Law’ at the University 
of Applied Sciences (HU) in Utrecht. This experience has been crucial 
in my aspiration to pursue a PhD research project. My involvement in 
international social work first started 25 years ago, while working at 
another university (Hogeschool Maastricht, nowadays Zuyd 
University of Applied Sciences). I participated in a Tempus (EU) 
exchange program on intercultural education and was introduced to 
different European perspectives on intercultural social work, such as 
the anti-oppressive practice, non-discriminatory and anti-racist and 
black perspectives. From that moment on, to me, the intercultural and 
the international perspective in social work education have always 
been closely connected. The comparative perspective in international 
work has been a very rich resource for me personally and 
professionally, especially on issues of diversity.
From 2007-2015 I was a board member of the executive commit-
tee of the European Association of Schools of Social Work (EASSW), 
and had the opportunity to visit many European universities and to 
participate in conferences, seminars and workshops. In my commit-
ment to international work, I increasingly felt convinced of the need 
of a cross-border perspective, especially in education. A cross-border 
perspective helps to understand the construction of social work the-
-
their own context (Payne & Askeland, 2008; Trygged, 2010). It not only 
supports the ability to change perspectives, but also helps to develop 
an openness to new theories and practices from other cultures and to 
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a comparative and international perspective to distinguish the polit-
ical character of the changes that it is going through, especially since 
European societies are undergoing profound changes that undermine 
social solidarity (Lorenz, 2006). In this situation, social work as a pro-
fession is vulnerable since it depends on governments and on political 
support. 
At the same time, I became aware of the importance to be critical 
about ‘ a universal social work profession with shared goals and val-
ues, wherever it may be practiced’ (Hendriks & Kloppenburg, 2016: 
32). One of the dangers is over-standardisation and the assumption of 
universality, especially on issues of diversity. I would like to illustrate 
this with a text that I wrote as chair of the programme committee of the 
third ENSACT (European Network for Social Action) conference that 
took place from 16 to 19 April 2013 in Istanbul, Turkey, and was titled 
Joint European Conference Social Action in Europe. This conference 
social work that worked together with the Turkish Association of So-
cial Workers (TASW) and various universities in Turkey. The confer-
ence hosted professionals, researchers, educators, policy makers and 
students from all over Europe. The following excerpt is taken from an 
article that I wrote for ‘Maatwerk’, a Dutch journal of social work and 
later translated into English for the EASSW website:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
‘Limits of diversity’
‘A related trend is the increasing interest in religious-based or faith-based 
social work. It seems that the secular professional practice is allowed to be in-
spired by ideology or religion again to some extent. Religion and spirituality 
have an impact on the client during the support process and play a role in the 
professional motivation of social workers and within organisational policies. 
At the same time the role of large institutions, such as the Russian-Orthodox 
Church, the Catholic Church and Islam, is watched closely. 
Religion and culture are inextricably bound up historically with the exclusion 
of certain groups. IFSW takes a clear position by stating that ‘respect for lo-




in one of the Islamic countries that signed the Cairo Declaration of Human 
document relates human rights to Islam, but is contested because it is based on 
the Shari’ah. My response was of little help to the social worker who had posed 
the question, especially when working in a local context. Social work should 
always be contextual and therefore the professional needs to know about local 
values and traditions. But the recurring question is how much diversity we 
can accept if we wish to respect local cultures and local democratic processes 
become unacceptable and in violation of the principles of social work?’
This excerpt identifies some of the basic dilemmas that would 
continuously play an important role in my work and in this research. 
The text emphasises the universal character of the key values of social 
work, social justice and human rights. But what does it really mean to 
see social work as a human rights profession, and how much diversity 
can be accepted without violating the basic principles of the profession? 
The danger of over-standardisation and the assumption of universality 
and universal values, especially on issues of diversity, are clearly 
represented in the text and reflect the apparent tension between 
universality and diversity.
I decided to address these issues of diversity in this PhD research, 
in close connection to my own educational practices. An important 
part of my motivation to address issues of diversity is also personal, 
however. Diversity issues have always been important in my personal 
and professional life. I identify myself, among others, as a gay man 
and negotiating identities and issues of belonging and attachment 
have always been fundamental in my own life. Although I mostly felt 
that in my professional life there was no need to explicitly identify as 
gay, I suddenly and increasingly felt the impulse to make it a kind of 
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statement whenever confronted with ‘new’ and particularly Muslim 
students. I felt uncomfortable and personally involved when sexuality 
emerged as a central theme in the discourses on culture and integra-
tion. Migrants and Muslims in particular are seen as homophobic by 
criticized as a typical western construct of (sexual) identity. It has the 
suggestion of an egalitarian western tolerant world with shared values 
versus an uncivilized backward ‘other’ culture. In the methodology 
section I will further elaborate on the importance of this phenomenon 
in the context of this research and describe how this may have impact-
ed on my role as researcher. After all, I could expect that most of the 
respondents in this research would identify as Muslim. Although this 
present from the very start of my research. Dutch scientists question 
debates. Most of them reject moral judgements on Islam in general, but 
they are criticized for neglecting to acknowledge existing problems, 
debates are also ‘politicised’.  In brief, religion in the Netherlands is 
seen as something from the past and ‘non-white’ and Dutch culture 
as ‘white’ in need of protection from non-white others (Balkenhol, 
Mepschen & Duyvendak, 2016). This shows how ‘race’ is connected 
to culture and religion. Religious freedom is sometimes a code word 
for legitimising racism, intolerance, sexism or homophobia, while to 
others religion is a positive support for the goals of social work (Carl-
son-Thies, 2017). This thesis is indirectly connected to a few of the most 
disturbing, heated debates in society on Islam, integration, migration, 
racism and last but not least the transformation of the welfare state and 
its impact on the social work profession. It often made me feel like I 
was walking on eggshells. 
In my MA thesis on Intercultural Social Work (Hendriks, 2010), I 
internationally in the social work curricula of different European uni-
versities. Educators all over Europe reported their struggle with the 
XI 
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conceptualisation of intercultural social work. They felt imprisoned in 
an endless conceptualizing debate and, among others, criticized the 
concept of ‘culture’ in the intercultural and multicultural perspective. 
In line with my study on intercultural social work, it seemed a matter 
of course to choose an international comparative perspective. After all, 
the starting point was the process of globalisation, affecting the prac-
tices of social workers, historically understood as ‘ rooted in local con-
ditions and community needs’ (Lyons, 2006: 365). I decided differently, 
however.  
I felt inspired by a dissertation by Marleen van der Haar (2007) 
about diversity in the field of social work in the Netherlands, looking 
at the everyday practices of social workers. Her approach included 
local meaning-making processes and, seeking my own perspective for 
my research, I gradually moved towards a more local, contextual 
perspective as well. After years of international work, I increasingly 
felt intrigued by the local and national professional context. I did not 
want to lose the international perspective, but made a choice for a 
bottom-up approach in my research, starting where diversity is most 
visible and felt in my own practice, in social work education: in the 
increasing number of ethnic minority students and consequently the 
increasing number of ethnic minority (future) professionals in social 
work practice. I hoped that my decision to write in English and to 
publish in international journals would inevitably stimulate me to 
connect the local and the global, and to connect to the international 
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This research, carried out at the Utrecht University of Applied Sciences 
(HU) in the Netherlands, explores the experiences of newly-started 
Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female professionals in social 
work. The last section of the research will also discuss and explore the 
experiences of social work educators by including their perspective. 
The key research question examines how young, newly started, female 
Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch professionals in social work 
perceive and position themselves in relation to the social work 
profession. Chapter 3 explains how the key and subsidiary research 
questions were developed. 
The research comprises four sections, each with its own 
methodology and theories, resulting in four separate publications 
(Chapter 4-7). The general introduction focuses on the background of 
the Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch professionals and the fields of 
social work practice and education in the Netherlands. As such, it 
sketches the context in which this research is situated. 
In times of liquid modernity (Bauman, 2000) it is remarkable to see 
how, at all levels of society, rigid boundaries and traditional barriers 
have begun to dissolve and uncertainty now seeps into people’s lives. 
The role of the nation-state has weakened and debates about national 
identity, culture and belonging have emerged. Similar developments 
can be identified in work and professions, certainly also in social work. 
The social work profession needs to reposition itself in the new context 
of the neo-liberal, increasingly diverse society. Flexible, short-term 
work contracts lead to increasing uncertainty in working life. Work 
and jobs are permanently changing. An example of increasing work 
uncertainty was released by Statistics Netherlands (CBS, 2016) in a 
publication on the Turkish-Dutch and the Moroccan-Dutch employees. 
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As it turns out, they tend to be employed under flexible contracts more 
frequently than other Dutch citizens, and therefore risk losing their job 
sooner, and they have also been hit harder by the economic crisis.
Dilemmas and disturbing debates revolve around values and 
national identity, professional identity and normativity. This implies 
that this research is connected to discourses on social integration, 
Islam and multiculturalism and at the same time to debates on the 
professionalisation of social work. In the context of this research, two 
major phenomena can be identified that challenge the social work 
profession and social work education: 
• A ‘transition’ (or multiple transitions) in the field of social work 
practice with an impact on social work education, due to welfare 
state reforms in the Netherlands, characterised as a transformation 
from welfare state to participatory society.
• Increasing diversity or superdiversity (Vertovec, 2007), leading to a 
state of ‘unsettlement’. The reality of increasing diversity can be 
considered a positive dimension but it also disturbs, disrupts or 
causes unsettlement. 
Both phenomena cannot be identified as essentially negative or 
positive, but mark a process of change. A process that comes with 
challenges that impact on the social work profession and professional 
identity. These challenges need to be addressed. This chapter highlights 
some of the salient themes connected to ‘transition’ and ‘increasing 
diversity’, which will then be explored further in the different research 
sections. 
1.1   The second-generation migrant daughters of Turkish and 
Moroccan descent
The city of Utrecht in the centre of the Netherlands is the fourth-
largest city in the country with a highly diverse population. The city 
has about 340,000 inhabitants (CBS, 2016) of which 22% derive from a 
non-western background (Utrecht Monitor, 2015). Since 2000, the 
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numbers of the so-called ‘second generation from a non-western 
background’ in Utrecht have increased, especially in the twenties and 
thirties age bracket (Ibid). Most of the second and third generation 
migrants live in urban contexts. Of all Muslims in the Netherlands, 
about 75% are of Turkish or Moroccan origin, and more than 90% of 
the Turkish and Moroccan-Dutch identify as Muslims (Forum, 2010; 
SCP, 2012). Many differences exist between and among the Turkish-
Dutch and the Moroccan-Dutch population groups, identifiable as 
‘in-group’ and ‘inter-group’ differences. In general, the inter- and 
intra-ethnic diversity of both ‘groups’ tends to be neglected, which 
may contribute to processes of homogenisation and stigmatisation 
(Eijberts, 2013). Studies that examine inter-group differences point to 
differences in terms of religious behaviour, such as dealing with rules 
or wearing a headscarf (Van der Valk, 2016). Dagevos and Huijnk 
(2016) also point out differences relating to command of the Dutch 
language. According to this study, the Turkish-Dutch more often have 
difficulty with the Dutch language. The Moroccan-Dutch seem to 
have fewer problems with Dutch and more often use it in the domestic 
setting (Ibid: 286). Moroccan-Dutch women tend to embrace 
traditional gender roles to a lesser extent, marry and have children 
later and more often continue to work after getting married (Dagevos, 
2001; Eijberts, 2013). In both groups there is a tendency to marry 
someone with the same background, but especially for women with a 
higher level of education, finding a spouse of the same ethnicity in 
the Netherlands can be quite a challenge (Bijl et al., 2005). 
 ‘Migrant daughters’ (Buitelaar, 2009) of Turkish and Moroccan 
descent share communalities related to their family history, their 
cultural and religious background, as daughters of migrants who came 
to the Netherlands as guest workers in the 1960s and 70s. These guest 
workers from underdeveloped areas in Turkey and Morocco were 
contracted for temporary work and were expected to return home after 
completing their work. However, many decided to stay and brought 
their families in the 1980s through family reunification legislation. Not 
all immigrants were recruited from poor areas. After the 1980 military 
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coup in Turkey, Turkish immigration increased as many sought asylum. 
Most of these immigrants were literate and came from developed areas 
(Weiner, 2010). 
With a choice for higher education, many ‘migrant daughters’ are 
aiming at a higher educational level than their parents. The first-
generation migrants, of whom many are lowly educated or illiterate 
and have a low class status, were predominantly recruited from rural 
areas. In the process of social mobility, many of their children find it 
difficult to maintain the connection with their communities while 
feeling insecure about the values, rules and codes of behaviour in their 
new educational or professional environment. According to Crul and 
Heering (2008), migrant women chose jobs in social work, education 
and health, which were at that time in dire need of employees.
‘Migrant daughters’ from Turkish or Moroccan descent belong to 
the two largest ethnic minority groups in the Netherlands, and at the 
start of this research in 2011 they also formed the two largest ethnic 
minority student groups in social work education at the Utrecht 
University of Applied Sciences (HU). Most of the Turkish-Dutch and 
Moroccan-Dutch female students in social work at this university are 
found in one of the specific profiles of Bachelor social work education, 
the directly accessible general social (case) work. 
A striking feature of the academic literature on second-generation 
women of Turkish and Moroccan descent is the recurring double-sided 
image, constructed by outsiders. On the one hand they are stigmatised 
as oppressed, non-emancipated and incapable of agency, while 
burdened with high claims and expectations on the other. They are the 
primary caretakers of their children and other family members in 
need. However, in terms of the so-called ‘failed integration’, high 
expectations from outsiders also include a responsibility to remake the 
mainstream (as the ‘in-between’ generation), including the dominant 
negative image of their male counterparts. Migrant daughters are 
considered powerful role models for others, having grown up with 
more cultures. Tensions appear in the complexity of combining 
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‘western’ values related to individuality and autonomy with 
expectations relating to loyalty and obedience in the private domain. 
Some of the most heated public debates on migrant women from 
Turkish or Moroccan descent concern the assumed stagnating 
integration or participation in Dutch society (Buitelaar, 2009). This 
assumed failed integration is directly related to the dominant idea of 
the failed multicultural society. The optimists in the debates emphasise 
the progress that has been made, in spite of the considerable 
disadvantages; for instance in terms of the growing number of 
especially female students entering higher education (Crul, Schneider 
& Lelie, 2013). The pessimists highlight the problems, and particularly 
point to the factor of faith. In the Netherlands religion seems to have 
lost its importance, both in public and everyday life, and a renewed 
attention for religion feels like a step backwards. An example of this 
pessimistic or optimistic perspective is the confusion on how to 
understand the ‘headscarf’, often seen as a symbol of a failed 
integration process (and as a powerful reason for exclusion in the 
labour market) and the expectation that integration should go hand in 
hand with increasing secularisation. Or should it be seen as a symbol 
of growing confidence or self-awareness of an emancipating group, or 
maybe both? The debates on integration entered the universities and 
caused confusion. 
This confusion was also felt at the institute of social work of Utrecht 
University of Applied Sciences (HU). Young female Muslim students 
started to dress more rather than less ‘traditional’, which was quite 
unexpected from the educators’ perspective. This was also confirmed 
by some of the students and professionals involved in this research. It 
was as if these students started to behave and dress according to the 
image projected onto them by society at large. 
According to Schmidt (2005) and Mansson Mc Ginty (2007), young 
Muslim migrants increasingly become absorbed in their parents’ faith 
because they were continuously addressed as ‘being different’. Their 
parents’ faith became an important part of their identity. Exclusion and 
tension ‘can cause migrants to withdraw into their own ethnic or 
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religious group, reinforcing the symbolic boundaries and their external 
manifestations’ (Dagevos and Huijnk, 2016: 295). A study by Van der 
Valk (2016) among highly educated Moroccan women in the Netherlands 
shows how a strong religious identity also offers them self-awareness, 
self-esteem and protection against discrimination and stigmatisation 
and supports their connectedness with their parents and family 
background. For their study and profession, their religious identity also 
contributes to their ability to concentrate (Van der Valk, 2016). 
1.2  Challenges in social work practice 
The ‘transition’ in the field of social work practice in the Netherlands 
is often identified as a ‘transformation’ in which major welfare state 
reforms are developed and implemented, with a strong impact on the 
social domain and the social work professional identity. It is part of the 
transformation from welfare state to participatory society. The 
‘unsettlement’ in social work practice will be addressed under 
‘increasing diversity in social work’, by examining developments in 
the professional help given to service users from a migrant- or refugee 
background and the increasing diversity among professionals 
themselves. This paragraph concludes with some of the dilemmas 
connected to professional identity. 
• The transformation from welfare state to participatory society
The first transition concerns a development that started several decades 
ago and can be identified as a move toward ‘decentralisation’. 
Decentralisation of responsibilities for the social domain takes the form 
of a shift from the national to the municipal level. This shift means that 
the state is delegating responsibility for the implementation of social 
policies to the market, civil society and the local government level. 
Another transition pertains to the process of ‘deinstitutionalisation’, 
based on the ideal of an inclusive society in which the disabled, the sick 
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and the elderly are taken care of within mainstream society, rather than 
outside society in institutions. The healthy and able-bodied population 
is asked to help, and the advantages of inclusion into mainstream 
society are obvious. Deinstitutionalisation requires active solidarity. The 
move from the traditional welfare state to a participatory society means 
that everyone has to participate in providing care, rather than just 
paying taxes and leaving the actual care to professionals. It implies a 
reform of public services in favour of voluntary organisations and the 
promotion of a more active involvement by citizens. This active 
involvement of citizens and volunteers challenges the professional 
expertise and may result in an unwanted process of de-
professionalisation. Besides all the benefits of the move towards 
decentralisation, the risks of this process are also becoming more 
apparent. Margo Trappenburg (2013), a Dutch professor in social work, 
points out the risk that active solidarity burdens those who are already 
burdened. For professionals it means that they will be challenged by the 
increasing complexity of their work and by the claims and high 
expectations from others. In the participatory society, which is a 
strengths-based approach, citizens need to appeal to friends, family and 
neighbours first, before professional support will be considered. Some 
paid work that was done professionally in the welfare state has to be 
done unpaid by others in the participatory society, sometimes receiving 
an allowance or social benefit in return. In the near future, providing 
help will increasingly become an activity that all citizens have to 
undertake. It challenges the boundaries between professionals and non-
professionals (such as volunteers) and service users. One of the positive 
outcomes is that citizens become co-producers of social work on a more 
equal basis. The knowledge of service users needs to be taken more 
seriously, as has been advocated for much longer already. It is in this 
context of transformation that professionals and the profession need to 
reposition and include ‘non-professionals’ such as volunteers in their 
decision-making. 
The transformation to the participatory society has major 
consequences for the female Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch of 
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this study. In general, women are increasingly burdened with caring 
obligations and the female professionals in this study also point out 
how these obligations impact on their sense of freedom within their 
communities.
A recent study analysed how professionals and volunteers deal 
with their potentially blurred boundaries (Bochove et al., 2016). 
According to this study, demarcation work is performed, emphasising 
differences between professionals and volunteers (Ibid). However, the 
study also identifies ‘welcoming work’, with volunteers being invited 
to take over certain responsibilities so that professionals can focus on 
more specialised tasks. 
• Increasing diversity in social work
Social work organisations are increasingly committed to improving the 
professional help offered to service users from a migrant or refugee 
background. Social work professionals in general struggle to work with 
these service users, however: they are perceived as ‘difficult and 
different’ and their problems are identified as highly complex (Van der 
Haar, 2007). Traditionally, many social work approaches to migrant 
service users are based on the idea of ‘deficit’. Migrants or refugees 
belong to the most vulnerable groups in society and are less healthy, 
have less education and a lower socio-economic position (Bakker, 2010; 
Uunk, 2002). The risk, in social work, is that professionals fail to connect 
to these service users or misunderstand their needs. That is why many 
of the service users with a migrant or refugee background pull out 
prematurely (Ince & Van de Berg, 2009). Social workers are inclined to 
attribute difficulties or failures in their work with these service users to 
‘cultural difference’. This is one of the reasons that they fail to recognise 
other aggravating factors, such as poverty, unemployment, poor 
housing conditions, homesickness or legal problems (Van der Haar, 
2007).
The increasing diversity among professionals underlines the need to 
recognise that professionals are not only white, not only middle-class, 
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and not culturally neutral. One of the dilemmas in social work practice 
is that organisations often believe that ethnic minority professionals, 
such as the Turkish-Dutch and the Moroccan-Dutch professionals, are 
better equipped to work with service users from the same background, 
notwithstanding the high complexity of the service users’ problems. 
This assumption is based partly on their ability to speak the same 
language and on the fact that they are familiar with their cultural and 
religious background. Professionals do not need to affirm a service 
user’s self-understanding in order to provide effective support, but 
some professionals have ‘ a better insight than their colleagues into 
certain needs or particular communities’ challenges because of a better 
fit of values and experiences’ (Carlson-Thies, 2017: 108). However, 
effective social work does not depend on ethnically matched service 
users and professionals.
An ‘ethnic match’ carries the risk that the complexity of working 
with migrant or refugee service users is placed on the shoulders of 
professionals with the same background. Differences but also 
communalities between social workers and their service users can 
cause tensions. A study by Chung Yan (2008) shows how service users 
from the same background can reject ethnic minority professionals 
because they question their expertise, which may adversely affect the 
professionals’ confidence. 
• The professional social work identity
The welfare state reforms challenge the boundaries between 
professionals and non-professionals such as volunteers and service 
users, raising issues with respect to professional identity and 
normativity. The professional social work identity is not a stable entity. 
It is shaped by contextual factors, as described above. It is not a 
professional role that can simply be adopted. Professionals work in 
complex contexts with ample room for taking own decisions (discretion) 
and with a recognisable and recognised profession (Taylor & Kelly, 
2006). Professionals make moral choices and social work, as a normative 
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profession, is especially connected to moral commitment and existential 
meaning. Normativity refers to the importance of values and norms in 
professional performance, not as a specific domain but as permeating all 
elements of professional practice (Van Ewijk & Kunneman, 2013). 
Professionals in social work do not ‘simply’ carry out their work in a 
strictly regulated way, steered by top-down instructions and protocols; 
they have a certain freedom and are expected to be innovative, to 
improve and to have an impact on what is considered ‘good work’. If 
professions are co-created by professionals, and professionals have an 
impact on what is viewed as the identity of the profession, then the 
increasing diversity among professionals must also impact the 
profession. A further assumption is that, to be able to identify with and 
to connect to the profession, professionals need to see their own personal 
values somehow represented in the professional field. Personal 
commitment and the beliefs and values of the ethical communities from 
which the professionals come cannot be ignored (Carlson-Thies, 2017). 
How else can professionals be committed or dedicated to their work? 
The professional identity is becoming more subjective, as a self-
definition of one who is seeking to contribute to society, which will 
change the nature and the purpose of professional identity. 
Social work is clearly a normative profession, but the influence of 
personal versus professional values and convictions can be debated. 
One of the risks of blurred boundaries is that it may lead to increasing 
individualisation within the profession. This seems inevitable in a 
process of co-creation, and commonalities need to be found in a 
process of continuous deliberation. Social work professionals from a 
non-western background may question the dominant normativity of 
the profession, but does this mean that ‘anything goes’? According to 
Lorenz, ‘it is its paradigmatic openness that gives this profession the 
chance to engage with very specific (and constantly changing) 
historical and political contexts while at the same time striving for a 
degree of universality, scientific reliability, professional autonomy and 
moral accountability’ (IFSW, 2012).
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1.3  Challenges in social work education 
In the wake of the described challenges in the field of social work as a 
result of the multiple transitions, social work education needs to 
follow suit and adapt to its changing professional context. For social 
work the transformation implies confronting its fragmentation and 
specialisation. 
At the Utrecht University of Applied Sciences (HU), as in most other 
universities, the need for a broader and more generic conception of social 
work had to be translated into new curricula. The three different existing 
profiles in social work – social pedagogy, community work and social 
case work – had to be integrated within one generic profile, with options 
for specialisation in youth care, social care and social cohesion. Social 
workers can be positioned as generic workers in social (interdisciplinary) 
teams, as specialists in institutions, and as independent entrepreneurs. 
As argued before, in all positions the identity of the profession is being 
challenged, while social work education is unable to offer immediate 
solutions. One example relevant to this research concerns female 
Moroccan-Dutch professionals who indicate that their choice for social 
work is motivated by the specific social casework profile that is the more 
‘traditional’ face-to-face individual work. Will they also be motivated by 
a more generic profile in the near future? 
Social work education has to adapt to the many social changes in 
society, the transition of the welfare state and the decentralisation of 
the social domain, and accordingly to the new role of the generic social 
worker. The rapid changes in society and in the profession impel 
educators to move beyond traditional and once self-evident concepts. 
Professional education is constructed and relies on a fairly rigid image 
of a profession that often doesn’t exist anymore. This image is the 
starting point for a quest to determine what students need to learn. As 
said before, the transition in social work and in society at large means 
that the near future of the profession is rather uncertain or fluid. 
Organisations increasingly seem to think in multiple roles or 
competencies for professionals and less in clear-cut professions. 
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Increasing complexity and claims require a higher degree of 
competence (Noordegraaf, 2015). For many students who often grew 
up ‘within one’s own group’, education and work are the places of 
inter-ethnic contact. From this perspective, misunderstanding and 
conflicts are likely to enter education and will at the same time offer 
rich possibilities for learning. Higher education tries to find ways to 
give refugees access to education, it has to reduce social inequality and 
the high number of non-western early school leavers, and it has to 
learn to deal with polarisation in the classrooms. The disadvantaged 
starting position of many ethnic minority students can be explained by 
a combination of deficits in language, social and study skills. Most of 
these students grew up in families with low-educated parents who 
could not help them with their schoolwork but at the same time had 
high expectations of their children. Research by Severiens (2006, 2010) 
shows that ethnic minority students feel that support by educators 
really matters, because this support was less available in their family. 
This focus on students’ deficits may result in a one-sided perspective, 
while integration should be a more balanced two-sided process in 
which the student and the institution both have a role to play and are 
expected to change. For ethnic minority students, a safe and caring 
environment is considered a high priority in education. There are 
some similarities with how higher education in the Netherlands has 
traditionally struggled to connect to the working class. Similar to how 
social workers perceive their ethnic minority service users, there are 
indications that educators perceive their ethnic minority students as 
‘different and difficult’. Research into the increasing diversity in higher 
education in the Netherlands shows some of the challenges posed by 
this development (De Jong, 2014). The number of ethnic minority 
students entering higher education is growing, but the high rate of 
early school leavers among these students indicates the importance of 
recognising that, aside from the students’ context, the educational 
context can also pose an impediment to their success. High priority is 
given to a ‘sense of belonging’ among ethnic minority students, as the 
lack of this sense is seen as a major reason for their premature 
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departure. The first hundred days in higher education are even 
considered a strong determinant of a successful study. Many ethnic 
minority students enter higher education following a longer alternative 
study route that increases the risk of an early ‘dropout’. Crul (2013) 
argues that this longer route is not always beneficial, since talents and 
competences are not always recognised by educational institutions. 
The ‘global standards for social work education and training’ 
(IASSW, IFSW, 2004) includes specific standards with regard to cultural 
and ethnic diversity and gender inclusiveness (8.1-8.6). Universities 
should make ‘concerted and continuous efforts to ensure the 
enrichment of the educational experience by reflecting cultural and 
ethnic diversity, and gender analysis’ in their programmes. One of the 
emerging questions is how to make religious diversity a part of the 
curriculum that acknowledges not only the religious dimensions of 
the lives of many service users but also of the professionals, in and 
outside faith-based agencies. 
Foucault (1980) and Bourdieu (1984) already pointed at how schools 
reproduce the social structure and its inequalities instead of removing 
them, and ever since equal education opportunities for diverse groups 
have been discussed. Catarci argues that students must be considered 
as change agents and identifies a few essential dimensions of 
‘multicultural education’(Catarci & Fiorucci, 2015: 3):
• assuring the use of content from a variety of cultures in education;
• deconstructing the implicit cultural assumptions in the construction 
of knowledge;
• promoting the educational achievement level of students from 
diverse socio-cultural background; and 
• an empowering school culture, aimed at increasing the strength of 







A selection of supportive concepts and studies
The theoretical framework of this research has been described in the 
separate publications (Chapters 4-7). This chapter describes the most 
supportive and inspiring concepts that emerged and were applied in 
the research process. Since the 1990s, international social work theory 
has dealt intensively with ‘difference’. The ‘recognition of difference’ 
has been used to demand and conceptualise justice in social work and 
to criticise the so-called colour-blind view for ignoring the privileges 
and power relations linked to difference categories (Dominelli, 2008). 
Diversity has been categorised by academics as one of the central 
principles of social work. A dilemma that cannot be resolved in the 
connection between difference and social work, is that the recognition 
of difference reproduces power relations due to the classification of 
‘otherness’ and is always accompanied by the problem of 
determination and exclusion (Ploesser & Mecheril, 2011). What most 
theories seem to have in common is that diversity mainly pertains to 
ethnic and cultural (and religious) diversity. A dominant discourse in 
social work is diversity, in the sense of recognising difference, coupled 
to a plea for the deconstruction of the concepts of culture and ethnicity. 
The recognition and the interpretation of (cultural) difference on the 
one hand and the need to deconstruct culture and ethnicity on the 
other hand creates an on-going challenge. 
2.1  Dealing with diversity in the field of social work
An intriguing study for me was ‘Ma(r) king Differences in Dutch Social 
Work’ by Van der Haar (2007). She clearly demonstrated that dealing 
with service users with a migrant background ‘is perceived by social 
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workers as difficult and is often problematized by means of culture’ 
(Van der Haar, 2006: 98). According to this study, categorising and 
labelling service users is part of the professional repertoire, although 
professionals are well aware that this may lead to stigmatisation. 
Migrants are seen as ‘others’, or as ‘cultural others’, and that otherness 
is considered problematical. In the construction of this otherness, 
parallels can be identified between the classic discourse on poverty, 
where the poor were considered ‘the unsocial or uncivilised’, and 
migrants. Social workers use rather similar expressions when talking 
about both categories, like ‘having little self- reflection’, ‘having a 
victim mentality’ or ‘being passive’. The parallels between the two 
categories are remarkable. Rath (1999) refers to the two groups as the 
‘interior Others’ and the ‘exterior Others’ and emphasises how their 
deviance from dominant norms is made into a problem and related to 
socio-economic characteristics (a lower class status). Different authors 
point to the impact of the specific Dutch historical context, especially 
the effects of ‘(de-) pillarisation’ on the development of social work. 
Religious and cultural pillarisation resulted in categorical practices 
and thinking and a resistance to acknowledging the heterogeneity of 
culture and religion (Koopmans, 2003; Benhabib, 2002; Ghorashi, 
2006). At the same time one might ask whether the ‘pillarisation of 
society’ should on the contrary be interpreted as accepting 
heterogeneity. Since the 90s the categorical approach in social work 
has been replaced by an integral approach, but Van der Haar argues 
that categorical thinking is still present in the professional practices 
(Van der Haar, 2007:172). Migrants are not only perceived as different, 
but migrant service users do not seem to fit into the existing 
professional repertoire. Migrants are de-individualised by reducing 
them to culture and this ‘appears to be in contrast with the prevailing 
“individualizing” anchors of social work’ (Van der Haar, 2007:164). 
Professionals ‘nevertheless encourage them to pursue the uniform 
goal that focuses on individual empowerment and emancipation’ (Van 
der Haar, 2006:107). She concludes that cultural relativism is not 
dominant in the Dutch professional discourse.  
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2.2  Boundary Work
Essers and Benschop (2009) published a study on ‘Muslim 
businesswomen doing boundary work’. Scanning different data bases 
on a variety of key words did not yield many results on how Muslim 
workers connect to their profession, revealing that it is an under-
researched and under-conceptualised issue. However, this article on 
Islam and entrepreneurship was at that time an exception and considered 
a largely under-researched theme, also in organisation studies. 
This study focuses on the relationship between working life and 
religion from the perspective of entrepreneurship and organisation 
studies. Islam or religion is not ‘left at home’ in the workplace. The 
study is based on theories on intersectionality, where the basic idea is 
that identities are intersectionally constructed (Verloo, 2006; Crenshaw, 
2011). Originally, intersectionality is a term to describe ‘the various 
ways race and gender interact to shape the multiple dimensions of the 
realities of black women’ (Crenshaw, 1991: 1244). Later the term 
expanded to also include other identities.  
The authors introduce the concept of ‘boundary work’, identity 
work and multiple identity construction, as performed by Muslim 
women in dealing with and combining different identity categories. 
‘Boundaries’ are seen as markers of difference and reveal processes of 
self-definition that exclude and include. In this thesis, boundary work 
serves as a concept to building, drawing and redrawing boundaries, 
personally and professionally, in times of transition. It is about 
mediation, distinction, demarcation, protection, managing tensions 
and colliding worlds. According to Foucault, ‘the boundary’ is one 
aspect of regimes of power: it prescribes social relations, it marks 
concepts of social order and dualities of the normal and deviant, the 
accepted and the unacceptable, the own and the other, the belonging 
and the not-belonging (Foucault, 1995). ‘Breaking the binary boundary’ 
is an example of an expression used to challenge binary constructions. 
The concept of boundaries is presented as supportive in 
understanding the relation between Islam and the construction of 
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gender and ethnic identities and how identity work is performed to 
create room for agency. Different strategies were identified in which 
Islam, but also gender identities, are used to facilitate entrepreneurship 
and to create and use opportunities and possibilities. Although 
intersectionality is related to inequalities and exclusion based mainly 
on restrictions that come with multiple identities, this perspective 
offers possibilities as well. It shows the strength of creative identity 
work that is done in negotiating identities. An example of this strength-
based approach is expressed when the individuality of faith is 
emphasised in the following quotation: ‘the women in this study do 
this by claiming the right to decide for themselves which religious 
rules apply to their working lives’ (Essers & Benschop, 2009: 419). A 
focus on restrictions and possibilities counterbalances the stereotype 
of the oppressed Muslim woman. In social work literature, the concept 
of boundary work is mainly applied to professional identity and to the 
process of adjusting boundaries and the blurring of boundaries 
between work and life outside work. Reamer (2003) argues that 
management of boundary issues may enhance social work’s ethical 
integrity. The concept of ‘boundaries’ cannot be considered a solid, 
fully elaborated theory but according to Lamont and Molnar (2002), 
the concept has been at the centre of the research agendas in the social 
sciences, especially in the literature on identity; on class, ethnicity and 
gender; on professions, knowledge and science; and on communities 
and national identities.
2.3  The Capability Approach
Another supportive and inspiring theory that emerged during the 
research process and became increasingly dominant is the capability 
approach. The capability approach is originally an economic theory on 
human development, as developed by the Indian economist and 
philosopher Amartya Sen in the 1980s. The theory was developed as a 
framework for the assessment of human development and as a 
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contextual approach in the discourse on human rights. It has also 
proven to be applicable in studies related to education, social 
development, migration, gender and ethics, and to social work. The 
concept of ‘capabilities’, as articulated in the work of Amartya Sen and 
Martha Nussbaum, is identified as a promising point of departure for 
the future of social work (Stoesz & Karger, 2012: 652). In social work in 
the Netherlands we can also see a growing interest in the capability 
approach (Den Braber, 2013). The basic assumption of this approach is 
that human development depends on the freedom to achieve a life 
that one has reason to value. As most service users in social work are 
not able to live the lives they have reason to value, this means that 
social work from this perspective can be framed as bringing about 
change by enhancing people’s freedom to live the life they want to. 
Basically, the capability approach investigates inequality or poverty by 
including non-financial and non-material elements. Human diversity 
must be considered a fundamental aspect of any discourse on equality 
(Sen, 1992). According to Sen, the traditional concentration on the 
income space and generic welfare indicators ignores human diversity 
and the importance of human freedom (Sen, 1992). This also offers the 
possibility to acknowledge the normative importance of groups and 
group dependent constraints, such as the discrimination of women on 
the labour market. It acknowledges that structural inequalities (based 
on race or gender) might be very different within the same social class. 
The capability approach connects well to the theories on 
intersectionality, as mentioned before. ‘Capability’ reflects a person’s 
freedom to choose between different ways of living (Sen, 1992). This 
means that great importance is attached to personal (and reasoned) 
choice. The capability approach can also be connected to ‘boundary 
work’ because it emphasises the importance and weighing of multiple 
identities and the individual’s choice of identity. 
Sen’s capability approach is concerned with the distribution and 
equality of opportunity and the individual’s power to pursue well-
being within their society (Sen, 1992). In his ideas on multiculturalism, 
Sen points out the importance of the question: should human beings 
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be categorised in terms of inherited traditions (including religion), 
thereby taking this unchosen identity to have automatic priority over 
other affiliations? (Sen, 2006). He argues that the ability to make 
reasoned choices should be positively supported by the social 
opportunities of education and participation in civil society (Ibid). The 
capability approach can also be considered a moral theory and more 
specifically, a moderate universalist moral theory, arguing that certain 
capabilities of human beings are universal (Alexander, 2008). One of 
the basic questions from the perspective of the capability approach is: 
what is just for this human being in this specific context, taking both 
material and immaterial conditions into account? Although social 
justice can be considered a universal ideal, Sen argues that justice 
needs to be contextualised through deliberating practices and 
dialogue. What is just needs to be discussed through continuous 
debates on newly emerging dilemmas. 
2.4.  Superdiversity
It was not a coincidence that, in the five years of this research, 
publications on ‘superdiversity’ emerged; both this research and these 
publications were fuelled by the same societal developments. The goal 
of this research is to address the growing ‘diversification’ of 
professionals in social work, which is one of the domains in which 
superdiversity is becoming increasingly apparent. The academic 
discourse on superdiversity is relatively new. ‘Superdiversity rests on 
the growing awareness that over the past two and a half decades the 
demographic, socio-political, cultural and socio-linguistic face of 
societies worldwide has been changing as a result of (a) ever faster and 
more mobile communication technologies and software infrastructures, 
along with (b) ever expanding mobility and migration activity related 
to major geo-political changes around 1990’ (Blommaert 2012). The 
term was introduced ‘to address the changing nature of global 
migration that, over the past thirty years or so, has brought with it a 
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transformative “diversification of diversity”’ (Meissner & Vertovec, 
2014: 542). In the Netherlands and Flanders, superdiversity emerged 
mainly in the work of Crul, Schneider and Lelie (2013), and more 
specifically with regard to social work, in the writings of Geldof (2011, 
2013, 2016) and Van Robaeys, Van Ewijk & Dierckx (2016). The 
‘scenario of hope’, as presented in superdiversity, is based on equality 
and emancipation. The different authors have in common that they 
question the dominant thinking on who is ‘integrated’ and who is not, 
especially in the urban context where soon there will no longer be a 
majority ethnic grouping. ‘Emancipation is seldom the result of 
compulsion to adjust to the norms of the majority group, but it is 
possible as a consequence of upward social mobility within your own 
social group’ (Geldof, 2016; 190). 
The major cities in particular are the places were differences are 
negotiated. ‘Cities are plural spaces, characterised by a superdiversity 
that demands the particular attention of social work in terms of 
solidarities, cohesion and appropriate cross-cultural responses 
(Vertovec, 2007, 2011). ‘Urban social work’ is introduced as a concept 
to address the challenges for and the responses from the profession in 
the context of superdiversity as the urban condition of the 21st century. 
Geldof argues that social work is in urgent need of ‘interculturalisation’ 
and highlights the danger of the culturalisation of exclusion, used to 
stigmatise people (Geldof, 2011: 35). The literature on superdiversity 
emphasise the need to de-essentialise the understanding of ethnicity 
and culture and advocate a more structural focus. Boccagni (2015:615) 
also addresses the need for ‘strategies to make social work practice 
more reflective of clients’ diversity including the ethno-cultural 
diversification of staff recruitment and of service providers’. 
Superdiversity is underpinned by three keywords: mobility, 
complexity and unpredictability (Blommaert, 2013). It is a reality with 
an unsettling effect on social work professionals and educators, but in 
theory can also help to deal with these unsettling effects. Superdiversity 
is a frame of reference for understanding and managing complexity 
and the recurrent reflections of social workers on being a professional 
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in an increasingly diverse context (Van Robaeys, Van Ewijk & Dierckx, 
2016). The diversification of diversity points to continuous 
configurations and newly emerging differences within categorisations 
among educators, service users and students, and creates opportunities 






Research questions and methodology
This thesis encompasses four separate research sections. These sections 
developed during the research process, based on ongoing and 
progressively developing insights, and each section builds on the 
previous one. This chapter describes the overarching research 
questions and the outlines of the research process. The four different 
research sections have resulted in four publications (Chapter 4-7). 
Special attention is given to research ethics, language and labelling, 
and the position of the researcher. Finally, a table is presented with an 
overview of the different research sections, research questions, theory 
and instruments.
In the first chapter I described how Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-
Dutch professionals are stigmatised as oppressed, non-emancipated 
and incapable of agency, but simultaneously burdened with high 
claims and expectations. These professionals face many forms of 
exclusion and also in education they are often addressed in terms of 
their ‘deficits’. I felt impressed by their ‘power’ and ambitions and 
was convinced that they could somehow enrich the social work 
discourse. The assumption underlying this research is that learning 
from the perspective of Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch 
professionals can contribute to the (normative) professionalisation of 
social work and the inclusiveness of the social work profession and 
education. This research thus aims to contribute to professional 
knowledge and professional action, against the horizon of the ethical, 
moral and political significance of good work (Kunneman, 2005).  
The key and subsidiary research questions are premised on the 
basic interdependency of multiple identities. All students in social 
work have to combine their class, ethnic, gender, religious and cultural 
identities with their professional roles. Personal identities have to be 
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connected to the professional identity, a process in which they come to 
have a sense of themselves as a social work professional. Based on the 
intersection of identities, it may be assumed that the Turkish-Dutch 
and Moroccan-Dutch professionals need to bridge large and complex 
differences. Power, privilege, oppression and marginalisation interact 
with individual identities, which means that individuals will have 
different experiences of privilege and oppression. Group 
marginalisation based on cultural identity only, or one identity factor, 
need to be reduced as much as possible, as individuals are 
conceptualised as intersected beings. During the research process, I 
closely examined how I as a researcher may have contributed to 
stigmatisation or the reinforcement of population stereotypes. 
Although I may not have managed to avoid this completely, the 
theories of the ‘capability approach’ and ‘superdiversity’ were helpful 
‘to keeping things in balance’. 
From the theoretical perspective of the capability approach, it is an 
important issue whether the professionals are able to realise a valued 
professional life and whether their work satisfies their desires. This 
also implies a conversion process in which resources can be converted 
into opportunities and chance options. It also involves the ability to 
deal with hindrances such as identity tensions, issues of belonging 
and not-belonging, the risk of stigmatisation and ethnic profiling in 
the profession. Another question is whether the social work profession 
and education offers the professionals sufficient support. Also, new 
professionals will inevitably have an impact on the profession, just like 
newcomers have an impact on Dutch society. Some of the characteristics 
of the debates on social integration at the macro level will be 
recognisable in this study at the professional level. The key and 
subsidiary research questions have been defined as follows:
Key research question
How do young, newly started, female Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-
Dutch professionals in social work perceive and position themselves 
in relation to their profession?
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Subsidiary questions
1. How do Turkish- Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch social work 
professionals position themselves in their new professional context?
2. How do these newly started professionals combine multiple 
identities and deal with identity tensions, and do they find positive 
sources of identification in social work? 
3. What kind of professionals do these newly started social workers 
desire to be and what hindrances do they encounter in realising 
these desires?
4. How do social work educators deal with the unsettling challenges 
of ‘superdiversity’?
3.1  The research process
This qualitative study explores the experiences of newly-started 
Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female professionals in social 
work and studies how these professionals see and experience 
themselves in relation to their profession. To explore the personal 
experiences and sense-making of these professionals, a qualitative 
research approach was assumed to be most suitable. The main method 
of data collection used in this research was the qualitative research 
interview, with elements of action research in the sense that the young 
professionals were engaged as co-researchers in parts of the research. 
In the second research section (Chapter 5) this is described as ‘a 
participative qualitative inquiry’, or as a participative and normative 
method, aimed at ‘giving voice’ to the professionals. In general, the 
involvement of people with a stake in the issue under study adds a 
dimension. Participative qualitative inquiry is described as ‘a very 
demanding process that evolves when two spheres of action – science 
and practice – meet, interact, and develop an understanding for each 
other’ (Bergold & Thomas, 2012). Involvement in doing the research 
will impact on the professionals and changes may occur. The overall 
research can be identified as ‘grounded theory’ driven, ‘meaning that 
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no hypotheses had to be tested, but after deep immersion achieved 
through observations, interviews, and/or document analysis’, 
concepts can be formulated that fit the observations (Gilgun, 2010: 
285). This means that answers to the research questions were sought in 
the empirical data as well as in theory. 
The research population (Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch 
female professionals in social work) was identified in terms of the 
origin countries of the professionals’ parents and grandparents, and 
was selected primarily on the basis of self-identification. However, this 
self-identification may be influenced by the labelling of outsiders. 
‘Self-ascription’ and ‘self-identification’ can be considered key 
concepts. Sometimes the young professionals in social work are 
referred to as second- and third- generation migrant women, as most 
of the students in social work are young women, born and raised in 
the Netherlands (or occasionally came to the Netherlands before the 
age of six). Most of them did not migrate personally, which is why I 
follow Buitelaar (2009) and Eijberts (2013) in highlighting the difference 
in generational status by calling them ‘migrant daughters’. 
This study does not attempt to identify differences between the 
Turkish-Dutch or the Moroccan-Dutch female social professionals or 
any ‘in-group’ differences, and has no comparative dimension. This 
also means that it seeks to paint ‘a generalised picture’ on the one hand 
– consisting of common patterns and themes in how the professionals 
of Turkish and Moroccan descent construct their current ‘professional 
self’ – while presenting ‘single narratives’ on the other hand, in the 
form of individual quotations. This research on ‘newcomers’ in a 
profession has some of the characteristics of an ethnographic study.
The different sections, as presented in the research overview (3.4), 
correspond to the defined subsidiary questions. However, a few 
changes were made in the methodological process:
• In the first research section, the decision was taken to restrict the 
research population to women only. The few men of Turkish or 
Moroccan background that could be found did not meet the criteria 
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set for ‘newly started’ professionals and were much older and ‘first 
generation’. For these male professionals, social work had become 
their second career. Another reason to focus on women only is the 
dominance of gender issues in the female professionals’ narratives 
in the context of a ‘gendered’ profession. The title of the second 
publication is therefore: an explorative study of female Turkish and 
Moroccan-Dutch professionals in social work in the Netherlands. 
• In the first research section, the process of professional identification 
or socialisation (i.e., how the professionals ‘connect’ to the 
profession) proved to not be so important for the respondents. 
Accordingly, the choice was made to focus on the professionals’ 
self-perception and positioning in their professional context.
• In the delineation of ‘newly started professionals’, fourth-year 
Bachelor students in social work were included who have successfully 
spent a year in a professional internship. This means that any 
reference to professionals in this research also includes fourth-year 
Bachelor students. As a result of this choice and by including these 
students as co-researchers, the field of social work education became 
increasingly important. Consequently, the fourth research section 
incorporates the perspective of social work educators.
• Originally one of the subsidiary questions addressed the impact of 
the new professionals on the dominant ideas regarding the 
profession and the (normative) professionalisation of social work. 
This has been adapted in the fourth subsidiary question to address 
the impact of the challenge of the growing number of students with 
a migrant and refugee background on the educational context, and 
only indirectly on professional practice. 
3.2  An introduction to the research sections 
The research sections correspond with the four publications presented 
in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7. In the introduction to the research sections, 
the main choices are described in the different sections:
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Section 1 (Chapter 4): An explorative study through ‘open interviews’ 
with a small group of newly started Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-
Dutch professionals.
Section 2 (Chapter 5): ‘A participative qualitative inquiry’ by means 
of 40 (peer-) interviews with newly started female social work 
professionals of Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch descent and 10 
reflection meetings in two teams of (peer-) co-researchers.
Section 3 (Chapter 6): ‘A qualitative content analysis’ of the data of 
the same 40 interviews.
Section 4 (Chapter 7): A summary of the outcomes of the research 
was presented to two different meetings of educators; a focus group 
and an expert meeting.
(1) The research project started with a series of open interviews with a 
small group of newly started Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch 
professionals (n=7) using a topic list, conducted at the respondents’ 
workplace. The chosen topics were family migration history, study 
career, their motivation to choose for social work and their first 
professional impressions and experiences as a professional. The 
professionals were recruited in a few large social work organisations 
and volunteered by means of self-identification. Several recurrent 
‘issues’ were identified in the process of coding and labelling the data 
generated by the transcribed interviews. The dominant issues were 
identified as: gender, faith, professionalism, belonging and 
discrimination. The data of the interviews were then contextualised 
through a study of available academic literature on issues in 
specifically the Dutch context, related to the Turkish-Dutch and 
Moroccan-Dutch population. The identified issues had to form the 
starting point for a follow-up study in the second phase. During the 
process of phase 1, the decision was taken to discard the data from the 
interviews with the male professionals, leaving only seven interviews. 
This modest number was however considered acceptable as the start 
to a larger research project. For more detailed descriptions see 
Chapter 4. 
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(2) One of the dilemmas that needed to be addressed concerned the 
central position of the interviewer/researcher. Accordingly, ideas 
developed for ‘a participative inquiry’ for the second phase to 
minimise any power imbalance in the relation between researcher/
interviewer and respondents due to status, age, gender and ethnicity, 
and hence to minimise the risk of biases. 
Also, after connecting the theory to the data in phase 1, it emerged 
that, besides the previously identified ‘issues’, one of the conclusions 
needed further exploration in a follow-up. Indications were found that 
the newly started professionals had to cope with different claims and 
expectations (see Chapter 4), affecting their professional work and 
causing identity tensions. Based on the experiences of the first study, 
therefore, the option of ‘a participative qualitative inquiry’ approach 
needed to be explored in phase 2, within the educational context of the 
Bachelor programme of social work at the Utrecht University of 
Applied Sciences (HU).
Eight students, of which six female Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-
Dutch, volunteered to participate. This offered the opportunity to 
conduct the research with (prospective) professionals whose 
experiences and sense-making were simultaneously under study. The 
students were considered as participative researchers, or co-
researchers. The challenge was to determine how much autonomy 
they should have as co-researchers. They had to step aboard an 
existing research plan and had to accept the defined research structure. 
An additional structure was created in which the co-researchers were 
divided into two teams of their own choice (of which one ‘mixed’ 
team), carrying out 20 semi-structured interviews in each team. The 
team members were trained to conduct these interviews. Reflection 
meetings were organised during the interview cycle, and the data 
were analysed jointly by the primary investigator and the student 
researchers. These co-researchers were observed by the primary 
investigator in the reflection meetings, in their questioning, analysis 
and interpretation of the data of the interviews. The co-researchers 
also had some autonomy to add new ‘items’. The assumption was that 
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the observation of this process could offer answers to the question 
how new professionals deal with identity tensions and find positive 
sources of identification in social work. The co-researchers were thus 
knowingly object of research as well as subject of research. Each team 
of co-researchers recruited different volunteers to be interviewed. One 
team chose to focus on last years’ Bachelor students in social work, 
their direct peers. The other team chose to focus on newly started 
professionals in social work practice. The ‘issues’ from the first phase 
had to be leading in their interviews. The two teams increasingly took 
the lead and set the agenda themselves, enabling them to take 
ownership of the research. The data were retrieved from the interviews, 
transcribed by the co-researchers themselves, and reports were written 
on the reflection meetings between co-researchers and research 
coordinator. The eagerness of the young researchers to find recognition 
and the wish to create a positive image of themselves and their peers 
could possibly lead to a bias and needed a counterbalance. For this 
reason the focus in phase 2 was mainly on the reports of the reflection 
meetings. For more detailed descriptions, see Chapter 5. 
(3) In phase 3, the primary investigator analysed the transcribed 
interviews performed by the co-researchers using ‘content analysis’. 
After re-reading the interviews, the data proved to be so rich that the 
choice was made to continue in phase 3 with ‘a content analysis’ of the 
interviews by the co-researchers. This offered the opportunity to have 
a closer look at the interviews of the co-researchers with their peer 
interviewees. The data of these interviews could be considered a 
resource, offering insights into how the interviewees give meaning to 
their experiences. The co-researchers were asked for their consent. 
Inspired by the capability approach, an outsider perspective was 
added to the interpretation of the data with a focus on ‘desires and 
constraints’. Desires were identified in terms of ideals, ambitions and 
values, and constraints in terms of blockades and obstacles. Common 
patterns and themes were identified and explored in ‘what’ was said 
by the interviewees, in how they constructed their self and answered 
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the question of who they desire to be. This was not a direct goal of the 
interviews, however, and it increased the risk of biases in interpretation 
which had to be neutralised by continuously going back to the 
interpretations of the co-researchers themselves. Their interpretations 
could also be biased due to an eagerness to find recognition. 
Furthermore, the gender (and ethnic) match interaction with peer 
interviewers could already have affected the interviewee’s attitudes. 
For more detailed descriptions see Chapter 6. 
(4) The final step was to apply the outcomes of the first three phases by 
presenting the outcomes to social work educators. This offered the 
possibility to incorporate the more contextual dimension of the key 
research question. This research demonstrates the impact of increasing 
diversity on social work education, and the question of what can be 
learned from the experiences of the Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-
Dutch professionals became more dominant. Educators were invited 
to reflect on the results, which meant that the first three phases had to 
be summed up. The first question as presented to the educators was 
whether they recognised the outcomes and could describe how this 
affects them in their work. The second question concerned their own 
assessment of how they deal with the challenges of increasing diversity 
in social work. These reflection meetings were held at two different 
occasions: a structured two-hour focus group meeting consisting of 
eight social work researchers/educators from one university, and a 
structured expert meeting with 25 participants from all across the 
country. The first meeting focussed on dilemmas specifically related to 
social work education, and the second on dilemmas in higher 
education in general and more specifically in the large cities. The 
second expert meeting offered the opportunity to check whether the 
outcomes in the first group are typical for social work or that specific 
university, or could be recognised as more general outcomes for Dutch 
universities in a diverse urban context. For more detailed descriptions 
see Chapter 7. 
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3.3  Research ethics
 
Any examination of the experiences of Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-
Dutch professionals will inevitably encounter debates on language, 
labelling and categorisations. In a society where Turkish-Dutch and 
Moroccan-Dutch citizens face discrimination and exclusion, this study 
must avoid any unintentional disempowerment of young Turkish and 
Moroccan professionals by language or labelling. Labelling and 
categorising are however an intrinsic part of doing research. These 
issues must therefore be addressed here, under the header of research 
ethics. 
• Language and labelling 
Language is never neutral; it embodies and reflects particular power 
relationships and socio-political (changing) realities. An example of a 
changing concept is the use of ‘hijab’ instead of the headscarf. In more 
recent publications a slight change can be noticed in favour of ‘the 
hijab’, in order to be more respectful. It is a term that encompasses 
much more than an article of clothing. Hijab isn’t something one 
wears; it is how one is. In this thesis I refer to the ‘headscarf’, which is 
dominant in the Dutch discourse but is by no means meant to be less 
respectful. 
The risk of ‘grouping’ or categorising and labelling required 
attention in all sections of the research, but especially in forming a 
‘general picture’. When giving language to how young professionals 
perceive and position themselves, interpretations cannot be avoided. 
The question of how to address differences between the professionals 
of this study and the ‘native Dutch’ was quite a challenge. This 
distinction demands critical scrutiny, as it is similar to the binary and 
very powerful construction of ‘foreign’ versus ‘native’. In this study, 
professionals have sometimes been referred to, inadequately but for 
lack of a better alternative, as ‘native Dutch’ or ‘majority ethnic’ Dutch, 
or even ‘white’ Dutch in a more politicised context. Quotation marks 
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are used to acknowledge the inadequacy of the concepts and the 
unwanted risk of labelling. After all, the professionals involved in this 
study are all native Dutch. Technically, the third-generation are not 
considered immigrants, but are treated as such when of a different 
racial/ethnic background (Essed & Trienekens, 2008). The Netherlands 
Institute for Social Research (SCP) and Statistics Netherlands (CBS) 
refer to differences in structural and socio-cultural positions of groups 
by distinguishing ‘native Dutch’ from non-Western migrant groups. 
This study likewise differentiates between non-Western students and 
professionals and their native Dutch peers. However, in the written 
texts on this research the respondents were increasingly addressed 
using a hyphenated construction. The use of the hyphenated identity 
is an attempt at using more inclusive language. According to Suarez-
Orozco (2004: 1), the hyphen can be considered as ‘the pivotal 
psychological hinge where identities cast “in tension” are at once 
joined and separated’. In spoken language, the respondents mainly 
identified themselves with their parents’ country of origin, so as 
Turkish or as Moroccan or as ‘allochthones’. The Dutch distinction 
between allochthones and autochthones erects a clear and powerful 
boundary between those from elsewhere and those who can claim to 
be born from the soil (Duyvendak, 2011). The Netherlands Scientific 
Council for Government Policy (WRR) recently published a report on 
‘migration and classification’, under the title ‘Towards a multiple 
migration idiom’ (Bovens, M., Bokhorst, M., Jennissen, R. & Engbersen, 
G., 2016). According to the Council, the existing terminology 
(introduced in 1971) is ‘worn-out’, especially the specifically Dutch 
and powerful boundary between ‘allochthones and autochthones’. 
The Netherlands is the only country in the world that distinguishes 
allochthones and autochthones in its statistics, based on the country of 
birth of someone’s parents (Ibid). Although introduced as ‘neutral’ 
concepts, the divide has become questionable because of the 
emotionally charged and classifying character that developed, 
particularly in the last decade. Another distinction that is criticised by 
the council is ‘Western versus non-Western’. This divide suggests a 
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geographical base but is in fact more of a cultural distinction with a 
colonial connotation. The use of the distinction between Western and 
non-Western in both statistics and in literature is however still 
widespread. 
Since 2008, organisations, politicians and policy makers increasingly 
opt to use alternative concepts, such as ‘migrants’ or by addressing 
people in hyphenated form, such as Turkish-Dutch. However, no 
consensus exists. Some criticise and label these attempts as ‘politically 
correct’. It is argued that new terms may replace the old ones, but will 
not basically change the stereotyping or stigmatisation. Stereotyping is 
linked with power and the construction of ‘others’. Migrants who feel 
more at home in the country, who have less problems with language 
and a better position on the labour market, see themselves less as 
‘allochthones’(Ibid). Being an allochthone has a negative connotation, 
and in spoken language ‘native Dutch’ refer to ‘people of colour’ as 
allochthones. Van der Haar and Yanow (2011) describe how, in the 
public debates, the concept ‘allochthone’ mainly refers to the non-
Western part of the category, generally perceived as not or not yet 
integrated. 
Although the above might suggest giving up on all forms of 
classification, especially the ones based on country of origin, this is not 
the solution. Giving up on ethnic classifications would increase the 
risk of a ‘colour-blind approach’ that might lead to a lesser 
understanding of inequality and processes of exclusion in education, 
the labour market and health care. Problems need to be monitored and 
the effectivity of policies assessed. Classification contains of 
registration on origin, data collection based on ethnicity, clustering 
(such as countries of origin) and labelling. Categorisation can be seen 
as an effective way of processing information, collecting data in groups 
to reduce the complexity. Given the increasing complexity of the local 
and global society, adopting a multiple migration idiom is inevitable. 
In the theory on superdiversity this is an example of the diversification 
of diversity. There is a growing call to recognise and accommodate 
multiple identities, such as ‘Turks-Nederlandse Amsterdammer’ 
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(Turkish-Dutch person from Amsterdam), to stop clustering countries 
of origin and, above all, to adopt a more inclusive language. According 
to the WRR (2016), ‘background’ seems more inclusive than ‘origin’ or 
‘descent’. To use existing concepts from a new perspective can 
sometimes be very effective, however. When the second-generation 
‘allochthone’ students are addressed as first-generation in higher 
education, the connection is made with ‘autochthone’ students who 
are also first generation in higher education. To classify people in 
terms of ‘origin’ is only legitimate when it serves and contributes to 
the realisation of goals that cannot be realised in an alternative way. 
The advantages need to counterbalance the disadvantages. 
Classifications that invite negative associations or are excluding 
should be avoided; they should also not cast a migrant identity as a 
‘master status’.
• Codes of conduct
This research had to meet the requirements of the code of ethics for 
practice research, developed by The Netherlands Association of 
Universities of Applied Sciences (2011).  The rights, the safety and the 
dignity of all involved in this research had to be ensured. The framing 
of the research question and the delineation of the research population 
had to be scrutinised in its implications and applications. This is one of 
the reasons why a lot of attention had to be paid to the risk of unwanted 
categorisations, which at the same time cannot be fully avoided. The 
female professionals of this study are categorised as Moroccan or 
Turkish or as Muslim, in contrast to ‘native Dutch’ citizens. In this 
way, the distinction of ‘us’ versus ‘them’ is reinforced. The polarised 
Dutch context, in particular with regard to Muslims, required acting 
responsibly with a view to how the research could potentially be 
misinterpreted.  
The co-researchers involved in the second section of research were 
asked to sign a contract, including a ‘code of research ethics’. This 
contract regulated things like the length of their involvement, the 
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ownership of the data and privacy regulations. The students/co-
researchers were also entitled to use the outcomes of their research 
work in their final year’s assessments. The involvement of Turkish-
Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch students as co-researchers required strict 
agreements on how to collect and save the data and above all how to 
assure the privacy of all participants, especially given their personal 
closeness to their respondents. Clear ethical standpoints had to be 
formulated to avoid any misuse. All (co-) researchers involved had to 
be confident that nothing would be used against them and that all 
stakeholders stood to benefit from the research work. This required 
clear agreements on the co-researchers’ measure of autonomy in their 
research work. Important decisions had to be taken in the regular 
reflection meetings between the research coordinator and co-
researchers, and these meetings had to offer a safe place to ask 
questions and to be critical. At the start of the second section, the 
research questions were already defined when the co-researchers 
joined the process. Within that restriction, they were however offered 
as much room as possible. For both the mixed team and the team with 
a shared background (all Moroccan-Dutch), the team composition and 
its impact on their research work was a constant challenge. The 
position of the research coordinator, as lecturer in the university, also 
required careful consideration. The students needed to be assured that 
the lecturer would not be involved in any of their assessments within 
the regular curriculum. The positions of those involved had to be clear 
and checked regularly, such as the co-researchers being both subject 
and object of research. At several moments the relationship between 
the coordinator and co-researchers had to be discussed, due to the 
stereotypical divide that entered their relationship of an ‘autochthone 
male versus allochthone females’. This divide coincided with the 
imbalanced relationship between lecturer/coordinator versus 
students/co-researchers. The complex question of where working 
together in terms of ‘using each other’ slowly risks developing into 
‘misuse’ was not always easy to answer, but was discussed in the 
regular meetings. Ethical issues existed and emerged when 
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presentations of the outcomes of the research were considered, each 
time related to questions on how much autonomy the co-researchers 
had. An example of such an issue was the question if one of the 
professionals involved or the primary investigator as an outsider, or 
both should do a presentation. The plan to also write and publish 
‘together’ (primary investigator and two co-researchers) the results of 
the second research section in ‘Maatwerk’, a Dutch Journal of Social 
Work (Arslan, Demirel & Hendriks, 2015), proved quite ambitious and 
challenging. It resulted in an article published under the title ‘Strength’ 
(In Dutch: ‘Kracht’), about Turkish- and Moroccan-Dutch professionals 
in social work (not a part of this thesis). It was obvious that all authors 
could benefit from a publication and the co-researchers were proud to 
be publicly visible as new professionals. 
During the research process it became apparent that the co-
researchers often felt excluded from the knowledge production about 
Muslim women in general, as presented in the media. They were eager 
to contribute themselves. This challenged the position of the primary 
investigator, because the dominance of the own interpretations needed 
to be confronted at the same time. One of the risks of a participative 
study is that it highlights the commonalities while neglecting the social 
differences among the research participants. This may even serve to 
disguise social differences and hence contribute to experiences of 
injustice (Lavoie, MacDonald & Whitmore, 2010; 313).
• The position of the researcher
As a researcher I could feel how I was continuously addressed as a 
representative of the ‘native Dutch’ in general. I also felt the eagerness 
of the co-researchers to counter the average stereotypes and images of 
Muslim women. I decided to cultivate this by regularly asking them to 
address me as a representative of the ‘Dutch’, and asking what kind of 
messages they would like to give ‘me’. This also enabled me to 
deliberately distinguish myself from the ‘stereotypical Dutch’, or, from 
another perspective, to voice some of the worries of the same ‘native 
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Dutch’. As an older Dutch male, their research coordinator and a non-
religious person, we were different in almost all identity segments. At 
times this resulted in interesting dialogues, for instance when some of 
them tried to explain how differently they felt from the Dutch, while I 
could explain that exactly the same thing happened in my family 
when I was their age. Differences that were sometimes framed as 
cultural difference quite often proved to be more generational. I felt 
that, as a researcher, I was trying to bridge differences by a focus on 
similarities. After all, I was a first generation student in higher 
education as well, just like them. This was discussed regularly among 
us. Our cooperation depended on how we could deal with difference 
ourselves, and on our ability to create a safe working climate. I 
sometimes felt the risk or temptation to be more of an educator than 
researcher. In the group meetings we experienced the complexity of 
acknowledging in-group differences, especially the diversity in how 
the professionals practice their religion. Gender sensitive issues and in 
particular sexuality were even more complex. I already mentioned in 
the preface how Muslims are stereotyped as ‘incapable of respecting 
the social and political equality of women and sexual minorities’ 
(Mepschen et al. 2010). It is an example of how ‘groups’ are assigned to 
incompatible positions, as opposites, and I sometimes felt that I was 
positioned right in between. One of the questions within the specific 
research context is how much risk can be taken, by discussing gender 
and religious sensitive issues and sexuality, without jeopardising a 
safe relationship. To be able to deal with certain risks, a safe relationship 
and environment need to be established first. Sensitive issues were 
sometimes avoided, but it was remarkable to see how some questions 
could be explored indirectly from the perspective of the female 
professionals’ children. These could be questions about what they 
wished for their children, what they would do if their daughters or 
sons turned out to be lesbian or gay, or if their children were involved 
in an abusive relationship. I did not opt for a strategy of confrontation 
but remained clear about my own personal boundaries, and this will 
have had an impact on my relationship with the co-researchers. It 
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reveals the importance of a contextual normativity, not set in stone, 
which I also wish to represent as an educator. 
3.4  Overview of publications and research sections
This paragraph presents an overview of the different research sections. 
The different sections resulted in publications that have been 
incorporated in full, in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7. Disclosure statements, 
affiliations and notes on contributors have been omitted.
There are some inconsistencies in the text due to the varying layouts 
of the journals, for instance in the use of the hyphen in the titles of the 
different publications, which some journals used and others not. 
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Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals in 
social work 
Abstract
This article describes the perspective of newly started female Turkish 
and Moroccan Dutch professionals in social work and explores how 
they connect to the social work profession. Social work in the 
Netherlands attracts many of these young ‘new’ professionals. These 
second-generation women from a Muslim background are considered 
a ‘progressive force’ within their communities and can play an 
important role in ‘remaking the mainstream’. Increasing diversity and 
complexity go hand in hand with high expectations and claims. 
Muslim, gender, ethnic and professional identities have to be combined 
and demand high flexibility in doing boundary work.
Keywords: super-diversity; complexity; boundaries; Islam; social 
work identity  
Dit artikel beschrijft het perspectief van beginnende Turkse en 
Marokkaanse vrouwelijke professionals in het maatschappelijk werk en 
onderzoekt hoe zij zich verbinden met het beroep maatschappelijk werk. 
In Nederland, kiest een groot aantal van deze jonge, nieuwe professionals 
voor het maatschappelijk werk. Deze tweede generatie vrouwen met een 
islamitische achtergrond, kunnen binnen de gemeenschap beschouwd 
worden als ‘een progressieve kracht’ en spelen een belangrijke rol in het 
doorbreken van de dominante beeldvorming t.a.v. migranten. De 
toenemende diversiteit en complexiteit gaan gepaard met hoge 
verwachtingen en claims. Moslim-, gender-, etnische en professionele 
identiteiten moeten worden gecombineerd en vereisen een hoge mate 
van flexibiliteit in het verrichten van ‘boundary work’. 
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Kernwoorden: super-diversiteit; complexiteit; ‘boundaries’; Islam; en 
sociaal werk identiteit.
Introduction
This qualitative descriptive study explores the professional experiences 
of newly started Turkish and Moroccan Dutch female professionals in 
social work and studies how these professionals connect to the social 
work profession. These new professionals are Dutch citizens who were 
born to immigrant parents from Turkey and Morocco and migrated to 
the Netherlands in the 1970s. According to an estimate by Statistics 
Netherlands (CBS, 2012), there are around 825,000 Muslims living in 
the Netherlands today, the vast majority being of Turkish and 
Moroccan origin. When focusing on how the respondents make sense 
of their professional reality, we should not ignore the fierce debates in 
Dutch society about Islam. The building of mosques, criminality, the 
headscarf, gender inequality, Islam-inspired political extremism and 
the prohibition of double nationalities are popular subjects in the 
media and are often portrayed as corroding Dutch culture. Some 
political parties consider the presence of immigrants to be a threat to 
social cohesion. 
This growing diversity is not only apparent in new clients and new 
professionals but also in new students in Dutch higher education. In 
social work education and practice, the number of students and 
professionals with a Turkish or Moroccan background, is increasing 
rapidly. Social workers in general face challenges in dealing with 
clients with a migrant background, whom they perceive as ‘different’ 
(Van der Haar, 2007). Social work organisations are committed to 
recruiting and retaining employees of diverse backgrounds and 
assume that by employing Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals, 
they are acquiring the knowledge and skills required to deal with 
these differences. 
This study explores how Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals 
connect to the social work profession and position themselves in their 
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new professional context. We want to study how these professionals 
combine their Muslim, gender, ethnic and professional identities, and 
how they deal with being simultaneously members of multiple social 
groups. In ‘Ethics in Social Work, Statement of Principles’ (IFSW/
IASSW, 2012) the importance of recognising the boundaries between 
the personal and professional life, is addressed. ‘Social workers should 
recognise and respect the ethnic and cultural diversity of the societies 
in which they practice, taking account of individual, family, group and 
community differences’ (p. 4.2). This diversity is often reflected in the 
personal biographies of social work students as well as in their later 
experiences of personal and client discrimination during professional 
practice. Social workers are expected to be aware of the dynamics of 
difference and to reflect on their own multiple identities and biases. 
In the following section, the theoretical underpinning of this study 
will be explained by means of the concepts of super-diversity, 
complexity and boundary work. After that, the methodological 
approach will be clarified. The findings will be presented in five 
‘issues’: gender, faith, professionalism, belonging and discrimination. 
In ‘first reflections’, we try to place our findings in existing research on 
the issues. Literature will be integrated as a further source of data by 
exploring, which findings can be confirmed, and which questions can 
be identified for further research. Finally, in ‘concluding remarks’, we 
reflect on the importance of these new professionals for the profession.
Super-diversity, complexity and boundary work
In the big Dutch cities people live in ‘super-diversity’. Demographic 
developments point in only one direction: more diversity. ‘Super-
diversity is driven by three keywords: mobility, complexity and 
unpredictability’ (Blommaert, 2013, p. 6; Vertovec, 2007). By others it is 
argued that super-diversity is related to an emancipation movement 
among the second generation, receiving educational opportunities and 
equal treatment (Crul, Schneider, & Lelie, 2012). Young women, often 
born to illiterate or lowly educated parents, work their way through to 
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become social workers and can be considered ‘a progressive force’ 
within their communities. If there is stagnation in the second 
generation, there is a greater risk that the third generation will also fail 
(Kasinitz, Mollenkopf, Waters, & Holdaway, 2008). The highly 
educated second generation is often found working in education and 
social work and can play an important role in ‘remaking the 
mainstream’ (Crul et al., 2012). The so-called ‘hinge generation’, or ‘in-
between generation’, is accustomed to moving between their own 
community and other ethnic groups from early age. Other authors, 
such as Ho (2005), refer to their ‘ambassadorial identity’ in crossing 
the cultural divide between Muslims and non-Muslims. The growing 
diversity also emerges among clients and professionals and places 
greater claims on organisations. How professionals in today’s 
diversifying societies connect to their profession is a dynamic process. 
According to Putnam (2000), the central challenge for societies is to 
create a new, broader sense of ‘we’. At the same time, increasing 
polarisation by populist political parties on the one hand and 
radicalism and extremism on the other hand hinder this creation of a 
broader ‘we’. However, there is more. We live in a world of increasing 
complexity and claims, demanding more from personal and societal 
capacity (Noordegraaf, 2009). Claims and expectations from policy 
makers, media, professions and citizens highly challenge social 
workers, who deal with citizens with complex problems without clear 
solutions. Increasing claims, complexity and diversity are mirrored in 
the concept of ‘social identity complexity’. This concept refers to an 
individual’s subjective representation of the interrelationships among 
his or her multiple group identities (Roccas & Brewer, 2002), as is the 
case for new Muslim female social workers in the Netherlands. Work 
identities are strongly interrelated with gender, ethnicity and religion ( 
Essers & Benschop, 2009). Identity work is done by professionals ‘by 
forming, repairing, maintaining, strengthening or revising the 
constructions that are productive of a sense of coherence and 
distinctiveness’ (Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003, p.1165). Identity is 
about belonging, what we have in common with some people and 
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with what/whom we identify, but also what differentiates us from 
others (Jenkins, 1996). Identities are formed in opposition too: the 
‘other’ is crucial for identity. The identity work of migrant daughters 
is mostly ‘boundary work’. Boundary work indicates strategies used 
to cultivate differences between groups, i.e. processes of inclusion and 
exclusion (Bartkowski & Read, 2003). The professionals in this study, 
continually grappling with feelings of belonging and not belonging, 
make sense of their context as they develop their professional and 
personal identities. 
Methodology
How Muslim social workers connect to the social work profession is 
an under researched and under conceptualised issue, as we learnt 
from scanning different databases such as PubMed, web of science 
and google scholar. Therefore, we decided on an explorative, small 
qualitative research as the first step in a four-year Ph.D. research 
project.
Interviews in qualitative research are a useful starting point to 
study the various aspects of sense making through actions and by 
reflecting on actions (King & Horrocks, 2010). To describe the 
perspective of starting Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals we 
chose to start with open interviews to encourage the respondents to 
talk about their first experiences in social work. While statistics were 
studied at the start of this explorative study, no statistics were to be 
found for the total number of employed Turkish and Moroccan Dutch 
social workers. At present, the Turkish and Moroccan (Dutch) 
population makes up approximately 5 % of the total population (CBS, 
2012). Almost all regard themselves as Muslim. Statistics about social 
work education show that 10 % of the graduating students are of non-
western origin, with Turkish and Moroccan Dutch students as the 
largest group (Association of Universities of Applied Sciences, 2011b). 
In some universities the number of Turkish and Moroccan, mostly 
female, students has increased by more than 20 % of the total social 
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work student population. To gain access to respondents, key aspects 
for recruiting were defined. First, the field of generic, directly accessible 
social work (in Dutch: Algemeen Maatschappelijk Werk) was selected. 
Second, the geographic region in which participants were recruited 
was limited to the region of the Randstad, which is the western urban 
conglomeration, where the majority of the Turkish and Moroccan 
Dutch live and work. Thirdly, ‘newly started’ professionals were 
defined as being employed in social work, with two to five years’ 
experience. These are advanced beginners but not yet experts, 
according to the stages of professional competence of Benner (1984). 
This category was chosen on the assumption that pivotal challenges 
can be identified in this phase. At the start of this qualitative study, 10 
professionals (4 of whom were Turkish and 6 Moroccan) were recruited 
in the period of September -January 2013 in 4 large social work 
organisations in the central Netherlands, in the fields of youth and 
parent work and more generic social work. These organisations were 
requested to cooperate by contacting the social workers through their 
organisational networks. The workers were invited to volunteer by 
means of self-identification, which is largely self-selecting. The focus 
was to obtain an overall picture of the respondents, rather than to 
concentrate on differences between ‘groups’, such as the Turkish and 
the Moroccan respondents. The average age of the female interviewees 
was 30. They were at the beginning of their professional career as a 
social worker. We decided to concentrate in this study on female 
professionals only because the few male professionals who volunteered 
to participate did not meet the criterion of a newly started professional. 
Some authors refer to this group as ‘migrant daughters’ instead of 
migrant women, because they did not migrate personally and are 
already positioned differently in Dutch society, by virtue of having 
grown-up in the Netherlands (Eijberts, 2013). 
Data were collected through open interviews, each lasting between 
75 and 90 minutes, using a topic list. Chosen topics were family 
migration history, study career, their choice for social work and their 
first professional experiences. All interviews were held at the 
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workplace of the participants and were recorded, fully transcribed and 
systematically searched and arranged by open coding. After the first 
round of open coding and labelling, repeating ‘issues’ were identified 
in how the interviewees framed and made sense of their first 
professional experiences in social work (Putnam & Holmer, 1992). We 
did a second round to relate the different codes but decided not to 
continue with a full axial coding. Instead we wanted to gain more 
knowledge about the identified issues. Those issues will be the starting 
point for a follow-up research focus. Furthermore, this study had to 
meet the requirements of the code of ethics for practice research, 
developed by the Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied 
Sciences (2011a).  
One of the limitations of this study is the small group of seven 
respondents, so no firm conclusions can be drawn. However, for an 
explorative study, we considered it as acceptable, all the more so 
because this study will be the start of a larger research. Another 
limitation is the choice for respondents of Turkish and Moroccan origin 
as one group, due to their Islamic background and similar migration 
history. Variance within the group of respondents needs to be 
addressed, to avoid homogenisation. Attention was paid to the 
differences between the male researcher/interviewer and his 
interviewees. He was often addressed as a representative of the 
‘dominant ethnic Dutch’ to counter stereotypes about Muslims. These 
differences between the interviewers’ and interviewees’ identities, 
entail power relations in the interview setting and specially ethnic and 
gender differences influence the interview narratives. 
In the following section the findings will be presented in five issues: 
gender, faith, professionalism, belonging and discrimination. For 
practical reasons (the issues are strongly interrelated), we decided to 




Gender refers here to all references made by the respondents to specific 
expectations of them as a woman, daughter, sister and mother, often in 
comparison with what is expected in their families or culture from 
men, sons, brothers and fathers. Gender issues were also dominant in 
the stories about their first professional experiences, for instance in 
examples given about clients: 
I am a woman, a Moroccan and Muslim and maybe a feminist (laughing). I 
see women trapped in certain situations, in our culture; you don’t divorce, 
you go on, you keep on believing that things will improve and you don’t 
look out for yourself, we don’t learn that, everyone else comes first, 
mothers fathers, sisters, brothers, aunts… and you forget about yourself. I 
was asked to marry my nephew from Morocco when I was 18. I refused; 
it’s maybe my character. (9M)
Social work as a profession is considered to be in line with these 
expectations of them as a woman. Gender-specific expectations are 
expressed in responsibilities to care and to help. They were held 
responsible for almost everything in their family. Most of the 
respondents’ parents were illiterate and had only a few years of 
elementary education. According to the interviewees, women are 
expected to marry young, have children and be responsible for the 
housekeeping. In marriage, men have the final say in decision-making. 
Marriage, motherhood and ‘submission’ are seen as interconnected 
and according to one of the respondents, staying single is not an 
option. The respondents did not learn to express their personal 
boundaries, to say ‘no’ and express their opinion. Some of them even 
wonder how they can teach others to express their personal 
boundaries, without having learned this themselves:  
What I had to learn is to express my opinion especially to managers. That 
my opinion matters and that I can express my opinion, also to those in 
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leading positions. I learned to obey and to think that whatever they say, 
that will be good. It’s simply considered not respectful. It is seen as having 
a big mouth. (3T)
As social work students, these women were confronted by comments 
from within their own communities that females in youth work should 
not work with young men. The interviewees are critical of the different 
approach to Moroccan and Turkish male clients in social work. They 
feel that young male clients have always been privileged above the 
young females. The young men received considerably more attention 
and more money was available for special projects, ‘…because men 
caused more (violent) problems and the young women seem to have 
“less important” problems, such as anorexia, abuse and domestic 
violence’ (6M). There is also some indignation about the privileged 
position of men, in the private domain. A few interviewees, specifically 
referring to gender issues, mention raising awareness:
In working with people with the same background, I try to make them 
more conscious that they don’t have to accept everything. Often clients 
talk about their husbands, that they do this or do that and then I ask them 
why they let that happen? I try to work on awareness with women, but 
also with fathers so that they become involved in raising their children! 
(9M)
This leads to a first preliminary finding:
According to the respondents, gender issues and emancipation are 
important concerns in their first professional experiences. In their 
work, gender identities are stretched and negotiated.
Faith and Professionalism
The respondents were animated and even emotional when talking 
about their faith, about Islam and what it means to them personally. 
For all respondents, it plays an important role in their lives. However, 
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the question of how important it is in their work is more complicated. 
They were eager to clear up misunderstandings and prejudices, 
especially about wearing a headscarf:
There is a lot of ignorance about culture and religion. After those terrorists 
destroyed the Twin Towers in the attacks of 2001 (when I was a student) 
people started to believe that Islam is like that. It may be fear, but if people 
find it difficult to gain more in depth knowledge of something, why can’t 
they just let that go? Christianity has lost a great deal of its following, 
that’s why we suddenly seem so fanatic, with our headscarves, our 
mosques, our praying. The differences are suddenly so huge! Obviously, if 
you don’t drink as much as the others in one of those bars, you are not 
integrated. It is so easy to say that we are oppressed, but perhaps I really 
have personally chosen to wear a headscarf, and that might be even scarier. 
What about those homes for the elderly where children visit their parents 
once every two months! We all think that our culture is superior…! (6M)
A distinction is made by some of the respondents between the person 
and the profession and therefore between faith and the profession. 
‘My faith belongs to me, my professionalism to my work’ (4T). They 
consider neutrality a professional claim or expectation. ‘I would never 
wear a headscarf at work; I want to be as neutral as possible’ (3T). 
Some of the interviewees do wear a headscarf and deal with the impact 
it has on clients in their work. ‘Parents of children I work with are 
sometimes afraid that I might try to convert them to Islam’ (1T). Some 
interviewees that wear a headscarf mentioned that clients often see the 
headscarf as a symbol of moral superiority. One of them confirmed 
this by saying: ‘It’s true, also as a woman I am less questioned about 
morality especially in my own community’ (6M). Some statements are 
more related to explicit values. ‘According to Islam I should have 
problems with homosexuality, but I don’t; when two mothers have a 
child I only have problems if they don’t care well enough for their 
child’ (4T). Or from a very different perspective: ‘I work a lot with 
victims of sexual abuse and we once learned in our study not to judge 
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but to distinguish between the act itself and the person of the offender. 
Then I thought, this is not up to me, it is up to the Creator to do this’ 
(2M). Only one of the interviewees mentioned an increasing hardship 
in combining the profession with being Moroccan and Muslim. Many 
of the interviewees expressed their thinking on professionalism by 
giving examples of how to make a distinction between themselves as a 
person and a professional. They don’t want to judge anyone and one 
of their principles in their work is that the values of the client must be 
their point of departure. The interviewees emphasise the importance 
of ‘respect’ to other values. Neutrality in social work is related to 
respect and equality. ‘I do have a broader perspective as a professional. 
I have two sets of values, and it’s easier for me to have respect for 
people with other values’ (1T). Other ‘Dutch’ professionals are 
criticised for working too much from the perspective of their own 
values, but nothing was mentioned about open conflicts: 
Their own normative framework and Dutch society is dominant, but the 
client is raised in a completely different surrounding, with different values 
that are most important to the client but not to these professionals. You 
have to put aside your own normative framework and to approach the 
client with as much openness as possible… (2T) 
Sometimes a distinction was made between the pure or the real Islam 
and what the interviewees consider to be a more cultural interpretation. 
‘My parents could not check whether Islam really propagates 
submission. They could not read, so this was told to them by others’ 
(10M). Islam itself is not considered as a choice by the interviewees, 
but the way they interpret Islam is considered as their personal choice. 
Concerning their faith in relation to the social work profession, two 
findings can be identified that call for further exploration:
• The respondents emphasise the distinction between their personal 
faith and their profession. 
• In general, the respondents also distinguish between the person 
and the profession. 
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The respondents consider neutrality a professional claim. Boundaries 
are drawn between work and faith, and the person and the 
professional. However, wearing a headscarf for some is a way to 
connect their faith to their professional identity.
Belonging and discrimination
The respondents mainly approached the theme of ‘Belonging and 
discrimination’ from the perspective of clients with the same 
background and ‘other’ clients. According to the respondents, both 
groups of clients first see the respondents as Moroccan or Turkish, and 
in second instance as a social work professional. However, most of the 
examples about professional dilemmas pertained to working with 
clients of the same background. The respondents were often employed 
by social work organisations because of their assumed expertise in 
working with these clients. They are seen by their clients as ‘one of 
them’. This also challenges them as professionals:
 
(Laughing) My colleagues once got a phone call from a client. ‘We do not 
want a woman wearing a tea-towel on her head…’I said, fine, the customer 
is always right (in Dutch;’ the customer is king’), they need to feel safe in a 
professional relationship and I think it’s not meant personally. What else 
can you do? (4T)
The Turkish and Moroccan professionals think there are advantages of 
working with clients from the same background as themselves, 
especially at the start of the helping process, because they often 
(though not always) are able to speak the language and are familiar 
with their culture. Belonging to the same cultural group, according to 
the interviewees, is definitely an asset for workers to understand their 
clients. Recognition is also mentioned, with regard to originating from 
another culture and to ‘being different’. The professionals think that 
they have a stronger sensitivity to otherness and to other norms and 
values, and they definitely see this as their strength in their work. 
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However, being ‘one of them’ also puts pressure on the professional. 
Clients coming from the same community may have unreasonable 
expectations of the worker. Separating the professional and the private 
domain is particularly difficult within the worker’s own community. 
They feel that they have to be strong in dealing with these expectations. 
In the discussion of values and respect for otherness, one issue 
stands out: the conflicting understandings of child abuse between 
Dutch law and Moroccan and Turkish clients. Here some of the 
interviewees freely express their criticism of other (‘ Dutch’) workers, 
who are seen to interfere in their own culture:
 (With emotion:) Taking children from their families! This is where they fail 
completely! See, in our culture when you scuff your child on the ear it’s 
not abuse. Parents often deal with their children in fear and because of that 
they feel they need to be more rigorous. You can take a child from its 
family but never the family from the child. Instead of trying to work with 
the parents and to support them, no, they just see a Moroccan family and 
think oh, this will be abuse… (6M) We simply do not have Islamic foster 
families, so most of these children are placed in Christian families and I 
cannot help feeling that this is a double burden on these children…(4T)
Although the respondents give examples of being rejected by clients 
coming from the dominant culture, and the professional setting of 
their organisations is characterized as a ‘white’ setting, discrimination 
is not problematised in their professional life:
‘Go back to your own country’, a woman once yelled at me, but she was 
diagnosed as a ‘border line personality’. I felt that I should not allow this 
to hurt me. They have a problem, that’s why they say nasty things. (4T)
The notion of positive discrimination seems to arouse more emotions 
than negative discrimination. Discrimination as such, is mentioned 
exclusively in the private domain, when the professionals (and 
mothers) express their concern for their children, especially the boys. 
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Belonging and discrimination (or not belonging) refer to experiences 
and perceptions of self and others. This can be considered as boundary 
work between the self and the others. Two findings can be identified: 
• The professionals feel that they have a stronger sensitivity to 
‘otherness’, to other norms and values, and they definitely see this 
as their strength in their work.
• Discrimination by clients or colleagues or at an organisational level, 
is not problematised in their professional life.
First reflections
Literature and research in the specific Dutch context will be integrated 
as a further source of data by exploring, which findings can be 
confirmed and which questions can be identified for further research. 
To summarise, five ‘issues’ were identified:
(1) According to the respondents, gender issues and emancipation are 
important concerns in their first professional experiences. In their 
work, gender identities are stretched and negotiated.
(2) The respondents emphasise the distinction between their personal 
faith and their profession. Boundaries are drawn between work 
and faith. 
(3) In general, the respondents distinguish between the person and the 
profession. They consider neutrality a professional claim. 
Boundaries are drawn between the person and the professional.
(4) The respondents feel that they have a stronger ‘sensitivity to 
otherness’, to other norms and values, and they definitely see this 
as their strength in their work. Boundaries are drawn and opened 
up between the self and the others.
(5) ‘Discrimination’ by clients or colleagues or at an institutional level 
is not problematised in their professional life. Presumptively, 
boundary work refers to a certain denial of being discriminated, to 
avoid ‘victimisation’. 
(1) For the female Muslim professionals in this study, gender issues 
are important in how they connect to the profession. Social work 
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is a gendered profession and the relation between Islam and 
gender is confirmed in many publications. According to Prins 
(2004), gender issues occupy a key position in the discourse on 
integration of Muslims in Dutch society. A high definition of 
success is family formation and the development of a religious 
identity (Nanhoe, 2012). The respondents in this study confirmed 
this. Motherhood appears to be crucial within female identity 
and an undisputed ideal in the countries of origin. Young 
women are however ambivalent on gender issues. They criticise 
men for their privileged position but are sensitive towards more 
traditional expectations concerning motherhood and marriage 
(Demant & Pels, 2006). A critical attitude towards men within 
their own communities was also shown in the interviews. In 
literature, the second-generation Turkish and Moroccan women 
is often characterised as ‘raised with high expectations but little 
support’. Their parents hope for a better future for their children 
and the children feel obliged to live up to those expectations. 
Loyalty is important in Muslim tradition and for a migrant 
family, living in diaspora is even more demanding. Some 
researchers point to education for young women as a way to get 
more ‘room to move’ (Nanhoe, 2012). Young women emancipate 
in a society where women are supposed to have already been 
emancipated for some time. They are Muslim in a non-Islamic 
and sometimes even anti-Islamic society, raised within the 
culture of their parents and the Dutch culture. Although the 
public debates often stereotype these women as victims of Islam, 
they play a key role in the emancipation and integration 
processes of minorities in the Netherlands (De Jong, 2012). 
Women have the important task to transfer moral and religious 
values to the next generation (Pels, 2000). 
(2) The professionals distinguish between faith and profession and 
refer to religion or Islam in terms of ‘practising or not’. Boundary 
work is done within Islam, with an impact on their work. 
‘Culturally competent’ practice depends, amongst other things, 
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on an understanding and appreciation of the impact of faith and 
belief (Gilligan & Furness, 2006). In some studies Muslims 
express their faith as a given: ‘you are born this way’ or ‘of 
course you are Muslim as a Moroccan’ (Nabben, Yesilgöz, & 
Korf, 2006). According to our interviewees there is no doubt 
about being Muslim, but boundary work is done in their 
interpretation of being Muslim. There is no suggestion of a 
choice as to leaving Islam altogether. Although it is believed that 
the better educated Muslims are, the weaker their religious 
affiliation will be, research (SCP: Sociaal en Cultureel 
Planbureau, 2012) shows that especially Muslims of Moroccan 
origin are an exception, engaging with their religion in a very 
conscious way. Muslims who attach more importance to their 
religion feel more strongly connected with their country of 
origin and less so with the Netherlands. They focus more on 
their own ethnic group and are more conservative in their views 
on the position of women and homosexuals (SCP: Sociaal en 
Cultureel Planbureau, 2012). The interviewees themselves did 
not point to Islam as an obstacle for integration. 
(3) The respondents make a distinction between their person and 
their profession and thus also between faith and profession. 
Wearing a headscarf, for some however, is a way to connect their 
faith with their professional identity. According to De Koning 
(2008) Muslims not only wear headscarves because of religious 
motives, but also to express their belonging. It appeals to an 
image of decency and piety and more room to move, to develop. 
If the interviewees see neutrality as a professional claim, how 
much space does that leave for Islam and religious values in the 
profession? The interviewees expressed their thinking on 
professionalism mainly by giving examples of how they 
differentiate between themselves as a person and as a 
professional. They do not want to judge people and one of their 
principles in their work is that the values of the clients are their 
point of departure. The professionals in this study do not want 
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impose their own values on clients, do not want to judge them. 
They emphasise the importance of ‘respect’ for other values. 
Neutrality in social work is related to respect and equality 
(Struijs & Brinkman, 2002). ‘Neutrality’ as used by the 
interviewees means that they think that they should leave their 
own (religious) views at home. This can also be seen as avoiding 
vulnerability, not challenging dominant powers.
(4) According to the respondents, belonging to the same cultural 
group is definitely an asset for workers to understand their 
clients. These professionals think that they have a stronger 
sensitivity to otherness and, to other norms and values, and they 
definitely see this as their strength in their work. Shared culture 
and experiences are a unique set of resources through which 
workers can understand and help their clients better (Yan, 2008). 
Recognition is also mentioned, with regard to originating from 
another culture and to ‘being different’. Being ‘one of them’ also 
puts pressure on the professional. Clients coming from the same 
community may have unreasonable expectations of the worker 
(Yan, 2008). Although the professionals definitely see their 
sensitivity to otherness as their strength, they refer mainly to 
clients of the same background. This does not answer the 
question how they deal with differences when working with ‘ 
native Dutch’ clients.  
(5) Discriminatory remarks by clients are ignored. Or perhaps it 
counts as a norm that it is not professional to be sensitive to 
discriminatory remarks? According to the respondents, men 
suffer more from discrimination, although all respondents had 
the experience of being rejected by clients of the dominant (Dutch) 
culture. Such experiences may cause them to question their own 
competence, but the women seem to gloss over any negative 
experience. However, research in the Netherlands shows that 50 
% of the minority groups have experiences with exclusion, 
discrimination or unequal treatment in their work (Van den 
Broek, 2009). Denial or rationalisation of negative experiences is a 
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well-known strategy in dealing with discrimination (Ketner, 
2010). This can be interpreted as boundary work. We may wonder 
how much room exists to have open conflicts, to differ and to 
debate different professional values. 
Concluding remarks
Turkish and Moroccan professionals in social work are loaded with 
high expectations: by their parents to succeed in their careers, but also 
to fulfil the gender-specific expectations as women who care for their 
families; by their employers as experts in dealing with ‘difficult’ clients 
from a migrant background; as a progressive force within their 
communities and ‘remaking the mainstream’. The context of the social 
work profession is complex. The respondents, continually grappling 
with feelings of belonging and not belonging, make sense of this 
context as they develop their professional and personal identities. 
Boundaries are stretched, identities negotiated, especially in gender 
issues. Room to move is found within their gender identity. Islam is 
used as a basis for distinction and the respondents negotiate their 
Muslim identity in relation to their profession. Personal faith and 
values are not ignored in their work. The boundary of what is and 
what is not allowed is however individually set. Some combine 
wearing a headscarf, which can be considered a symbol of otherness, 
with a choice to stay as neutral as possible in their work. The distinction 
between person, personal faith and the profession is most intriguing. 
In claiming professional neutrality, personal values are considered 
private. It seems a mixture of what the respondents think of what is 
expected from them by their organisations and also a way of avoiding 
conflicts. This can be seen as flexible, creative identity work, or as 
going ‘undercover’. One salient issue in the debate on values and 
respect for otherness, concerns the different understandings of child 
abuse between Dutch law and Moroccan and Turkish clients. Here, 
some of the interviewees freely express their criticism of other workers. 
It is seen as ‘interference in our own culture’.
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Increasing diversity and complexity lead to higher claims and 
expectations and we have reason to believe that this will result in a 
higher vulnerability for professionals. We have found no indications 
that leads us to believe that the often assumed ‘values gap’ between 
Muslim professionals and the liberal and humanistic values of social 
work gives way to open conflicts in daily practice. On the other hand, 
this can also be the result of excellent boundary work. The social work 
profession in the Netherlands attracts many young Turkish and 
Moroccan Dutch women. In follow up research, we will further explore 
how they deal with different claims and expectations and how this 
affects their professional work. There is a lot to learn from them. 
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New voices in social work; an explorative 
study of female Turkish and Moroccan-Dutch 
professionals in the Netherlands
second and third generation migrant women from a Muslim background, is 
increasing. In this participative qualitative inquiry, new professionals were 
actively involved as co-researchers, doing research with peers from the same 
identity tensions and if they find positive sources of identification in social 
consider their strength and in particular their faith and ‘otherness’. At the 
same time, this increases their vulnerability, in a context in which Islam by 




The social work professions in the Netherlands can be considered 
normative, representing western values. As in other west-European 
countries, social work in the Netherlands tended to fill spaces, left by 
the reduced role of religion in everyday life (Hugman, 2009). 
Demographic developments point in the direction of growing ethnic 
and cultural and religious diversity, apparent in new users, new 
professionals and new students in Dutch social work education. The 
two largest ethnic minority groups in the country are the Turkish and 
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Moroccan Dutch. Muslim communities in the Netherlands face 
prejudice, negative attitudes and discrimination. Muslims are negatively 
portrayed and in public debates even depicted as a threat to society. 
In social work education and practice, the participation of Turkish 
and Moroccan Dutch young women is increasing: the so-called 
‘migrant daughters’, second and third generation women, from a 
Muslim background and native Dutch. Social workers in general, face 
challenges in dealing with users from a migrant background, whom 
they perceive as ‘different’ and difficult (Van der Haar, 2007). One way 
of dealing with these differences for social work organisations is to 
recruit and retain employees from diverse backgrounds. 
The main reason for starting this PhD research was to explore how 
Turkish and Moroccan-Dutch professionals, connect to the social work 
profession and how this impacts on the profession itself. The first 
phase of this qualitative research was started in 2013, by doing semi-
structured interviews with a small group of female Turkish and 
Moroccan (Dutch) professionals, new to social work practice. Leading 
items for the interviews were their migration history, study career, 
their choice for social work and their first professional experiences. A 
few ‘issues’ were identified. The interviewees revealed areas in which 
processes of boundary work: in gender, faith, professionalism, 
belonging and discrimination (Hendriks, Van Doorn, & Van Ewijk, 
2015). This article describes the second phase of the empirical research, 
addressing the question of how the professionals develop a 
professional social work identity. In both first and second phases we, 
the authors, decided to focus only on female professionals because of 
the importance of gender in doing boundary work. Another reason 
was a practical one, only very few Moroccan and Turkish men can be 
found in social work education and practice. 
Participation of ethnic minority professionals in social work is not 
merely about taking part or being present, but is based upon having 
some influence on decisions and actions and active involvement 
(Kirby, Lanyon, Cronin, & Sinclair, 2003). Professionals do not ‘just’ 
carry out their work in a strictly regulated way albeit steered by 
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top-down instructions and protocols; they are also expected to be 
innovative, to improve and to have an impact on what is considered 
‘good work’. Having voice is one of the central components of 
participation. New professionals will also have impact on the 
profession itself. Professions are ‘co-created’ by professionals and it is 
inevitable that to be able to identify with and to connect to the 
profession, new professionals need to see their own personal values 
somehow represented in the professional field. This will result in 
identity tensions, because combining Muslim-, gender-, ethnic and 
professional identities, demands flexibility in doing boundary work, 
especially between the professional and the personal. We want to 
explore if and how these newly started professionals resolve their 
identity tensions and find positive sources of identification in social 
work. In this follow up we expanded the number of interviews. We 
also decided to involve Turkish and Moroccan-Dutch professionals as 
co-researchers and thus learning from them as ‘experts by experience’. 
In order to listen to their voices, we decided for ‘participative 
qualitative research’. In this article we focus on the eight female 
researchers doing research with peers, sharing the same background. 
The results will be presented in two different sections. In ‘Turkish and 
Moroccan (Dutch) professionals on social work’ we present the 
analysis and interpretation of the (40) interviews by the co-researchers 
themselves. In ‘reflection meetings’, we want to show a picture of 
boundary work, based on the observations of their research supervisor. 
In the reflection meetings the co-researchers reflected on the research 
process itself, being instrument as well as object of research. 
Theoretical orientation
Professional Social Work Identity
To answer the question on how a professional social work identity is 
constructed, clarification of certain chosen concepts is required. 
Professional identity construction, as an ongoing process of 
interpretation and reinterpretation of experiences, can be defined as 
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the ‘attitudes, values, knowledge, beliefs and skills that are shared 
within a professional group and related to the professional role’ 
(Adams, Hean, Sturgis, & Clark, 2006). Social work identity is therefore 
related to how professionals compare and differentiate from other 
professional groups. We consider a professional social work identity, an 
identity, congruent with its professional mission and core values. Here 
we question if professionals do recognize and how they experience 
their professional mission and values. The moral character of the 
profession can be found in all self-definitions of social work (De Jonge, 
2014). After having compared several codes of ethics, Banks (1995) 
concluded that significant congruence can be identified in shared 
values: respect for the individual, promotion of user self-determination, 
promotion of social justice and working in the interest of users. 
Another challenge, possibly leading to indistinctness, is if social 
work is a profession (or a semi-profession) and whether it is a 
discipline or not. This is questioned in many publications (Flexner, 
2001; McLaughlin, 2012, Payne, 2000). However, no clear-cut answers 
can be given. The diversity of practice roles, tasks and theories has 
made it hard to build a coherent knowledge base and identity (Healy, 
2005). Social work identity is highly contested, but consensus is found 
in a core commitment to social justice and human rights. 
Professional identity is not about a straightforward adoption of a 
professional role; it is an (inter-) active construction and focuses on 
individual agency. Professional social work identity is constructed by 
the integration of personal traits (and identities) and professional 
training and it is identified in the professionals’ narrative; in how 
professionals want to deliver services to users, connect to other 
professionals in their own occupational group in interdisciplinary 
practice and above all, in combining personal and professional values. 
For Turkish and Moroccan-Dutch professionals the indistinctiveness 
of the social work profession together with core values (such as 
emancipation and individualisation), which can be characterised as 
‘western’, is challenging their task to develop a professional identity. 
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Boundary work, negotiating, bridging and mediating
In the process of constructing a social work identity, the concept of 
boundary work is helpful. Boundaries are constantly drawn when 
professionals position themselves in their work. In times of declining 
job security, illustrated by short-term contracts, increasing workforce 
diversity and the spread of communication technology, the boundaries 
between work and non-work identities have become blurred. This 
means that working life is increasingly saturated with uncertainty 
(Bauman, 2000). We consider work as an important space where 
identities can be negotiated, especially when professional and personal 
worlds, both the public and the private, are changing rapidly. 
The professionals of this study are performing creative boundary 
work. They engage in processes of identity construction, as active 
strategists, by negotiating between multiple identities. ‘Identity 
construction can be regarded as boundary work that people do to react 
to processes of inclusion and exclusion, tied to various identity 
categories’ (Bartkowski & Read, 2003; Lamont & Fournier, 1992). 
Boundaries play an important role in identity construction, at 
individual and at group level; in how groups are constructed as similar 
or different. This refers also to moral boundaries and collective 
definitions of right and wrong. Boundaries are flexible and socially 
constructed. ‘By creating boundaries, groups reflect on the negative 
aspects of out-groups, and consequently learn to value the collective 
identity of the in-group’ (Bourdieu, 1984, Lamont 1992). Lamont and 
Molnár (2002) distinguish four areas in boundary-related research in 
science: ‘(a) social and collective identity; (b) class, ethnic/racial and 
gender/sexual inequality; (c) professions, science and knowledge; and 
(d) communities, national identities and spatial boundaries’. Boundary 
work in all these four areas can be identified in this research. The 
properties of boundaries (such as permeability) and the production of 
hybridity or new forms of categorisation can also be questioned. Some 
authors argue that ethnic minority professionals construct hybrid 
identities but remain unable to resolve their identity tensions, due to 
social and political processes (Van Laer & Janssens, 2014). Ozyurt 
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(2013) however argues that hybrid identities can only develop in 
compatible contexts and not in incompatible contexts and for the 
Dutch context this means that blending, fusion or merged multiple 
identities are not easy to develop and do not produce hybrid identities. 
Instead, it leads to ‘bridging or mediating’ the two incompatible 
cultures that they are part of.
For all professionals, maintaining appropriate boundaries and 
negotiating identities can be considered important competencies. For 
Turkish and Moroccan-Dutch professionals however, the assumed 
incompatibility of identities could result in the complexity to resolve 
identity tensions. This places great demands on these professionals. 
Professional identity is constructed in a narrative, into a story in which 
professionals incorporate their lived experiences, connecting them to 
past experiences and future plans. Moroccan and Turkish (Dutch) 
identity is defined through a collective narrative, influenced by 
experiences of discrimination and injustice (Prins,Van Stekelenburg, 
Polletta, & Klandermans, 2013).  
Methodology
The decision was made to find options for the second phase of this 
research within the educational context of the Bachelor Program in 
Social Work of a university of applied sciences (HU), where a large 
number (20% of the total fourth year student population in 2014) of 
Turkish and Moroccan Dutch students entered their fourth and last 
year, in which a period of four month research experience. After a 
years’ practice placement in their third year, when they had been 
socialized into the professional practice, we considered them as ‘new’ 
professionals. After presenting this research to all students, eight 
students of which six female Turkish and Moroccan (Dutch) students 
volunteered to participate. We did not want to treat these students as 
objects of research, rather as participative researchers. Further on in 
this article indicated as co-researchers. This approach belongs to 
‘participatory qualitative research’ because ‘the methods are geared 
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towards planning and conducting the research process with those 
whose life-world and meaningful actions are under study’ (Bergold & 
Thomas, 2012; Heron & Reason, 1997). An explicit choice was made for 
a participative and normative method ‘to give voice’ to the new 
professionals. In the voices of the co-researchers, we hoped to find 
traces of the construction of a professional identity by means of 
boundary work. In their questioning, analysis and in particular their 
interpretation of the data of the interviews, we expected to find the 
answers to our question on how new professionals deal with identity 
tensions and find positive sources of identification in social work. The 
eight female co-researchers worked in two teams of their own choice 
and carried out 20 semi-structured interviews in each team. The 
decision was taken by the co-researchers that each team would recruit 
different volunteers to be interviewed. Team A would focus on last 
years’ BA students in social work, their direct peers, and team B on 
newly started professionals in social work practice. All interviews 
were structured around the identified issues from the first exploring 
research. The interviews had to be recorded, transcribed, coded and 
analysed by the co-researchers themselves. In the process of ‘open 
coding’ the ‘issues’ from the first phase would be leading. New issues 
could however be added and differentiation had to be sought within 
the main codes. This was done separately in both teams and had to 
result in two code trees. 
The co-researchers were duly asked to sign a contract, including a 
‘code of research ethics’ (HBO-raad, 2010). The data had to be 
interpreted in such a way, so as not to harm the respondents and 
participants, nor violate their privacy and therefore we decided not to 
save any of the interviews on personal laptops. 
In order to follow the co-researchers, we organised reflection 
meetings. In doing so, we hoped to observe the co-researchers’ 
questioning, analysis and interpretation of the data of the interviews. 
During the four months of carrying out the interviews, the two teams 
met every two weeks, for two hours, together with a research 
supervisor. In these meetings, the co-researchers were trained by their 
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supervisor and thus were prepared to do the interviews and the coding 
and the interpretation of the data. The supervisor interviewed all co-
researchers at the start of their work and followed the same interview 
structure as the co-researchers planned to do in their interviews, in 
order to offer them the experience of being a respondent themselves 
before starting the interviews. The co-researchers would carry out the 
coding of the data of their interviews under supervision. The coding 
was decided by the teams to be done in pairs and to be double checked 
by the other pair. Both teams would write their own report, including 
the analysis of their data and conclusions or recommendations. Special 
attention needed to be given to address ethical questions, especially 
due to the closeness of the co-researchers and their peer respondents. 
‘Reflexivity requires the researcher to be aware of themselves as the 
instrument of research, being so intimately involved with the subject 
of research (Borg, Karlsson, Hesook, & McCormack, 2012). The two 
teams would increasingly take the lead and set the agenda themselves, 
enabling them to take ownership of the research. The leading question 
for reflection in the team meetings would be: How do the co-
researchers understand and interpret the data, having first-hand 
knowledge of the field? The outcomes of the interviews needed to be 
perceived as ‘a situation-dependent co-construction’ on the part of the 
co-researchers (McCartan, Schubotz, &Murphy, 2012). The reflection 
meetings were recorded and partly transcribed by the research 
supervisor. Apart from supervising the teams, his main interest was to 
find specific traces of boundary work and sources of identification in 
social work. The co-researchers were well aware that they were not 
only instrument of research, interviewing peer-respondents, but also 
object of research. In terms of power dynamics, a choice was made to 
take away the outsider/interviewer as much as possible and to work 
with co-researchers directly interviewing their peers. Being both 
‘object and subject’ of research however, especially in the reflection 
meetings, increased the ethical complexity of the relationship between 
the research supervisor (and tutor) and the co-researchers. The 
presence of an outsider while reflecting on their work would certainly 
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influence the boundary work done by the co-researchers in the 
reflection meetings. Team B was homogeneous Moroccan-Dutch, 
which place the supervisor in a solitary outsider position. Team A 
consisted of two Turkish-Dutch and two ‘Dutch’ co-researchers and 
together with the supervisor the majority of the team was Dutch. In 
this team, the focus had to be predominantly on the contributions, 
interviews and reflections of the two Turkish-Dutch co-researchers. 
They deliberately chose to work together in two mixed pairs, because 
they wanted the insider and outsider perspectives at all levels of their 
work. For team B, their choice t6o work in a homogeneous Moroccan-
Dutch team reflected the importance of their collective identity as in-
group. This resulted in very different group dynamics within both 
teams and impacted their work. The different perspectives and power 
dynamics in the different positions of the supervisor and co-researchers 
were to be regularly discussed. The reports from the supervisor were 
to be discussed and validated by the co-researchers at the start of every 
meeting. In his reports, it was agreed that he would transcribe the 
most salient discussions and findings within the teams.
Turkish and Moroccan (Dutch) professionals on social work
This section is a summary of the analysis and interpretation by the co-
researchers of their 40 interviews. This is the result of the work of the 
two teams, reported and validated by them. When they started, their 
interviews were semi- structured around given issues from earlier 
research. However, in their research other issues proved to be 
dominant: firstly, the need of their own identity and to be visible and 
heard; and secondly, the hope to find their identity in their specific 
expertise. 
A quest for specific expertise
For one of the teams of the co-researchers, their work was dominated 
by the question on how to identify their ‘strength’, or what later was 
defined as expertise. According to their interpretation of the data of 
the interviews, the strength of Moroccan and Turkish Dutch 
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professionals is related to their specific expertise, in having the ability 
to speak and interpret Arab, Berber or Turkish languages. Above all, 
the respondents consider themselves as experts in working with non-
western users. Their ‘double background’ is seen as a special quality in 
working with ethnic minority users. The respondents argue that 
multiple identities provide them with multiple perspectives and being 
familiar with this complexity is an advantage in working with ethnic 
minority users. Among others, being familiar with a more collectivist 
culture implies caring for others, having respect and a better 
understanding of ethnic minority users with strong family ties. Their 
strength is also related to their motivation in choosing for social work 
and connected to their migration history. They feel already social 
workers at a young age. Their parental education, which they 
characterize as traditional, is seen as the source of their ‘strength’ and 
professional motivation. They want to honour their parents.
When we received a letter, we had to translate it for our dad, and we had 
to explain three times what it was about. We had to answer telephone calls, 
to make appointments for our parents. We had to go with them to the 
‘parent meetings’ at our own school and translate what our teachers told 
about us, or our brothers and sisters. We had to accompany our parents 
when they visited their doctor or the hospital or other organisations. We 
had to mediate and advocate their interests, fill in tax forms, and when we 
had the courage to say that we did not understand something, they said; 
‘Come on, are you in school for nothing…? Yes, at a young age, we were 
already social workers…’
Faith and values
The respondents feel that praying and following the rules of Islam 
makes them stronger, both personally and professionally. Being 
Muslim has an immediate impact on the first greeting of users (e.g. by 
not shaking hands). Recognition, safety and trust are mentioned when 
both professional and client are Muslim. Patience and endurance, 
‘sabr’, is mentioned as a specific religious value of importance for 
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professionals. In practice this is interpreted as ‘taking time’ to explain 
things, giving positive attention, knowing and understanding users. 
Being equals and wishing not to be judged are considered most 
important. According to the respondents, the user’s faith should be 
the starting point and not the professionals’ faith. In working with 
non-Muslims, faith is not introduced, as they do not want to risk 
imposing own values on users. 
Faith should however not be too important in social work. As a Muslim I 
am not allowed to judge. What a person does, stays between himself and 
God. Suppose someone is alcoholic, then I will not say that he must not 
drink, I keep that thought to myself ….I have to keep my personal norms 
and values outside my work. 
On the one hand, strength and faith are connected, but on the other 
hand to bring in ‘faith’ into a professional relationship, is connected to 
the danger of losing ‘neutrality’. This causes tensions. A deliberate 
choice not to bring up faith is connected to respect and not looking 
down on non-believers. The visibility of being a Muslim in work is 
important, although wearing a headscarf can impact the work in a 
negative way. The respondents are aware that users, Muslims and 
non-Muslims, can be afraid of being judged. It can be interpreted as 
being (morally) superior. Certain issues easily become taboo, such as 
discussing sexuality, abortion or drug abuse. In these issues the co-
researchers feel that they have to avoid conflicts with their religious 
identity and question their professional neutrality. Discussing faith is 
however considered to be of great importance in the helping 
relationship. According to the co-researchers the professional needs 
more knowledge of different belief systems. 
In my faith we believe that if I have an accident, it’s the will of God. 
Everything is a test and this determines whether you go to heaven or not. 
Sometimes when someone goes through a bad period and says that it feels 
unjust…then I am tempted to say yes, but this is God’s will, you will be 
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rewarded in the afterlife …but of course I cannot say this, it feels as if it’s a 
conflict… is there another way to pass on comfort?
Being a social work professional
According to the respondents, employers often place Turkish and 
Moroccan (Dutch) professionals with users from the same background, 
because of their assumed expertise. Muslim users also often ask for a 
professional from the same background. Occasionally, professionals 
take over some of the responsibility of their users by filling in their 
papers, because they have problems with the language. Professionals 
sometimes feel pressured to do work for their users coming from the 
same background, which they would not normally consider as their 
responsibility for other users. This confuses the professional boundary 
between professional and user. Moreover, they also want to work with 
western users.
The co-researchers miss debates on the importance of neutrality for 
professionals, in education as well as practice. They, to connect their 
cultural and religious background to being a professional, introduce 
the concept of ‘personal professionality’ and call on other professionals 
to become more visible. They are using the concept ‘that allows and 
legitimizes their strength’, in relation to their faith. They argue that 
because most organisations are public, this implies ‘neutrality’. 
However, this is seldom addressed (and thus, not allowed), discussed 
or given attention by employers and educators. They advocate that 
organisations develop policies and guidelines for professionals. 
Another recommendation is given for social work education. The 
co-researchers argue that because the cultural identity of Moroccans in 
Dutch society is loaded with negative stereotypes, being a Muslim 
offers a certain counterbalance in terms of belonging. They argue that 
they have increasingly started to dress more ‘traditionally’ and 
wearing headscarves to be more visible. That is also why, as they 
argue, attention has to be given to faith. Users benefit from 
professionals with expertise in the field of faith and belief systems. 
The co-researchers advocate that it should be given much more 
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attention in the social work curriculum. The importance of faith in the 
professional relationship is interwoven with the need of a positive 
identity.
The reflection meetings
In this section a picture of boundary work will be presented, based on 
the observations of the supervisor. Boundary work is revealed in the 
processes of reflection. This section is about the co-researchers as 
instrument and subject of research, based on the reports from the 
supervisor, which were discussed and validated by the co-researchers 
at the start of every reflection meeting. As with all participative 
research, process and results go together and are intertwined. 
The need to be ‘positive’ was dominant in the team meetings, as 
already shown in ‘a quest for a specific expertise’. Both teams struggled 
with their strong desire to create a positive image of the research 
population in the meetings and were reluctant to reflect on own biases, 
especially when working with users from the same background. 
Themes as stereotyping or discrimination were put aside, as too 
negative. The need of a positive identity is strongly connected to 
‘strength’ and the importance of faith. 
Both teams experienced the difficulty of asking questions about 
values. According to the co-researchers there is a ‘low awareness of 
values’ among themselves, as well as their respondents. The co-
researchers’ expectations of their peer-respondents, concerning the 
awareness of values, proved far too high. The co-researchers felt that 
the respondents were not consistent in their answers, especially when 
related to faith and ‘professional neutrality’. Co-researchers and 
respondents struggle with how to deal with their faith in the 
professional work and miss adequate support in education and 
practice. Both teams of co-researchers separated culture and Islam. 
Islam as the universal perspective on what is good and important in 
life and culture, representing the different national and regional 
contexts in which Islam is transformed. 
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The reason I wanted to go more deeply into Islam was that many Dutch 
questioned the oppression of women in Islam and I thought, yes, that’s 
true. Men have more freedom. Then I thought ‘that cannot be true that that 
is according to God’s wish, and I realised that it’s not my faith but culture… 
The co-researchers debated the freedom of choice. Can Islam and the 
person be separated? Can being Muslim considered as being imposed 
on by the parents or should it be a personal choice? Asking questions 
about gender issues and Islam proved to be complex. Especially, in a 
team with peer co-researchers. The supervisor struggled with his 
reflection that interviewing other Muslims made the co-researchers 
feel as though they questioned Islam itself, by recognizing individual 
differences. Questions on gender issues felt as if they questioned, 
doubted, each other’s gender identity.
Language expresses value judgments at all levels of the research. 
The co-researchers could not and did not even attempt to avoid 
dichotomies as western versus non-western, or black and white, native 
Dutch and non-native Dutch. Language itself sets boundaries between 
‘them and us’, the out-group and in-group. It penetrates to the roots of 
everyday life (Elliot & Lemert, 2014). Firstly, in the interview 
relationship it showed that the Muslim co-researchers and their 
respondents used expressions in Arab when discussing Islam. Some 
expressions required explanation to their supervisor. Secondly, in the 
spoken language within the teams, terminology and concepts to 
discuss the difference between the majority Dutch and the minority 
Turkish and Moroccan-Dutch. The question is if and how we can avoid 
and question current dichotomies, used in daily language, in our 
reflections? Thirdly, the co-researchers were transcribing the interviews 
in the Dutch language and whilst writing their (official) research 
reports, all depended on outsiders to check their language. They did 
not feel confident enough in Dutch writing and thus struggled to find 
vocabulary and language to address the complexity of their 
professional narrative. The co-researchers, when interviewing peer-
respondents, felt that their sameness resulted in a very strong idea 
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about ‘true and false’ answers. The need to recognise difference and to 
connect to others by the recognition of sameness is a constant issue.
 
Yes, then they (majority Dutch colleagues) suddenly say to me “ you are 
Dutch as well, you belong to us”. Why can I not be different, do I not 
belong then? I am Dutch and Turkish. Many (peer-) respondents tell me “I 
have to prove who I am” and that means that you actually try to become 
like them, that they cannot be different…
The connection between reflections on the ‘self’ and the other who is 
much alike, the respondent, and being able to ask questions, was a 
constant challenge to both teams. Asking questions can easily be seen 
as criticising others and why would you question another when you 
think you know them? The willingness to reflect on multiple identities 
and biases, to question and explore the self, was crucial. 
The differences between the male supervisor and the female co-
researchers, in almost all aspects of identity, was used to constantly 
reflect on difference and sameness, including the risk of 
homogenisation of the co-researchers and their respondents, Muslims, 
as a ‘group’. The supervisor felt competing interests, balancing 
between staying an outsider (and a representative of the majority 
Dutch) on one hand and the wish to become an insider on the other.
Moroccan co-researcher addressing the supervisor
Of course we want to explain many things to you and we want you to 
understand how we feel and think. It’s not a problem that you are the only 
man here among a group of four women. It would be very different if you 
were our age and even worse, a Moroccan man, then it would be a 
problem…
Some of the items, brought up by the supervisor, were not recognised 
by the co-researchers, such as the impact of the temporary separation 
from their fathers, living in broken families in diaspora in Europe. It 
revealed different understandings of the western nuclear family and 
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the extended family, because many of co-researchers and respondents 
temporary lived with aunts and grandparents and did not feel 
separated. Interesting is that gender issues were given less attention 
than in the first part of the research. Gender was mainly addressed by 
the co-researchers, related to the question how to raise their children 
and not to make any difference between their sons and daughters. This 
is however also possibly influenced by the reluctance to address 
negative issues, or possibly due to the fact that the respondents in the 
first research were slightly older and more aware about the importance 
of gender issues.
Although themes as stereotyping or discrimination were initially 
put aside by the co-researchers, as too negative, this could not be 
ignored in the reflections. The role of the co-researchers changed 
during the research process due to them gaining more research 
competencies and especially growing awareness and this impacted 
their interviews.  
October 2013:   Interview of a Turkish co-researcher by the supervisor. At 
the time of the interview she was not wearing a headscarf:
No, I have never felt discriminated at work. Sometimes when the client 
realises that I am Muslim he says things, like; how can you understand 
what it is to have an alcohol problem? Then I just laugh and ask the clients, 
please tell me how it feels! Sometimes clients have never been in touch 
with foreigners. Sometimes they ask: Hey, are you allowed to wear such 
expensive boots, or are you allowed to go to the cinema? They think that I 
am imprisoned at home!
January 2014:   The same Turkish co-researcher, in the first team meeting, 
now wearing a headscarf. The supervisor asks why she has 
decided to wear it:
‘I feel that I am ready now; I just want to express what I feel inside…. 
Funny, that I said ‘no’ in the interview, when you asked me about 
discrimination at work. Later I saw the racism experiment on television 
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and suddenly I realised, I had experienced many examples of 
discrimination’. 
(Firm) When someone asks if I am allowed to wear such expensive boots. 
That is discrimination!
Another co-researcher asks: Does it bother you, now you see it as 
discrimination?
‘No, but it makes me aware that there is discrimination at work. If someone 
makes remarks like that in the future, I will certainly say something about it’. 
The same co-researcher asks: Are you happy with this or not?
‘I am happy with it, to be more aware. I should not have to explain that I 
am also allowed to have fun. I did that before and it didn’t make me think. 
But now, it’s different….’
The same co-researcher: Maybe, it’s better not to ask about discrimination 
in our interviews? Asking questions about it might cause problems for our 
respondents, it’s too negative, I don’t want that!
February 2014:  The Turkish co-researcher reports about an interview in 
the team meeting.
A bit hesitant, addressing the supervisor) ….I followed a certain strategy…. 
I did something! My respondents do skip some issues because I am 
Turkish, they say: You probably understand me…! But just now I have 
interviewed a young woman and I knew that she was not honest and then 
I wrote on a piece of paper ‘be honest’ and showed it to her…and suddenly 
I got more information. 
Another Turkish co-researcher confirms this and says that she does the 
same, to make the respondents think. She says:
They don’t expect the question…. don’t want to make that relevant…
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Yes, I know that when you (supervisor) asked me the question I also said 
“No”. I was not aware of discrimination and use it now as an example in 
the interview, to get more information’. 
Discrimination and prejudice were discussed at regular basis and 
especially at the time when a Dutch politician caused national 
indignation with his appeal on ‘less Moroccans’ in Dutch society. It 
impacted the meeting and caused anger among the co-researchers. 
I was disgusted when Wilders (Dutch politician) asked his audience, do 
you want more or less Moroccans in Dutch society, they all were chanting 
‘less, less…’. I was so angry…I felt capable of doing something terrible…
The construction of a social work identity
Turkish and Moroccan Dutch female professionals seem to socialise 
into the social work profession almost effortlessly. Many of them are 
‘up-streamers’. They are successful as second-generation migrant 
women with parents who had a low-level of education. After primary 
school they went from lower vocational track secondary school to 
middle vocational education, progressing on to higher vocational 
education. But when we focus on boundary work in our research we 
also find challenges.
In the first phase of the research, boundary work became visible in 
issues in which multiple identities were negotiated and stretched. In 
this follow-up, boundary work was mainly found in the claim of a 
positive identity, connected to what the professionals consider their 
strength and in particular their faith and ‘otherness’. At the same time 
however, this increases their vulnerability, especially in a context in 
which Islam is considered a threat to society. The claim to be heard, to 
be more visible combined with the fear of being more exposed to 
prejudice, negative attitudes and discrimination. The choice for 
participative inquiry increased the co-researchers’ confidence to 
become more visible and to be heard, but also showed their 
vulnerability and defensiveness, being ‘under constant scrutiny’. 
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Boundary work becomes visible in processes of inclusion and 
exclusion, two-sided challenges tied to various identity categories:
• The need to be positive, more visible and the quest for strength and 
expertise and the challenge to look at the negative side and their 
own biases. 
• To bring in faith in their work and stretching the boundaries of 
what it means to be a professional. Strength and faith are connected 
to bring in ‘faith’ in a professional relationship and is connected to 
the challenge of being less professional.
• The construction of otherness, difference and sameness, in- and 
outgroups. The challenge is to recognise difference without the risk 
of homogenising groups. 
• The neglect of discrimination or tensions. The challenge is to 
address discrimination and to avoid victimisation and shame.
• Reflection and language. Consciousness of the professionals’ values 
and reflection needs continuous attention and the challenge is not 
to lose the connection with faith, tradition, the own community and 
lose strength. To have voice is related to strength, but a low 
confidence in Dutch language weakens their ‘voice’. 
Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals predominantly work (in 
placements and professional practice) with users from the same, non-
western background. At the same time however, they also want to 
work with western users, like ‘regular’ professionals. They identify 
sensitivity to otherness, to other norms and values, as their strength 
and it is seen as something extra, an added value thanks to their bi-
culturality. No references were however made to the otherness of 
western users. Although these professionals like to share their 
expertise with their western colleagues, only few references were 
made to the importance of an occupational group. Social work identity 
is often defined as a ‘group’ identity but being a member of an 
occupational community and processes of ‘co-creation’ are remarkably 
invisible in the data of this study. 
In discussing professional values, the focus is on working with 
users. Dilemmas occur when users’ values differ from their own 
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values, but no references were made to a specific moral identity of the 
profession. Although the ‘mono-cultural (white) setting’ of 
organisations is addressed in their narratives, no conflicts or debates 
in relation to colleagues or employers are mentioned. The professionals 
struggle to make themselves visible and heard and also refer to gender-
specific expectations, such as modesty, to explain why. Buitelaar (2006) 
identifies this as ‘the hesitant female voice’. This could however also 
be considered efficient boundary work, or ‘blending’, within 
incompatible contexts. 
From the perspective of the supervisor, the discussion among the 
co-researchers on their awareness of discrimination reveals that more 
attention needs to be given to explore personal experiences of privilege 
and oppression and how this contributes to social problems. According 
to the co-researchers, in the past years, Turkish and Moroccan (Dutch) 
students in social work education in the Netherlands have increasingly 
started to dress in a more ‘traditional’ way and wear headscarves. In 
terms of boundary work, this can be understood as marking the 
boundaries between Muslims and non-Muslims. In their professional 
identity, they advocate the visibility and presence of Islam and stretch 
the boundaries of what it means to be a professional. Within their faith, 
the co-researchers emphasise its individuality, their individual Muslim 
identity and boundaries are individually set (‘This is between me and 
the Creator’). This suggests a process of individualisation and 
emancipation, a dialogue with western values. The individuality of 
faith is, however more complex in contact with professionals from the 
same background, as reflected in the difficulties of the interviewers to 
ask questions about faith because ‘it felt as if questioning Islam itself’. 
Western and non-western values are combined, but the outcome of 
this dialogue has not yet been decided or concluded.
Indications of ‘positive discrimination’ by social work educators 
are noticed, in the prudence of discussing conflicting values in order to 
avoid conflicts that possibly lead to the exclusion of ethnic minority 
students. Intriguing for social work education, in the context of Turkish 
and Moroccan Dutch, is the importance of language. According to the 
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co-researchers some educators are ‘less strict’ in the language 
assessment of students’ reports. Among the co-researchers we found 
low confidence in language skills, as reflected in their dependency on 
others in writing reports. Reflexivity and language are connected and 
a stronger voice needs ‘language’ to address the complexity of the 
social work profession. Interestingly, is that the difficulty of doing 
interviews in a blurred relationship between researchers and 
researched was never transferred to the professional relationship 
between the social worker and users, when both are from the same 
background. To be aware of them (reflexivity), as the instrument of 
research, is in principle not different from being aware of the self as the 
instrument of professional social work. 
In this study we aim at contributing to the inclusiveness of the 
profession. We think that social work education and practice need to 
contribute to the processes of identity negotiating and professional 
socialization. Turkish and Moroccan professionals in social work are 
loaded with high expectations (Hendriks, et al., 2015). Within the 
context of identity tensions, due to social and political processes in the 
Dutch society, we would like to advocate the importance of a 
‘supportive’ (and challenging) professional social work identity. This 
means that attention has to be given to the professional identity and 
boundary work, in both education and practice. Strengthening of 
voices of these new professionals, requires a supportive professional 
identity and is a condition for participation and co-creation.
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To have voice and choice: Turkish and 
Moroccan Dutch professionals in social work
 
Abstract
Social work in the Netherlands is attracting an increasing number of 
Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals, mostly second-generation 
migrant women from a Muslim background. Inspired by Amartya 
Sen’s capability approach, this article presents the findings of a 
qualitative content analysis of 40 interviews with professionals, by 
peers from the same background. The question is, what kind of 
professionals do these newly started social workers desire to be and 
which hindrances do they encounter. The professionals challenge the 
dominance of Western beliefs and values. This becomes tangible in 
their desires and constraints and especially in the process of choice.
Keywords
Capability approach, freedom of choice, Islam, social work identity, 
social work values
Introduction
Social work in the Netherlands is attracting an increasing number of 
Turkish and Moroccan Dutch female professionals. Migrant daughters, 
‘who did not migrate personally and are already positioned differently 
in Dutch society, by virtue of having grown up in the Netherlands’ 
(Eijberts, 2013). This article covers the third phase of a PhD research 
that beg in 2013, exploring how Turkish and Moroccan Dutch female 
professionals connect to the social work profession in the Netherlands. 
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We wanted to study how these young professionals combine their 
Muslim, gender, ethnic and professional identities and how they deal 
with being simultaneously members of multiple social groups’ 
(Hendriks et al, 2015a). 
In this article the authors present the findings of a qualitative 
content analysis of the data of 40 interviews, inspired by Amartya 
Sen’s capability approach. This approach can be identified as ‘a 
framework of thought, a mode of thinking about normative issues’ 
(Robeyns, 2013). The application of the capability approach to social 
work is relatively new (Stoesz & Karger, 2012). It can, however, provide 
social workers with a framework ‘that can be used as a theory of 
action, as a normative framework that legitimizes social actions and as 
an evaluative instrument for social policies and arrangements’ (Den 
Braber, 2013: 74). We, the authors, assumed that in this case, the 
concept of ‘capabilities’ could be helpful to obtain a more profound 
understanding of the data, especially because of the special attention 
given in the capability approach to disadvantaged groups to quality of 
life, freedoms and inclusion. Moroccan and Turkish Dutch women 
belong to the most stigmatised ethnic groups in Dutch society, based 
on the intersection of their religion, ethnicity and culture (Kloek et al., 
2013; Van Laer & Janssens, 2011, 2014). According to Robeyns (2013), 
the key theoretical characteristic of the capability approach is a deep 
acknowledgement of human diversity. Or, in Sen’s (2006) words, ‘the 
allowance of diversity can be important for cultural freedom’ and ‘a 
demand for uniformity is a denial of the freedom of choice’ (p115). The 
question we set out to answer in this article is what kind of 
professionals do these newly started social workers desire to be and 
what  hindrances do they encounter. 
This article consists of six sections. After the introduction, the 
section ‘The capability approach’ addresses the theory of the ‘capability 
approach’. The section ‘Methodology’ describes ‘the methodology’, 
and in the section ‘Desires and constraints’, the findings are presented, 
related to ‘desires and constraints’. In the section, ‘having choice’, the 
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authors add their perspective to the data on the process of choice, and 
finally the conclusions are presented. 
The capability approach
Capability involves two main elements: ability and opportunity. Well-
being and development should be evaluated in terms of capabilities to 
function, that is, on the persons’ effective opportunity to undertake the 
actions and activities that they want to engage in, that will enable them 
to be what they want to be (Sen, 1993). For this research, the evaluation 
of the state of well-being of Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals 
meant that we sought to acknowledge and listen to their voices by 
involving them as participative researchers. We addressed the 
importance of ‘having voice’ as a condition for participation in the 
second phase of this study (Hendriks et al., 2015b). In this follow-up 
we want to add ‘having choice’. 
The question of who these professionals desire to be is closely 
connected to the freedom they actually have ‘to choose between 
different styles and ways of living’ (Sen, 2009: 227). It expresses what 
is valued most, and as for Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals 
who identify themselves as Muslims, this immediately brings to mind 
the often-assumed gap between Western and non-Western values. Sen 
(2006) criticises this civilisational or religious partitioning of the world 
as a reductionist view. However, Islam and other faith-based practices 
do recognise the centrality of spiritual well-being or non-material 
values in some people’s lives, which are sometimes ignored by 
approaches with a predominant emphasis on material well-being 
(Syed, 2007). 
In the concept of ‘capabilities’ Sen (2006) emphasises ‘the process of 
choice and opportunities, especially the ability to choose, including 
the opportunity to pursue parts of the ancestral cultural preferences if 
so desired’ (p. 238).
 Migration creates new identities, not only for those who move but 
also for their children. Capabilities are, however, primarily seen as 
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‘attributes of people, not of collectivities, such as communities’ (Sen, 
2009: 244). With respect to the professionals in this study, engaged in 
identity work by combining multiple identities, Sen points at the 
crucial importance of the recognition of multiple identities. He argues 
that individuals should be free ‘to decide on their respective loyalties 
to different groups and must have the freedom to decide on how to see 
himself or herself’ (p. 247). 
We need to distinguish between the achieved functionings and 
capabilities, or in other words, the realised and the effectively possible. 
Measuring capabilities (or freedoms), including all opportunities 
persons had but chose not to take, is much more difficult (Robeyns, 
2003). It implies that we need to include and evaluate the process of 
choice. This, however, remains a ‘constrained choice’ (often a group 
constraint) as Robeyns (2003) argues, as choices are ‘profoundly 
molded by our family, tribal, religious, community or cultural 
background’. The question is ‘to what extent do people genuinely 
have access to all capabilities in their capability set, and whether or not 
they are punished by members of their family or community for 
making certain life-style choices’ (Robeyns, 2003:15). Constraints on 
choice are not necessarily negative, such as traditions, but need to be 
scrutinised because of the possible negative impact on one’s 
functionings. Individuals can choose between or differently weigh the 
various elements of identity and heritage that are open to them. 
However, the individuals here are choosing identity, not capabilities. 
Significantly, choice is essential for accountability. Sen (1992) 
emphasises that people must not be seen simply as passive recipients 
of social patterning, but rather as active agents of their own well-being. 
Freedom and freedom of choice have, at their heart, human agency to 
bring about change based on one’s own values and objectives. His 
concept of ‘agency’ is defined as ‘the realization of goals and values 
she has reasons to pursue, whether or not they are connected with her 
own well-being’ (p.56). Concerning the real choices that women have, 
Sen refers to the notion of ‘adaptation’. It is described as a phenomenon, 
that deals with the possibility that a chronic underdog may become so 
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used to her deprivation and so hopeless about it, that she may have an 
illusion of ‘normality’ about her state of deprivation and she may also 
respond by cutting down her desires and by learning to take some 
pleasure in very small mercies (Sen, 2006). 
This is exactly what the stereotypes imposed on Muslim women 
are about. They are portrayed in public debates as being oppressed, as 
victims, while they themselves claim that Islam is a matter of value 
and choice. Adaptation is, however, difficult to judge and can be 
deployed and interpreted in numerous ways. 
In terms of the capability approach, the key question of this article 
can be reframed differently. What are the professionals, involved in 
this research, effectively able to do and to be (beings and doings), to 
live the life they desire, and what obstacles need to be removed to 
allow them more freedom?
Methodology
The first phase of this research, an explorative study, resulted in a 
larger participative qualitative inquiry in 2014 (phase 2) in which the 
professionals themselves were actively involved as co-researchers, 
carrying out and analysing 40 interviews with peers from the same 
background. The interviewees were recruited among final year 
students (20) in social work and newly started professionals (20) in 
social work practice. We wanted ‘to explore if and how these newly 
started professionals resolve their identity tensions and find positive 
sources of identification in social work’ (Hendriks et al., 2015b). The 
focus in phase 2 was on the peer co-researchers themselves and their 
interpretation and analysis of the data from the interviews. As a result 
of the rich data, we decided to focus in phase 3 on a secondary analysis, 
from the theoretical perspective as described above. 
The eight co-researchers involved in this research were all final year 
students in social work at a university of applied sciences. In the 4 
months of research, they were trained and prepared to carry out the 
interviews and to analyse and interpret the data themselves, under 
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supervision of a research coordinator. Their interviews were semi- 
structured around issues derived from earlier explorative research, 
‘areas in which processes of boundary work were revealed by the 
interviewees: in gender, faith, professionalism, belonging and 
discrimination’ (Hendriks et al., 2015b). Boundary work here refers to 
strategies used by the interviewees to cultivate differences between 
groups, that is, processes of inclusion and exclusion (Bartkowski and 
Read, 2003) - in particular, in how to position themselves in both the 
personal and the professional world. 
In regular meetings and in two different teams, they discussed and 
reflected on the 40 semi-structured interviews. In the second phase of 
the research, the co-researchers’ own reflections were considered most 
important. After graduation, they left the university and we, the 
authors, decided to do a secondary analysis (with the co-researchers’ 
consent) of the available transcripts of the interviews. We wanted to 
have a closer look at the dialogues ‘among each other’, between the 
co-researchers and their peer interviewees. 
Thus, in this third phase we added an outsider perspective to the 
interpretation of the data, inspired by the capability approach. We 
opted in favour of a ‘qualitative content analysis’ (Elliot, 2005; Lieblich 
et al., 1998; Riessman, 2005) to examine the transcribed interviews on 
common experiences of the interviewees. This involved a deductive 
approach, with a focus on ‘what’ was said regarding the two key 
elements of our question, namely, desires and constraints. However, 
no direct questions about these elements were asked in the interviews.
By reading and re-reading the interviews, we tried to identify 
common patterns and themes concerning how the interviewees 
construct their self and answer the question of who they desire to be. 
Consequently, we had to check whether our interpretation of the data 
significantly differed from the interpretation by the peer co-researchers. 
In the narratives of the interviewees, ‘desires’ are expressed in terms of 
ideals, ambitions and values, while obstacles are mentioned mainly 
implicitly. We were able to identify the main categories related to 
‘desires’, in line with the interpretations of the peer co-researchers, but 
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‘constraints’ proved more complex to categorise. The interviewees 
seldom expressed themselves in terms of blockades, obstacles or other 
‘negative’ terms such as discrimination. We identified constraints in 
indirect expressions, and this put us at a continuous risk of biases in 
interpretation. We tried to neutralize this by going back to the 
interpretations pf the peer co-researchers.
Limitations and challenges
Already in the second phase we found that the data of the interviews 
were biased by a strong desire of the co-researchers to be positive, to 
resist the negative stereotypes of Muslims under pressure in Western 
societies and a certain reluctance to address negative themes like 
discrimination (Hendriks et al., 2015b). This increased the difficulty of 
identifying ‘constraints’, or hindrances. The relationship between the 
female co-researchers and their peer interviewees, with a shared 
background, most probably affected the narratives, because the co-
researchers were eager to find recognition. Another possible bias is 
that research, done by Kappelhof (2015) on surveying ethnic minorities 
in the Netherlands, shows that attitudes of the interviewees’ attitudes 
can be affected by the gender (and ethnic) match interaction with peer 
interviewers, especially with regard to gender roles and family ties. 
Research among second-generation professionals confirms a 
reluctance to label experiences in terms of discrimination to avoid 
victimisation (Waldring, et al., 2015). There are, however, strong 
indications that discrimination occurs in the Dutch labor market, 
especially against Muslims, and that the reluctance to address 
discrimination in organisations remains (CBS, 2012; Ghorashi & 
Ponzoni; 2014, Koek et al., 2013). In its report on the Netherlands, the 
United Nations (UN) raises concerns about the prevalence of racist 
discourse in the media and on the Internet, the sharp increase in 
discrimination (against Jewish and Muslim communities) and the high 
unemployment rate amongst young female members of ethnic 
minority groups (CERD, 2015). 
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The most important dilemma in the screening of the interviews was 
how to identify a quote from an interviewee as a constraint, when the 
person herself did not name it as such. One of the interviewees says,
Actually I preferred to do rehabilitation work with delinquents but my 
mother and my brother disapproved of that because according to them it 
is “betrayal work”, so I chose something else, it didn’t bother me…
Should this be identified as a blockade because it restricted her 
freedom of choice, although she says it didn’t bother her? This opens 
the door to a certain paternalism, in the sense of knowing better what 
‘really’ bothers them. We needed to resist these kinds of paternalistic 
interpretations as researchers and had to be aware that our values and 
social embedding would doubtlessly influence our findings. We, the 
researchers, also felt tempted to look at what was not said or ‘strikingly’ 
absent. Only a few examples were given about resistance against 
authorities, conflicts with parents or colleagues, or in another context 
of having the option to stay single or to stay childless. These examples 
reveal the fragility of interpretation by the researchers, influenced by 
their own personal backgrounds. If conflicts are absent, is that a 
restriction of their freedom of choice or did they find different ways to 
emancipate, or maybe both? ‘Adaptation’ or forms of repressing one’s 
desires are difficult to ascertain. The interviewees gave no indication 
of being put under pressure or being threatened with punishment or 
violence if they were to make choices that did not accord with the 
rules. This might be influenced by the close connection between the 
interviewers and their peer interviewees, in which, also according to 
the interviewers, there was less room to address taboos, like sexuality, 
abuse or violence. 
Freedom of choice itself is open to different interpretations and the 
decision was made to include this dilemma in the reflection on the 
findings, especially because freedom of choice is so strongly contested 
(by outsiders) with regard to the combination of gender inequality and 
Islam.
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Desires and constraints
The findings reveal a close interconnectedness of desires and 
constraints in almost all expressions of the interviewees, reflecting the 
context at large in which their statements are constructed. ‘Constraints 
are interwoven with a person’s own history and thus with her 
personality, emotions, values, desires and preferences’ (Robeyns, 
2003). A Moroccan Dutch interviewee says,
Islamic rules have priority above Moroccan culture. Moroccan culture can 
be really selfish. In the first place Islam tells me to take care of others …
The interviewees predominantly desire to believe, to follow the rules 
of Islam. This was expressed in nearly all interviews, in different ways. 
They desire to be a good Muslim. They explicitly point at one dominant 
obstacle within this desire and that is ‘culture’. This pertains to Turkish 
and Moroccan culture, as well as to Dutch culture. Culture as a 
constraint seems almost inseparably connected to their most 
mentioned desire and inspiration, namely their faith, expressed in 
many different ways such as following the rules of Islam, being a good 
Muslim or a member of the Muslim community. They also refer to 
‘tradition’ as another constraint and this is predominantly connected 
to gender equality. A Turkish Dutch interviewee expressed her 
irritation:
What really irritates me, is that Turkish cultural aspects have become part 
of religion, like macho Arab male culture and to me that’s really painful 
because the prophet tried to do everything to get rid of this male 
dominance and prejudice. That’s why people think that our men dominate 
us. Culture is the cause of prejudice….
According to the interviewees, culture interferes with Islam. The 
interconnectedness of the most dominant desires and constraints, as 
found by analysing the interviews, is reflected in Scheme 1:
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Education and work Being different
Most of the constraints (on the right) are not exclusively linked to the 
specific desires (on the left) but are mentioned in combinations. 
However, the interviewees predominantly link belief (+) and culture 
(-), and gender (+) and tradition (-). Discrimination and being different 
were mentioned in different combinations. 
A summary of the findings is presented next on the basis of the 
main categories.
Belief and Culture 
According to the interviewees, their desire to believe, their faith, is the 
most important of all categories. Faith is connected to strength, to their 
desire of a positive identity and to pride. For them, Islam propagates 
tolerant values, such as the importance of being non-judgmental and 
showing respect.: 
Even if he (a client) were the worst person on earth, I am not allowed to 
judge him. Who knows, what if he manages to improve his life? He might 
even catch up with me […] in being good and then I am the bad one…Oh 
no, we may never judge, that is God’s task. I might end up in the same 
miserable situation, we are all humans, you never know. 
It is also related to a resistance against the stigmatisation of Muslims 
in the media. Culture is considered to be the main cause of gender 
inequality, forced marriages, domestic violence and the oppression of 
women in general. With regard to Dutch culture, the interviewees 
mention individualism and the dominance of material well-being as 
the strongest obstacles. Combining membership of the Muslim 
community and being Dutch is not easy for them. 
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No part of their faith is identified as a blockade. Two choices are 
explicitly emphasized: first, that women personally choose to wear a 
headscarf and, second, that they have the freedom to choose their own 
marriage partner. This partner should be a Muslim though. Fate, 
karma or destiny are mentioned regularly but are not considered as 
obstacles and go well together with their desire to develop themselves 
through education or emancipation. 
Following the rules of Islam has priority and it governs all aspects 
of their life, as well as their work. 
Gender (equality) and tradition
Tackling inequality and disadvantage, or overcoming obstacles is 
mainly mentioned in regard to gender issues. The interviewees lay 
claim to having the same opportunities and resources as the men in 
their communities, or themselves and their children. They challenge 
the privileged position of men and question how their faith can 
legitimise gender inequality and see this as their cultural heritage. 
They mention their desire to emancipate in terms of learning to stand 
up for themselves, to develop, to become strong, to learn how to 
convince their male partner through arguments, by raising their sons 
and daughters equally, to work and the right to have privacy and 
hobbies. According to the interviewees, claiming gender equality does 
not conflict with their faith. One of the constraints mentioned is that it 
might lead to uncertainty and confusion among their male 
counterparts. 
Although tradition is rejected, ideas about marrying young, 
becoming pregnant while young and being loyal to their parents are 
considered most important. The interviewees express a sense of 
responsibility for their parents, feeling obliged as females to care for 
them, and some feel overloaded and stressed. They want to honour 
their parents. An important constraint is the protectiveness of parents 
and especially their fathers and brothers, towards women. One of the 




Emancipation, that is how they call it in the west, but when you really 
listen to these women, then you will hear that they cannot cope anymore. 
The children are the ones who suffer. The children are neglected because 
they hang out all day on the streets. Women have to combine different 
jobs, often underpaid cleaning jobs, and when their children come home 
from school they are not there. They are exhausted when the children 
come home and feel that they are unable to give attention to them. I don’t 
know how to address this. People say that we are doing well, that we are 
becoming emancipated and don’t cause problems like our men and boys. 
But we need to worry more about the women…
Dignity and Discrimination
Their desire to be proud of being who they are is connected to a sense of 
belonging to different communities and in being treated with respect and 
dignity. Within this category different expressions were used, such as 
respect, recognition, pride, equality and dignity. We, the authors, decided 
to label this category as ‘dignity’. The interviewees desire equality as 
Muslims and as women. They consider inequality to be a violation of 
human dignity. The interviewees mention pride and the desire of a 
positive identity in relation to the stigmatisation and ‘victimisation’ of 
Muslims, especially in the media. The interviews show a profound 
distrust of the reports on Muslims in the media. In this context, news and 
information on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is mentioned specifically. 
Although a certain reluctance to address negative issues was 
mentioned before, examples of discrimination in the work place were 
described more frequently here than in the first phases of this research. 
This could be due to the fact that the interviews were performed by 
peer interviewers and they may have felt more at ease in addressing 
discrimination, but also to the growing awareness of the co-researchers 
on discrimination during the research process. One of the interviewees 
is an exception when she criticizes other Moroccan and Turkish Dutch:
We (Turkish and Moroccans) do not know self-criticism, we talk behind 
each other’s backs, and we cannot be open with each other…
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The interviewees also mention the superiority of ‘the Dutch’, who 
claim to be tolerant. In their criticism of the media, they express their 
concerns about the freedom of speech that, according to the 
interviewees, is mainly applied to the majority Dutch and not to them 
as Muslims. This double standard is felt as an affront to their dignity. 
The freedom of speech in the Netherlands is ‘loudly’ embraced by 
groups of ethnocentric people and within new right-wing parties. The 
interviewees describe feeling neglected, selectively informed and 
disadvantaged by the media, which contributes to their stigmatisation 
as Muslims. They say that the media focus on ‘Islamic terrorism’, 
radicalisation of young people and other negative phenomena and 
give examples of Dutch politicians stirring up hatred against Muslims. 
Many of them only trust their own networks and news sites. 
An example of discrimination in the work place:
As I told you before, in this organisation the majority of the workers is 
Dutch and I noticed that I did not belong to the team. That is difficult to 
explain. Let me give an example, oh yes, I had a meeting with my manager 
and she was giving me feedback and at a certain point she said: ‘You 
should know that if you wear a headscarf you will have less chance of 
finding a job’. I had no idea why she brought this up and even though she 
said that it didn’t bother her, why mention it? I am convinced there is 
discrimination, but I am not the type to play the victim…no! 
Education and work and Being Different
The interviewees want to study, develop and to work and combine 
this with family roles. The interviews show that the fields of education 
and (social) work represent the areas where they feel most confronted 
with the ‘outside world’. Work and education are pre-eminently the 
areas were multiple identities are negotiated and boundary work has 
to be done. Here one has to deal with heterogeneity. Here they have to 
juggle different roles. The constraints, described under ‘dignity’ 
require finding creative solutions to combine Muslim, gender, ethnic 
and professional identities. Some young professionals even choose to 
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combine work and family roles with voluntary work. Voluntary work 
and their choice for social work are strongly inspired by Islam. They 
are not primarily concerned with how to relate to the social work 
profession and do not formulate any explicit desires in this regard; 
instead, other concerns are far more important. The main constraints 
we identified concern being different in a predominantly ‘white’ 
environment. The interviewees refer to dealing with difference, to be 
seen as ‘only Moroccan or Turkish’, or to be treated differently as a 
visible minority: 
I am visible as a Muslim, can be recognised as Muslim and want to work 
as a social worker with clients, but they feel that I represent being 
oppressed as a woman, who is not free. They feel uncomfortable with me 
and question how I will be able to help other people, needing help myself. 
They feel that I cannot be representative as a social worker…
Being a visible minority, standing out, being different and being seen 
in the first place as Muslim, are different ways in which being different 
is expressed. The interviewees avoid attracting (negative) attention to 
being different because it makes them feel more vulnerable. They also 
choose to be visible and to be heard and above all to be proud, 
however. Especially at work and in the media, they feel confronted 
with discrimination. The accusation of being suppressed as Muslim 
women is rejected as undermining their individual agency and dignity. 
They do not leave religion at the door when entering the work place 
and carefully start to question subtle discrimination and the internal 
norms of social work organisations. In a few interviews, the 
interviewees refer to education as obligatory for all women and men 
in Islam. They also point at their experiences as migrant daughters, 
when they already had to support their parents at a young age by 
interpreting documents or by acting as mediator. Some describe 
themselves as ‘professional experts of experience’, referring to their 
own experiences of growing up in a poor neighborhood or feeling 
marginalised as Muslim. The professional field of social work connects 
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well to their desire to be educated and emancipated, but one of the 
constraints here is how to incorporate their faith with their work. 
Especially with regard to ethical dilemmas, such as abortion and 
euthanasia, they question the so-called ‘expectance of neutrality’ as a 
professional. They seem to feel that others expect them to keep their 
faith out of their work and that they have to emphasise that they do 
not want to impose their faith on others.
Having choice
Inspired by the theory of Sen, in this section the researchers reflect on 
freedom and the freedom of choice by adding their perspective to the 
data. In evaluating the process of choice, different normative 
dimensions of choice are revealed, and this confirms the importance of 
making culture explicit in thinking and practice: 
My whole life I wanted to be a policewoman, but the uniform and the 
profession didn’t feel in keeping with being a Muslim. 
The above is a quote from a Turkish Dutch student who explains her 
choice for social work. This example, one of many, raises questions 
from the perspective of having choice. She deemed this to be less 
important and chose to become a social worker. Choice is always an 
encultured choice, made within particular constraints (Sen, 2006). 
Capability should take into account the options the professionals have 
and also the extent of choice. The extent of choice is, however, difficult 
to assess and open to different interpretations. Freedom of choice is 
never absolute. One of the interviewees mentions,
My father would never accept if I made the choice not to fast during 
Ramadan, but my parents would never force me to pray or to wear a 
headscarf. That is a choice we have to make for ourselves. They tell me 
that I have to abide by the rules until a certain age, after that I am free to 
make my own choices…
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This quote shows many dimensions of choice. Having choice can be 
challenged and questioned from different perspectives. 
Free choice
The interviewees explicitly mention free choice with regard to wearing 
a headscarf and to the choice of a partner, although the partner should 
be a Muslim. Islam is at the core of everyday life, and this makes issues 
of choice rather complex. The interviewees do not restrict their faith to 
the private domain. They choose to be visible as Muslims. Islam offers 
them a perspective concerned with spiritual well-being in a secular 
environment that is mainly focused on material well-being. Loyalty to 
their parents is important and not considered a limitation of choice. 
The wish to honour their parents, who migrated to give their children 
a better future, puts pressure on them to make a career, to be successful. 
The interviewees refuse to be seen as ‘victims of limited choice’, 
however. They resist being seen as ‘suppressed’. It is obvious to them 
that no one wants to see herself as a victim. This was specifically 
mentioned a few times, related to discrimination by the majority Dutch 
population. One of the interviewees indicates,
Seeing yourself as a victim is as to give them (the majority Dutch) the 
message that they are right.
With regard to their own communities, being ‘a victim’ could be 
considered as blaming or even accusing others, like their parents or 
other Muslims. An exception in this context is their rejection of the 
overprotectiveness of fathers and brothers (as the ‘policemen’ of their 
family). This is an example of their desire and choice to emancipate, 
within certain boundaries but with conflicts at the edges. 
Freedom and the need to belong
Choice and limitation of choice, as expressed by the interviewees, is 
often related to the need to belong. The desire to have a place where 
they feel at home, a place to live among members of their family and 
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culture, can be identified implicitly in many examples that cite the 
importance of family, the Muslim community and a desire for 
recognition and pride. These examples show that although limitations 
in choice are experienced, they ‘don’t bother’. As all people do, some 
freedom is given up in exchange for a sense of belonging. A choice for 
compromise can be considered a real choice. A sense of belonging to 
their families and communities is a resource and only in a few 
examples, and only in a few examples, for instance regarding the 
negative impact of social control, is it perceived as a restriction of their 
freedom. Mahmood (2005) argues that in order to recognise agency of 
(Muslim) women, a different conception of freedom is needed - 
freedom as a practice of belonging or freedom that can be found in 
connections.
Individual choice
A certain homogeneity or uniformity is visible in the desires and 
constraints of the interviewees. This may reflect the importance of the 
community, or group-dependent constraints. Individual choice, 
autonomy and diversity in society with multiple loyalties to different 
groups seem to be elements of individualist cultures. The countries of 
origin of the interviewees’ parents, can be considered collectivist 
societies. Although we need to be critical of a reductionist view of 
what is Western and what is not, we may wonder if Western paradigms, 
such as individualism, rationalism and objectivity, are appropriate to 
meeting the needs of diverse groups.
Harmony
Social harmony is central to the interviewees’ relationship with their 
communities, whether of a cultural or religious nature. The option of 
being different as an individual, can only be identified in a few of the 
interviewees’ narratives. More implicitly than explicitly, they express 
having less freedom not to take care of dependents or not to marry, but 
to stay single. They only refer to homosexuality when talking about 
service users, never in regard to themselves. A different sexual identity, 
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to be a single mother or to stay childless, do not seem to be options. In 
their desire of gender equality, the interviewees do not seek an open 
conflict by resisting norms. Emancipation is combined with tradition 
and customs, such as marrying and having children at young age.
Agency
Agency, as defined by Sen, refers to making a difference, in acting 
otherwise or alternatively and in emphasising that people can be 
considered as active agents of their own well-being. The professionals 
involved in this research identify with Islam and advocate a dynamic, 
liberal and tolerant view of Islam, which seeks to recognise and afford 
agency to individuals. They resist a strong patriarchal and gender 
discriminatory position and choose a more egalitarian perspective. 
They combine being a carer and a breadwinner. According to the 
interviewees, their sense of agency and dignity is undermined by 
experiences of discrimination. 
The process of choice
Constraints can be imposed by others. The freedom to choose implies 
that we can be held responsible for what we do, our chosen actions. 
Sen (2009:228) emphasises the importance of the process of choice and 
opportunities. This also means that the social construction and 
constraints on choice need to be scrutinised in order to avoid blaming 
individuals and holding them responsible for choice, without having 
the possibility to make a genuine choice. In the context of this research 
it would be very interesting to further investigate the interviewees’ 
constraints on choice, such as culture and tradition. Culture and 
tradition represent heterogeneity and dissension for the interviewees. 
The interviewees consider Islam as their dominant and constraint free 
identity. None of the interviewees hints at specific hindrances or 
obstacles within Islam. They see culture and tradition, however, as 
interfering with their faith. This might reduce their options in 
identifying diversity within their faith as individuals, but also offers 
freedom for their most important desire, which is their faith. In 
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general, a neglect of our embedment in culture and tradition may lead 
to a lack of cultural or historical awareness and have an impact on our 
choices, such as how we choose and see our identities. 
Conclusions
The question we sought to answer in this article concerned the kind of 
professionals that these newly started social workers desire to be and 
what hindrances they encounter. Being a professional and questioning 
what kind of professional they desire to be is not their main concern 
however. The professional context represents, in the first place, the 
area where multiple identities are negotiated. The peer interviewers 
were driven by their desire for recognition. This resulted in narratives 
that are less connected to the professional context than we had hoped 
for. The desires and constraints of the interviewees nonetheless reflect 
their main concerns as young women, creating room for agency, 
especially in gender-equality, but without compromising their faith. 
This will certainly impact their professional development. For the 
Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals in this study, the profession 
seems to serve as a context to realise their ideals and desires. They 
want to be good Muslims, also in their profession. The social work 
profession offers them room to be both a good professional and a good 
Muslim at the same time. In their desires, the professionals give the 
impression of embracing the humanitarian values of the social work 
profession, interpreted from the perspective of Islam and by that at the 
same time, challenging the overt dominance of Western beliefs and 
values.
We sought a more profound understanding of the data, and this 
has resulted in a deeper comprehension of what boundary work and 
negotiating multiple identities is really about, in a context where 
‘having choice’ is continuously questioned by others and disempowers 
the professionals. Boundaries can thus also act to maintain structural 
inequalities (Vasta, 2007). In different publications on second-
generation professionals and subtle discrimination in the workplace, 
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authors refer to the importance of agency and the concept of micro-
emancipation (Waldring et al., 2015; Zanoni and Janssens, 2007). The 
Turkish and Moroccan Dutch professionals are starting to question 
subtle discrimination at work, and this awareness contributes to forms 
of ‘micro-emancipation’. It can be seen as a subtle response, especially 
in relation to their employers, supervisors and other authorities. 
The capability approach as a framework for thought, as applied in 
this study, contributes to a better understanding of the professionals’ 
process of choice in the construction of their identities. However, the 
studies on discrimination raise questions as to whether the capability 
approach is sufficiently critical of social power and oppression. This 
concern is addressed by different authors (Hill, 2003; Koggel, 2003; 
Robeyns, 2003). According to Sen, in matters of choice, it is essential 
that constraints on choice are scrutinised closely. ‘The capability 
approach itself does not analyse the institutions that produce and 
reproduce power, and that as such have great impact on people’s 
opportunities, and social inequalities’(Robeyns, 2003; 48). Another 
question concerns the so called ‘notion of the good life’. Sen explicitly 
refuses to defend a predetermined list of capabilities or moral 
entitlements, as endorsed by Nussbaum (2000, 2006), and this may 
open the door to moral relativism. Yet for both scholars, a focus on 
capabilities means that they aim at a range of possible ways of life 
from which each person can choose. The question is how to relate to 
more universal humanitarian values in matters of professional ethics, 
as in social work. The assumption of universality and ‘one best way’ 
has hindered efforts to attend effectively to issues of diversity (Gray 
et.al., 2008). Social work itself can be considered a cultural construction, 
and we can question what is really universal in social work. Working 
with migrants and refugees in social work practice and education in a 
Western context challenges the dominance of Western beliefs and 
values. This becomes tangible in the different dimensions of choice. 
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Finding common grond; how superdiversity 
is unsettling social work education
Op zoek naar gemeenschappelijke grond:  
hoe superdiversiteit het sociaal werk 
onderwijs ontregelt
Keywords: Superdiversity, capability approach, social work education, 
and social work identity.
Abstract
For social work education in the Netherlands, the rapid transition 
towards superdiversity means that its capacity to adapt to this new 
reality and to adjust to diverse students’ backgrounds is fiercely 
challenged. The key aim of this article is to discuss how social work 
educators are dealing with the unsettling challenges of increasing 
diversity, based on the research outcomes of an explorative study 
amongst Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female professionals. 
Two different groups of educators were asked to comment on the 
outcomes of this study. One of the dilemmas for educators is to 
determine what can be considered supportive and inclusive and as 
reducing inequality in education. The authors used two key theoretical 
concepts, ‘superdiversity’ and ‘the capability approach’. These 
theoretical perspectives were used to deconstruct the rather massive 
concepts of diversity and social justice, by emphasising contextual 
approaches. Both perspectives stress the urgent need to involve 
students as ‘active agents of change’, by building a social work 
community to stimulate and facilitate on on-going dialogue. To 
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successfully fulfil a pivotal role in the upward mobility or emancipation 
of ethnic minority students, social work education needs to be adjusted 
to accommodate diverse student groups.
Samenvatting
Voor het onderwijs aan sociaal werkers betekent de snelle transitie 
richting ‘superdiversiteit’ dat zowel het vermogen in te spelen op deze 
nieuwe realiteit als op de uiteenlopende achtergrond van studenten, 
danig op de proef wordt gesteld.
Het belangrijkste doel van dit artikel is het initiëren van een 
discussie over hoe docenten sociaal werk omgaan met de ontregelende 
dilemma’s bij toenemende diversiteit. De basis voor deze discussie is 
de uitkomst van een studie onder Turks-Nederlandse en Marokkaans-
Nederlandse vrouwelijke professionals. Twee groepen docenten werd 
gevraagd commentaar te leveren op de uitkomsten van deze studie. 
Een van de dilemma’s voor docenten is te bepalen wat als 
ondersteunend en inclusief onderwijs kan worden beschouwd en wat 
ongelijkheid in het onderwijs reduceert. De auteurs hebben hierbij 
twee theoretische concepten gebruikt: ‘superdiversiteit’ en de 
‘capability approach’. Deze theoretische perspectieven werden 
gebruikt om de tamelijk massieve concepten van diversiteit en sociale 
rechtvaardigheid te deconstrueren. Dit door een contextuele 
benadering te benadrukken. In beide perspectieven wordt het belang 
onderstreept om studenten, als actoren van verandering, te betrekken 
en een beroeps-gemeenschap te ontwikkelen die voortdurende dialoog 
faciliteert. Onderwijs aan sociaal werkers kan alleen dan een 
succesvolle sleutelrol spelen in de opwaartse mobiliteit of emancipatie 





The Dutch urban population has become increasingly diverse in terms 
of ethnicity, culture and religion. Vertovec (2007) describes this process 
of transition as superdiversity. It is a period in which large cities move 
towards majority-minority cities, meaning that soon they will no 
longer harbour a ‘majority native’ population. This profoundly affects 
prevailing ideas and images regarding integration. Crul argues that it 
may lead to a more equal society, but also points out the risk that this 
turning point could lead to even further polarisation, if social 
inequality coincides with ethnic dividing lines (Crul, Schneider, & 
Lelie, 2013). Polarisation has become part of this tangible reality. 
Apparently, increasing diversity comes with certain risks, especially in 
times when people are concerned about the impact of large numbers 
of asylum seekers coming to Europe. In 2015 more than 43,000 people 
sought asylum in the Netherlands and the estimated total number of 
refugees (especially from Iraq, Afghanistan, Iran and Somalia) in the 
country is between 200,000-250,000 and 1.5 % of the total population 
(Vluchtelingenwerk, 2015). The political clashes and public debates on 
migration and refugees reflect a wider ranging polarisation. These 
discourses hinder balanced interactions between migrants and 
‘natives’ in their host societies (Essed & Trienekens, 2008). Migrants 
and refugees are blamed for the polarisation in society. Since 2000 the 
process of polarisation in the Netherlands became noticeable in the 
‘crisis of home’, in which debates on integration increasingly were 
framed in terms of “Who belongs here?’ thereby polarising ‘natives’ 
and newcomers (Duyvendak, 2011: 23). 
The process of transition, so characteristic for superdiversity, has a 
major impact on higher education. Higher education is expected to 
play a pivotal role in the upward mobility or emancipation of students 
with a migrant or refugee background. At the same time, large numbers 
of ethnic minority students, especially males, leave the universities 
prematurely (The Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied 
Sciences, 2016). For higher education, the rapid transition towards 
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superdiversity means that its capacity to adapt to this new reality and 
to adjust to diverse students’ backgrounds is fiercely challenged. The 
current polarisation of debates on integration also occurs in the 
classrooms, making it difficult to treat this increasing diversity as a 
positive resource. Valuing diversity in education leads to new questions 
and demands for educators; overall, it has an unsettling effect. 
At the institute of social work at the Utecht University of Applied 
Sciences (HU), the student population is rapidly becoming more 
diverse. The city of Utrecht has about 340.000 inhabitants (CBS, 2016) of 
which 22 % from a non-western background. Since 2000 the numbers of 
the so called ‘second generation from a non-western background’ in 
Utrecht have increased, especially amongst the persons in their twenties 
and thirties. Together with these increasing numbers of the second 
generation from a non-western background, the percentage non-
western students in social work fluctuates between 15 % and 20 % (The 
Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied Sciences, 2016). The 
divide between ‘western’ and ‘non-western’ is still widespread in 
policy documents and gives the suggestion to be geographical but is in 
fact a more cultural distinction with a colonial connotation. The so-
called non-western students in social work represent female students 
from Syria, Iraq, Eritrea, Somalia, Afghanistan, of students from former 
Dutch colonies, and of ‘migrant daughters’; the second and third 
generation children from migrants that came from Turkey and Morocco. 
Most of these students live in the large cities, but there are also students 
from rural, more ‘traditional’ areas. 
Students with different backgrounds can have multiple belongings 
or loyalties. In the current Dutch political debates, dual or multiple 
‘loyalties’ are often labelled as symbolic for the failing integration 
process of migrants. After the Paris attacks of November 2015, a 
minute of silence was ‘disrupted’ by students expressing their anger 
regarding ‘our’ solidarity with the victims in Paris but not with those 
in Gaza, Syria or Iraq. More global conflicts enter into the classrooms 
in this way, for instance the ‘failed coup’ in Turkey (July, 2016), leading 
to a divide amongst the Turkish-Dutch students. This challenges the 
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dominant ‘us-and-them’ mentality of the past. Educators feel 
sometimes overwhelmed by the unexpected, divers opinions and 
ideologies that enter the universities and not only by migrant and 
refugee students. The heated debates on the freedom of speech, the 
freedom of religion and on racism, so omnipresent in Dutch society, 
also occur in the classrooms. Educators are left wondering how 
facilitative or restrictive professional social work and social work 
education should be of these wide-ranging diverse opinions, religions 
and ideologies.
The starting point for this article is the outcome of a qualitative 
research that explored the professional experiences of newly started 
Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female professionals in social 
work. The key research question of this research was how these newly 
started social work professionals perceive and position themselves in 
relation to their profession. From an early stage, the second-generation 
female Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch professionals have 
acquired skills to relate to other groups, to do identity or boundary 
work. This might even offer them a better-equipped position in a 
diversifying society, compared to their peers without a migration 
background. The Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch professionals are 
emancipating as women and professionals and are becoming more 
visible, not only due to increasing numbers but also to a growing 
confidence to speak out. They want to be recognised in a positive 
identity, in their expertise and strengths; they want equality and dignity 
as Muslims and as women (Hendriks, Van Doorn, Van Ewijk, 2015a). 
Based on the outcomes of this research, we investigate the 
importance of a ‘supportive and challenging’ professional (social 
work) identity as a condition for participation and co-creation 
(Hendriks, Lensvelt-Mulders, & Van Ewijk, 2015b). After all, a 
professional identity and distinctive recognisable profession, 
worldview and professional community can support new professionals 
in times of transition. At the same time, migrant and refugee students 
challenge the secular and ‘western’ character of the profession and the 
dominant ‘whiteness’ of organisations. Consequently, we realised that 
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educators also face unsettling challenges, posed by the demands of 
increasing diversity. This article reports about the final stage of our 
research. It aims at contributing to the professional knowledge and 
professional action, against the horizon of the ethical, moral and 
political significance of good work and social justice (Kunneman, 
2005). The assumption is that dialogue and learning from the 
perspective of Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch professionals 
contributes to the (normative) professionalisation of social work and 
the inclusiveness of the social work profession and education. 
Accordingly, in the final stage of this research a more normative and 
transformative aim is added to the descriptive aim.
The aim of this article is to explore how social work educators are dealing 
with the unsettling challenges of superdiversity and to discuss strategies 
to strengthen an overarching social work identity.
This article consists of six different parts. After the introduction, the 
theoretical framework and our methodological approach, we present 
the educators’ perspectives on the challenges of superdiversity in 
social work education and higher education in general. Next, we 
reflect on these perspectives by applying our main theoretical concepts. 
Finally, we present some conclusions.
Theoretical framework
Diversity can enrich the educational experience, especially in social 
work. ‘Universities need to make concerted and continuous efforts to 
ensure the enrichment of the educational experience by reflecting 
cultural and ethnic diversity, and gender inclusiveness in its 
programme’ (IFSW, IASSW, 2012, p. 8.1). Education plays an important 
role and for social work education this means that ‘learning how to 
create, contribute to, and belong to a diverse and just community is 
essential to learning and practicing social work’ (Deepak, Rountree, & 
Scott, 2015, p. 122). One of the standards for social work education 
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with regard to cultural and ethnic diversity that schools should aspire 
to is formulated as: ‘Minimising group stereotypes and prejudices and 
ensuring that racist behaviours, policies and structures are not 
reproduced through social work practice’ (IFSW, IASSW, 2012, p. 8.6). 
Especially in the theories on international and indigenous social work, 
the issues of dominant western epistemology and white normativity 
are addressed. Social work is a cultural construction, a product of 
modernity and Western thinking, and this means that the profession 
has to question the primacy of Western modernist values and to 
rethink what is universal (Dominelli, 2002, 2004; Gray, Coates & Yellow 
Bird, 2008). 
For social work education and practice, ‘dealing with diversity 
however remains a thorny and obstinate challenge’ (Sundar, Sylvestre, 
& Bassi, 2012, p. 365). Diversity is about valuing and negotiating 
differences. However, a strong emphasis on ‘difference’ tends to 
homogenise and ‘essentialise’ individuals within groups (Sundar et 
al., 2012, p. 366). The theoretical framework of ‘intersectionality’ is in 
this context helpful to avoid an overly emphasis on inter-group 
distinctions and homogenization of groups (Crenshaw, 1991; Frisby, 
2013). The recognition of difference together with reducing inequality 
and combatting structural discrimination are at the core of the social 
work profession. Two key concepts will be applied to nuance the 
process of transition in society and how this affects social work 
education: the concept of ‘superdiversity’ and the concept of 
‘capabilities’. Both concepts and approaches are related to diversity, fit 
into an intersectional perspective, and seek to avoid the risk of 
reproducing or normalizing inequality by avoiding homogenisation 
and a rigid universalism. Diversity and social justice are intertwined. 
The concept of ‘capabilities’ is especially interesting because it 
contextualizes social justice, one of the core values of social work. 
Superdiversity challenges and urges a deconstruction of the concepts 
of ethnicity and culture, and to overcome the ‘essentialising’ 




Superdiversity represents complexity, and it offers a new way of 
looking at difference and inequalities. It is part of a larger theory of 
complex social, environmental and social organization of difference. 
With the term superdiversity, Vertovec (2007, p. 1024) seeks ‘to 
underline a level and kind of complexity surpassing anything 
previously experienced in a particular society’ and ‘a transformative 
diversification of diversity’. As superdiversity is a global and 
transnational phenomenon, accelerated social diversification processes 
have created conditions of urban superdiversity across the globe 
(Vertovec, 2015). The concept of superdiversity thus refers to the 
emergence of a new demographic reality. Migration is bringing more 
ethnicities and nationalities to recipient countries. Moreover, the new 
features of migration also lead to a multiplication of significant 
variables that affect where, how and with whom people live. The 
concept of superdiversity is concerned with categories, different from 
the theories of intersectionality, ‘most importantly nationality/country 
of origin/ethnicity, migration channel/ legal status and age as well as 
gender’ (Meissner & Vertovec, 2015, p. 545). ‘Superdiversity and 
capabilities’ conceptualise individuals as intersected beings and 
reduce group marginalisation based on cultural identity.
Next to this, superdiversity highlights the importance of the urban 
context, because of the fast demographic and social changes taking 
place in large European cities. ‘The cities of the 21st century will 
increasingly be characterized by the challenges of multiculturalism’ 
(Keith, 2005, p.1). Geldof (2011) argues that the social landscape is 
changing faster than the tools of social work. This will also be the case 
for social work education. Superdiversity is proposed as a ‘summary’ 
term and contains a descriptive dimension, with a focus on diversity 
as a currently existing condition. It also implies a normative dimension 
in dealing with this condition, however. Dealing with diversity implies 
the risk of downplaying ‘the specific roots and processes of social 
inequality, discrimination and racism, due to the lack of a consistently 
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structural focus’ (Vickers, Craig, & Atkin, 2013). Superdiversity claims 
to move beyond the multicultural pro and contra debates, beyond 
what some call the ethno-focal lens, beyond the us-and-them divide, 
and to give voice to processes of normalization and inclusiveness. A 
shift from the ‘ethno-focal lens’ partly entails a shift from ‘community-
based’ policies and services and a call for matters like legal status 
(Meissner &Vertovec, 2014). 
The theme also advocates the importance of structural measures to 
reduce poverty, by offering employment and education that ‘no longer 
simply reproduces inequality in new generations’ (Geldof, 2011, p. 
198). Superdiversity points at the need to combine two perspectives or 
politics: redistribution and recognition. Recognition is about 
acknowledging differences and redistribution based on the ideal of 
equality (Geldof, 2011, p. 195). 
Capabilities are a person’s real freedoms or opportunities to achieve 
‘functionings’, or in other words, the kind of life they want to lead, to 
do what they want to do and to be the person they want to be (Robeyns, 
2003, 2013; Sen, 1999). Freedoms refer to the presence of valuable 
options or alternatives, to have agency and to bring about change, 
based on one’s own values and objectives. The capability approach 
seeks to restructure a rigid and universalist interpretation of social 
justice into an approach that offers more room for personal and 
contextual interpretation. In contrast to Nussbaum (2000), Sen does 
not advocate a core list of capabilities, or specify which capabilities are 
intrinsically valuable, but instead points to the importance of public 
reasoning and democratic deliberation. Sen offers a language and a 
framework that groups and individuals can use to formulate their own 
assessments and proposals for change (Robeyns, 2006). This 
perspective requires a democratic, bottom-up approach, with a strong 
emphasis on dialogue. 
Education impacts on the ability to participate meaningfully in 
society. Being knowledgeable and having access to an education that 
allows a person to flourish is generally argued to be a valuable 
capability (Robeyns, 2006). Creating capabilities in fields such as 
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education means that we have to look at the students’ ability to convert 
resources into ‘functionings’, to exercise their capabilities and realise 
their desires. A focus on capabilities is about having choice and in the 
context of education it is about the educational choices that are made 
available. The capability approach can highlight inequalities in 
education; capabilities can be diminished as well as enhanced through 
education. In addition to models based on human capital and rights, 
Robeyns (2006) identifies ‘education as capability’. In this model, the 
ultimate aim is to expand capabilities and to contribute to high-quality 
education for all in a just society. 
‘Superdiversity and capabilities’ contribute to a more balanced and 
nuanced perspective on categorisation and to develop supportive 
strategies on how to remove barriers to participation and learning. 
Methodological approach
Based on our interest in how educators in social work are dealing with 
increasing diversity and polarisation, we decided to present the 
outcomes of our research on Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch 
female professionals to educators. We wanted to explore and discuss 
how educators are dealing with the unsettling challenges of 
superdiversity. The professionals of this research were second-
generation migrant daughters, born and raised in the Netherlands. 
More than 90 % of the Turkish- and Moroccan-Dutch identify as 
Muslims (SCP, 2012). This percentage corresponds with the 
respondents of our research, of which all identified as Muslim. This 
doesn’t mean that they also practice their religion in the same way. 
There is clear evidence of diversity within the Muslim community, 
indications that there are differences between the two ‘groups’ and in-
group differences, in terms of religious behavior, dealing with rules or 
wearing a headscarf. The clustering of persons with a Turkish or 
Moroccan background in Dutch society is rooted in the history of 
‘guest labor’ in the sixties and seventies of the twentieth century. They 
share communalities related to their family history, their cultural and 
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religious background and furthermore grew up in a society, dominated 
by fierce debates on integration and Islam and were confronted with 
stigmatization and exclusion.
Outcomes of research on Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female 
professionals:
The data of this research were collected in three different phases:
Phase 1: An explorative study of a small group (N=7) of newly 
started Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female professionals 
(Hendriks, et al., 2015a).
Phase 2: A participative qualitative inquiry by means of 40 (peer) 
interviews with female Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch social 
work newly started professionals (Hendriks et al., 2015b). Last year 
students (4th year BA) and ‘newly started’ professionals (employed 
with two to five years’ experience) were recruited at the university by 
a presentation of the research to all students and in practice by 
snowball sampling. 
Phase 3: A qualitative content analysis of the data of the same 40 
interviews (Hendriks, & Van Ewijk, 2016).
The outcomes of the phases were summarised and clustered around 
three main aspirations: 
Participation
The Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female professionals want to 
bring their cultural and religious background to bear on their work as 
a professional. They want to bring in faith and spirituality, as this is a 
source of strength and support for them, and they attempt to stretch 
the ‘boundaries’ of what it means to be a professional. They would like 
to see their organisations become ‘less white’ and would like to see 




The professionals do not want to ignore their personal values in their 
work. For them the indistinctiveness of the social work profession, 
together with ‘typically western’ core values (such as emancipation 
and individualisation), presents a challenge to their goal of developing 
a ‘professional identity’. The challenge for them is to not lose 
connection with their faith, tradition, and own community, and 
thereby to lose strength.
Recognition and dignity
The professionals want to be recognized as a positive identity, along 
with their expertise and strengths; they want equality and dignity as 
Muslims and as women. The challenge is to address discrimination 
and to avoid victimization and shame.
Exploring and discussing with educators
We invited educators to reflect on the results of our research amongst 
students, with a specific focus on issues of equality and social justice. 
We used the above summary and decided to present this summary to 
social work educators and asked them:
 - If they recognised these outcomes and could describe how this 
affects them as educators.
 - How they assess their own approach to dealing with these 
challenges. 
We were given two opportunities to do this. The first opportunity was 
a structured two-hour ‘focus group’ meeting (1) that consisted of eight 
senior social work educators/researchers, all belonging to the same 
team of a research centre for social innovation from the Utrecht 
University of Applied Sciences (HU). One of the advantages of an 
existing small team was to have a safe environment to discuss the 
rather sensitive questions. One the other hand, the ‘all white’ team was 
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not fully representative for the university, with a small but slowly 
increasing number of ethnic minority educators. We recorded and 
transcribed this meeting and included the comments of the educators 
in the final report. The second opportunity was a presentation of a 
summary of the outcomes of the first meeting (described above) in an 
‘expert meeting’ (2), at a yearly conference on ‘diversity and 
globalisation’, organised by the Netherlands Association of Universities 
of Applied Sciences (April, 2016). We wanted to see whether educators 
from other universities in the Netherlands would recognize the 
outcomes of the first meeting and the research amongst the female 
professionals. We were able to present these outcomes in a structured 
workshop with 25 (predominantly ‘white’) participants, including 
educators and some managers, also representing other professional 
education than only social work, and we took minutes of this meeting. 
We sent a report of the workshop to the participants afterwards for 
validation and incorporated their comments in the final report. 
A difference with the first opportunity was that the participants in 
the second meeting were already (self) selected on their expertise and 
interest in diversity and also represented other professional education 
than social work. The attendants at the first meeting were used to 
working with each other, whilst most of those at the second meeting 
did not know each other. We cannot assume that the outcomes of the 
two meetings are representative for all educators, but it was striking 
that despite the wide variety of opinions, the discourse and sense of 
unsettlement were very recognisable for all participants. In the expert 
group, only few attendants themselves represented diversity in terms 
of their own backgrounds. This reflects the current reality of higher 
education, with increasing numbers of ethnic minority students and a 
still predominant white staff.
We will present the data of the two meetings in two parts. The first, 
concerning dilemmas specifically related to social work education (1), 
is based on the focus group meeting with social work educators/
researchers. The second part concerns dilemmas in general, and more 
specifically in the large cities, based on the expert meeting (2). 
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The educators’ perspectives: the focus and the expert meeting
(1) Diversity in social work education (the focus group).
The educators pointed out the complexity of missing acceptable and 
adequate language to address ‘difference’, without confirming the ‘us-
and-them’ thinking or reinforcing ‘otherness’. Concepts such as 
ethnicity, nationality, ‘native or non-native’ and western and non-
western seem out-dated. Political correctness on the one hand and a 
blunt freedom of expression (‘I say it the way it is…’) on the other 
tends to draw everything to extremes (polarisation). ‘We are either 
blamed for being left wing elitist, or politically new-right’. 
The educators confirmed the students’ desire to be recognised in 
their cultural and religious identity, in being different. They expressed 
their confusion about students, who emphasize the importance of 
being different whilst they themselves (the educators) try to avoid 
relating to them as ‘being different’. The students increasingly 
challenge the educators and question whether higher education also 
adapts well to them, instead of only the other way around. Educators 
also see class differences as creating a gap, but ‘our students mainly 
emphasize cultural or religious difference’. One of them argued that 
‘class is so powerful in Dutch society, because it is hidden and often 
culturalised’. What educators find unsettling is that ‘the students 
suddenly question what is often so “self-evident for us”; for instance 
equality between men and women, gay and lesbian rights, democratic 
values’. At the same time educators do not know how seriously to take 
strong convictions and religious beliefs. ‘Our students are so young’. 
Educators mention how they observe that when students can 
choose themselves with whom to work, ‘groups’ remain separate. 
According to some educators, ‘native Dutch’ students are not very 
eager to work with ‘them’. This adds a different perspective to the idea 
that many ethnic minority students and students in general prefer to 
work with peers from the same background. 
Social work is a normative profession and this means that when 
values are at stake, this immediately has an impact on the profession. 
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The educators expect the increasing diversity to have a greater impact 
on social work education than on other professional education. Some 
educators respect the students’ choice not to work with specific service 
user groups because of their religion or ideology; other educators think 
that a professional should never exclude any group. This also concerns 
the refusal to work with certain ethically complex problems. Students 
question whether they need to be all-round professionals, able to work 
with all groups and moral dilemmas. This leads to the question of how 
much freedom social work professionals and educators have to follow 
their own individual beliefs in their work and to select their own target 
groups. Educators are afraid of being accused of discrimination if they 
interfere, especially if this limits students’ freedom of choice, and 
therefore they become more prudent. The profession itself is felt as so 
indistinctive that it offers no certainties, whilst educators want to be 
inclusive, especially towards ethnic minority students. They feel that 
values cannot be imposed top-down, however. ‘How to create support 
for the core values, without excluding students?’ 
The internationalisation of the social work curriculum is seen as a 
priority. This includes the perspective of internationalisation at home, 
by learning from developments such as superdiversity. The dominant 
language in international social work literature and research is English. 
However, many ethnic minority students speak other languages and 
have ties with non-European countries. They are not fluent enough in 
reading or writing English. Educators are trying to find ways to value 
their knowledge and language skills but also feel unable to bridge the 
gap with the Anglo-Saxon professional social work communities. The 
huge potential present in the international backgrounds of the students 
is not yet ‘capitalised’. 
(2) Diversity in higher education in the large (diverse) cities (the 
expert meeting).
Educators observe that student groups ‘whiten’ as they get closer to 
graduation, and this is worrying. In parallel, employees in 
organisations for Dutch higher education ‘whiten’ as they advance 
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higher up in the hierarchy (The Netherlands Association of Universities 
of Applied Sciences, 2016). At both national and international 
conferences, even those specifically addressing diversity, participants 
are predominantly ‘white’. The educators point out the risk of growing 
inequality in higher education. A minority of the educators question 
whether emancipation and upward mobility should be the 
responsibility of higher education. The financing of higher education 
depends mainly on the output in terms of student numbers. Educators 
struggle with the approach to selecting students. ‘Should we select 
more rigidly in higher education (on Dutch language, on ‘our’ values) 
with the risk that our student population becomes increasingly white’? 
In the Netherlands, above-average students who are persistent enough 
also get the chance to enter higher education through a longer or 
alternative route (Crul, 2013, p. 15). Many ethnic minority students 
enter social work education through this longer route. Students from 
this alternative route are however considered to have less reflective 
and Dutch language skills. This places them in a disadvantaged 
position in higher education. A recent report by the education 
inspectorate again showed how parents’ educational level strongly 
determines the final educational level of their children (OCW, 2016). 
This workshop devoted specific attention to educators’ 
responsibility to ensure an environment of respect for cultural 
differences and religious beliefs. Many educators focus on harmony 
and an open reflective approach. They avoid a rigid normativity in 
their interventions and opt primarily for a safe learning environment, 
to remain in dialogue and to avoid conflicts. Some educators stress the 
need of a firmer approach, however. Another important and generally 
recognised signal was that groups of students operate separately from 
each other. Both the option of permitting students to work in 
homogenous groups (understood as bonding) and of intervening 




Reflections on the unsettling impact of superdiversity
The experiences, as described above, clearly reflect superdiversity as a 
transition in higher education that poses new challenges for educators. 
These challenges are related to identity and the recognition of difference 
as well as redistribution and equality. Educators do see diversity as a 
resource, but struggle with the complex task of creating a safe climate 
of respect for diverse cultural and religious beliefs. They want to avoid 
the ‘us-and-them’ divide and to resist the tendency to homogenise 
groups. The encounter with superdiversity makes them aware of the 
relevance of their own (professional and personal) identity attributes. 
As most educators can be identified as ‘white’, they become aware of 
their ‘whiteness’, their embedment in western values, and thus of their 
own ‘otherness’. As a result, they are ‘called to a reflexive and self-
critical turn’ (Hugman 1996, p. 140). This is reflected in the increasing 
awareness that a well-intentioned effort to reduce inequality can also 
reproduce or normalize inequality in education. The main debates 
amongst educators reveal dilemmas (see Table 1) as to what can be 
considered supportive and as expanding ‘opportunities’ (capabilities) 
for students in general and more specifically for ethnic minority 
students. Drawing on the reports of the two meetings, we have 
constructed the main dilemmas, based on the ‘quotes’ (in the middle) 
as mentioned by the educators. The educators point at the complexity 
of how they are constantly balancing in between oppositional positions 
and also need to take decisions. The opposites are shown in what seems 
to be a binary construction, but the divide itself is questionable, as it is 
not always clear how inequality is reproduced. 
The right side of the scheme comes closest to the principles of 
superdiversity and capability education, inclusive education aimed at 
expanding capabilities and reducing inequality. The left side of the 
table seems to represent a more universalist approach with the risk of 
losing ethnic minority students and possibly leading to a ‘whitening 
process’. In fact, some of the claims as mentioned need further 
investigation. There are clear fields of tensions, such as the recognition 
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of difference and the risk of a too strong emphasis on difference and 
reducing inequality. The risks of reproduction of inequality are 
probably higher in the left side of the scheme, but also a choice for 
options on the right side comes with certain risks. The educators 
fiercely criticise the strategy of positive discrimination generally. 
Table 1. Inequality in education
Risks of reproducing or 
enhancing inequality
Quotes Being supportive or attempts 
to reduce inequality
Language and concepts 
them’ thinking, or reinforces 
‘otherness’.
‘Can we still name or 
address groups?’ 
Deconstruction and de-
essentialising concepts as 
culture, ethnicity.
Strong emphasis on 
‘difference’ or a colorblind 
approach.
‘Students are emphasizing 
the importance of difference 
and we try to avoid pointing 
them out as being different!’
Recognizing difference.
Selection, with focus on the 
missing qualities; thinking 
‘We wonder if the 
curriculum should be 
adjusted to a better valuing 
of the present and not the 
missing qualities of the new 
students’. 
Giving chances, valuing of 
the present qualities. 
Profession-oriented 
curriculum.
‘How to contribute to 
the sense of belonging of 




Restricted options for choice. ‘It may lead to highly 
subjective experiences and 
knowledge. Diversity itself 
could be avoided this way’. 
Large freedom of choice to 
match the students’ interests.
Rigid universalism ‘Is a relativist approach 
really supportive?’
Focus on dialogue and to 
stay in touch.
Students need to adapt to 
curriculum. 
‘Should we adapt to them, 
or they to us?’
The curriculum (western 
and ethnocentric) needs 
to be adjusted to diverse 
students. New students are 
‘agents of change’. 
Quality or achievements 
should be leading.
‘Should we offer extra 
opportunities or extra 
support to ethnic minority 
students to prevent early 
dropout?’
The possibility of being 
treated differently. That is 
acknowledging difference. 
Positive discrimination is an 
option.
According to some it can be positioned on the left as well as on the 
right side of the scheme. The same controversy appears with regard to 
‘intercultural communication’. Intercultural communication, with a 
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focus on cultural competence, may contribute to skills and 
understanding of people with diverse backgrounds, but can also 
enforce the ‘us-them’ divide by ‘essentialising’ cultures (Lorenz, 2006).
This risk can probably be identified in all approaches to reduce inequality 
where differences are overly emphasised. From the perspective of 
capability education, uncritical universalism and demand-driven 
curricula that respond to neo-liberal imperatives and hence focus on the 
instrumental aspect of education are criticised (Crosbie, 2014).
If a choice is made for co-creation, involving new students as active 
agents of change, then social work education will have to adjust its 
curriculum and educational policy. This implies that educators agree 
to take on a pivotal role in the upward mobility or emancipation of 
students with a migrant or refugee background. 
As we have seen, superdiversity and its challenges directly affect 
the professional identity of social work. The problem is that, when the 
core of the domain is vague and too open, as is the case in social work, 
then it is hard to draw firm lines. ‘Social work’s disparate nature and 
loose boundaries have long plagued attempts to consolidate it as an 
enclosed configuration with a specific professional identity’ (Gray, 
Midgley, & Webb, 2012, p. 3). An unambiguous definition of social 
work as a distinctive professional field cannot be found in literature 
(Boccagni, 2015). Even the core values of the profession are not really 
distinctive. There are values that fit well within liberal, rights-based 
approaches, and values concerning social justice and collective 
interests that fit well with socialist ideals (Gray & Fook, 2004). The 
increasing diversity in social work education calls for a profound 
reflection on the moral identity of the profession. ‘Seeing their values 
as universal puts social workers and educators in an ethical dilemma 
when they are required to uphold their professional values in the face 
of cultural or religious differences’ (Gray & Fook, 2004, p. 637). 
One of the comments on our report of the expert meeting reflects 
the necessity to distinguish ‘normativity in action’ from ‘formalised 
normativity’, ‘justice in action’ from ‘justice as principle’. The 
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international definition of social work itself, or the core values of the 
profession are not questioned, but the way educators deal with these 
values ‘in action’. An open dialogue demands a more contextual 
normativity. 
Conclusion
In the theory on superdiversity, diversity mainly pertains to ethnic and 
cultural diversity. It seems paradoxical that a focus on culture and 
ethnicity can go hand in hand with a plea for a deconstruction of both 
concepts. The educators express the same dilemma. They say that they 
want to address all students in general, and want to avoid naming 
(and blaming) groups, and that this feels like a trap. Giving recognition 
can also have an unwanted stereotyping effect. This is reflected in the 
approaches to reduce inequality, as shown in the scheme above. A 
dominant focus on migrants and refugee students also implies the risk 
of downplaying other variables that intersect with culture and 
ethnicity, such as class, gender, age, disability or sexual orientation. 
Superdiversity calls for moving beyond the identity politics and 
recognises the importance of individual trajectories, rather than cross-
sectional categorizations (Boccagni, 2015). 
The theories on superdiversity and capabilities are strong in their 
plea against the culturalisation and individualization of societal 
problems by defining the core of the problem not as a matter of culture, 
but rather of inequality, poverty and unemployment. 
In our introduction we mentioned that educators wonder how 
tolerant or restrictive professional social work and social work 
education should be of diverse opinions, religions and ideologies. We 
suggested that this is one of the major challenges that are unsettling 
educators in dealing with increasing diversity. Referring back to this 
question, amongst social work educators we found a strong aspiration 
for dialogue, harmony and inclusion. We can also conclude that the 
social work professional identity itself does not offer much solid 
ground. The boundaries separating professions have blurred and 
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many professionals are being asked to take on multiple work roles. 
The field of social work in the Netherlands is currently changing 
dramatically due to the transformation of the welfare system. This 
challenges the role of professional identity in education and practice. 
We have to accept that professional identity is becoming more fluid 
and should be characterized as a process, rather than offering solid 
support in clear demarcations.
It remains difficult to acknowledge the diverse competencies, skills, 
knowledge and values that ‘new’ students bring into the classrooms 
and the profession. In a predominantly ‘white’ educational context, a 
rigid normativity by educators will reinforce the divide between them 
and their ‘new’ students. This conforms the need for a new unifying 
‘we’, a dialogue ‘in which coming together is essential and for which 
diversity is a condition’ (Parker, 2003). In other words: the need to find 
common ground. 
One of the many dilemmas for educators is to determine what can 
be considered supportive and inclusive and as reducing inequality in 
education, especially in a polarised context in which dialogue is 
hampered. Polarisation itself can be identified as an increasing 
concentration on ‘groups’, and this worries educators. From both 
perspectives, the capability approach and superdiversity, the above-
mentioned dilemma needs to be approached by involving students as 
‘active agents of change’ and by building a social work community 
and to create opportunities for dialogue. This comes close to what Sen 
argues about judgements to be made by a relevant community as to 
what things it should respect and promote. A permanent process of 
dialogue is required in which students and educators formulate their 
assessments and proposals for change (Robeyns, 2006, p. 82). This is 
also in line with what Geldof (201) promotes in his writings on 
superdiversity, as the need for ‘a new wave of democratisation’. An 
ongoing reflection on what is good, without suggesting that solid 




We are most grateful to all the educators who participated in and 
contributed to the focus group-meeting end expert-meeting.
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The key and subsidiary questions have been answered and discussed 
in the conclusions or concluding remarks of the different publications. 
This chapter will start with a summary of the answers to the research 
questions of this qualitative explorative study, as presented in the 
different publications. Qualitative research interviews by the 
researcher were combined with elements of action research by 
involving young professionals as co-researchers. Available literature 
on research projects and statistics on the specific Dutch context were 
used to explore to what extent other sources confirm the findings from 
the interviews. A selection of concepts and theories that were 
considered most relevant and inspiring have been summarised in 
Chapter 2. 
The answers to the research questions will reflect a generalised 
picture of how the Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch professionals 
make sense of their professional world. More nuances and a more 
individualised approach can be found in the individual quotations 
included in the articles. This chapter will go a step further by adding 
the researcher’s own reflections on two dominant recurrent themes in 
the different research sections: on belonging (8.2) and on the identity 
and boundaries of the profession (8.3). One recurring question in this 
research is how to define the boundaries and the core of the profession 
in times of transition and unsettlement. From my perspective, these 
boundaries and core are framed in different ways and relate in 
particular to the moral identity of the profession, expressed in terms 
like social work as a normative profession, a human rights profession, 
a political profession, a secular profession and a semi-profession. Both 
paragraphs, on belonging and on the identity and boundaries of the 
profession, focus on the relationship (and the tensions) between the 
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individual and the community, against the moral horizon of social 
justice. Social justice emerges as a founding principle of social work in 
dealing with diversity.
8.1  Answering the research questions
Subsidiary question 1:
How do Turkish- Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch social work professionals 
position themselves in their new professional context?
Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch professionals in social work are 
subject to high expectations: by their parents to succeed in their 
careers, but also to fulfil the gender-specific expectations as women 
who care for their families; by their employers as experts in dealing 

force within their communities, and as ‘remaking the mainstream’. 
Following this study we can add high expectations on the part of 
educators and universities. 
As second-generation migrant daughters, many of them already 
feel like social workers at a young age, mediating between their 
parents and the outside world. They want to honour their parents, 
who invested in their future to migrate. They express high ambitions 
in education. Some professionals indicate the importance of being an 
‘expert by personal experience’. Experiences of discrimination and 
injustice, or of being raised in a poor neighbourhood, do play a role in 
their choice for social work and their desire to contribute to a just and 
inclusive society. Social work as a profession is considered to be in line 
with their faith and the gender-specific expectations of them as a 
woman. The profession offers them room to be both a good professional 
and a good Muslim. Gender issues and emancipation are important 
concerns in their first professional experiences. Personal faith and 
values are not ignored in their work. For the professionals, their work 
first of all represents heterogeneity, as an arena where multiple 
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identities are negotiated and boundary work has to be done. Gender, 
ethnic, religious and professional identities have to be combined. 
Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch professionals indicate that they 
often work (in internships and professional practices) with users from 
the same or a non-Western background. They are considered experts 
in working with these users. However, these users also perceive them 
as ‘one of us’. This challenges their professional boundaries. Some of 
the professionals point to individualism and the dominant concern for 
material well-being in Dutch culture as obstacles. Islam offers them a 
perspective that includes a concern for spiritual well-being in a secular 
environment.
Subsidiary question 2:
How do these newly-started professionals combine multiple identities 
and deal with identity tensions, and do they find positive sources of 
identification in social work?
Problems or tensions emerge in how the professionals stretch and 
negotiate their gender and other identities, emphasise the distinction 
between their faith and their profession, and distinguish between the 
person and the profession. Tensions are also mentioned with regard to 
issues on belonging and discrimination. These negative experiences 
are sometimes neglected due to their fear of being ‘victimised’. In 
general, the professionals express their wish to look at the positive, at 
their strength. They identify sensitivity to otherness, to other norms 
and values, as an example of their strength, and it is seen as an added 
value and competence that they owe to what some of them describe as 
their ‘bi-culturality’. From this perspective they question the expertise 
of their colleagues in working with non-Western users. The challenge 
is to not lose connection with their faith, tradition, and own community, 
and thereby to lose strength. In processes of critical reflection in 
education, the perspective of individuality and ‘in-group’ differences 
can cause tensions. The professionals perform under constant scrutiny 
and this increases their vulnerability and defensiveness. Some of them 
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indicate that they avoid risk or that they need to protect themselves 
from criticism. Islam is used as a basis for distinction and the 
respondents reveal much variety (and creativity) in how their Muslim 
identity is negotiated in relation to their profession. The 
indistinctiveness of the social work profession, together with ‘typically 
Western’ core values (such as emancipation and individualisation), 
present a challenge to their goal of developing a ‘professional identity’. 
This becomes visible in the confusion regarding values and the wish of 
many professionals to bring in faith into the professional relationship. 
No indications are found that the often assumed ‘values gap’ between 
Muslim professionals and the liberal and humanistic values of social 
work causes open conflicts in daily practice. It is not clear how much 
room there is to have open conflicts, to differ and to debate different 
professional values, however. Indications of being a member of a 
professional community or processes of ‘co-creation’ are hardly 
traceable in the data.
Subsidiary question 3:
What kind of professionals do these newly started social workers 
desire to be and what hindrances do they encounter?
The professionals are not primarily concerned with how to relate to 
the social work profession; other concerns are perceived as far more 
important. The desires and constraints of the professionals reflect their 
main concerns as young women, to create room for agency, especially 
in tackling inequality in gender issues, but without compromising 
their faith. Gender equality is expressed in their desire to be educated 
and to work and to have equal opportunities, also for their children. 
However, only a few interviewees explicitly refer to equality in the 
private domain, in relation to their male partners. The profession 
serves as a context to realise their ideals and desires, and the 
professionals indicate that they want to bring their cultural and 
religious background to bear on their work. They want to bring in 
faith and spirituality, as this is a source of strength and support for 
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them, and they attempt to stretch the ‘boundaries’ of what it means to 
be a professional. For them, Islam as such is undisputed and constraint-
free. They do not seem to question their faith but refer to culture and 
tradition in case of dissent. Some of them fiercely reject traditional 
customs. They want to be recognised as a positive identity, along with 
their expertise and strengths, and they increasingly claim equality and 
dignity as Muslims and as women. The challenge is to address 
discrimination and to avoid victimisation. Some professionals 
explicitly address the need for social work organisations to become 
‘less white’ and they would like to see more of their own ethnic group 
in leading positions. They question subtle discrimination at work, and 
this awareness contributes to forms of ‘micro-emancipation’. It can be 
perceived as a subtle response, especially in relation to their employers, 
supervisors and other authorities. The professionals increasingly seem 
to challenge the dominance of Western beliefs and values.  
Subsidiary question 4:
How do social work educators deal with the unsettling challenges of 
‘superdiversity’?
A professional identity and a distinctive recognisable profession, 
worldview and professional community support new professionals in 
a process of transition. However, in times of complexity and 
superdiversity there is not a lot of solid ground providing support. 
New students challenge the secular and ‘western’ character of the 
profession and the dominant ‘whiteness’ of organisations in social 
work practice and education. Consequently, social work educators 
also face the unsettling challenges posed by the demands of increasing 
diversity. Social work educators do feel the need to assert diversity as 
a positive resource, but struggle with the complex task of creating a 
safe climate of respect for diverse cultural and religious beliefs. Social 
and political processes in Dutch society cause identity tensions and a 
polarised context that hampers dialogue. These tensions enter the 
classrooms, and educators try to find ways to be more supportive. One 
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of the many dilemmas for educators is to determine what can be 
considered supportive and inclusive and will help reduce inequality 
in education. It remains difficult to acknowledge the diverse 
competencies, skills, knowledge and values that ‘new’ students bring 
into the classrooms and the profession. In a predominantly ‘white’ 
educational context, a rigid normativity by educators will reinforce the 
divide between them and their ‘new’ students. This confirms the need 
for a new unifying ‘we’, to be pursued by involving students as ‘active 
agents of change’ and by building a social work community and 
creating opportunities for dialogue.
Key research question:
How do young, newly started, female Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-
Dutch professionals in social work perceive and position themselves 
in relation to their profession?
The Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female professionals 
interviewed seem to socialise into the social work profession almost 
effortlessly, despite the burden of high expectations and claims. They 
are successful as ‘up-streamers’: as second-generation migrant women 
with parents who had a low level of education. A choice for social 
work offers them the chance to be educated and to emancipate. 
Boundaries are stretched, identities negotiated, especially in gender 
and faith. Tensions emerge in the combination of identities and need 
to be dealt with. Room for agency is found in gender equality, but 
without compromising their faith. Islam serves as a basis for distinction 
and the professionals negotiate their Muslim identity in relation to 
their profession. Personal faith and values are not ignored in their 
work. This also puts them at risk. To bring in ‘faith and spirituality’ in 
a professional relationship is connected to the risk of being perceived 
as less professional, which motivates some to adopt a ‘neutral’ 
position. The professionals wish to be recognised in a positive identity, 
along with their expertise and strengths. They increasingly seem to 
claim equality and dignity as Muslims and as women. The challenge 
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for them is to address discrimination and to avoid victimisation. Some 
western values and beliefs are questioned, as well as social work as a 
western construct. The professionals do not seem to find a lot of 
support from a professional community or a professional identity. 
Social work practice and education needs to reposition itself in the 
new context of the neo-liberal, increasingly diverse society. Two major 
phenomena have been identified: transition and unsettlement. 
Transition pertains to the welfare state reforms in Dutch society, and 
unsettlement is a result of increasing diversity. For educators in social 
work, the increasing diversity together with the growing awareness 
and confidence among ‘new’ students has an unsettling effect. One of 
the many dilemmas for educators is to determine what can be 
considered supportive and inclusive and as reducing inequality in 
education, especially in a polarised context that hampers dialogue. An 
approach is advocated in which students are involved as ‘active agents 
of change’ and a social work community is built that offers 
opportunities for dialogue and deliberation.
8.2  Reflections on belonging
The professionals in this study are children of parents who have 
undergone migration and are involved in translocations of different 
types, in gender and culture but also in class movement or upward 
mobility in terms of education. In this context, the question ‘Where do 
I belong?’ is framed in different ways and belonging emerges as a 
recurrent key issue. The dominant concepts of this thesis that emerged 
by analysing the data are all somehow associated with belonging: 
identity, boundary work, gender, culture, ethnicity, tradition and faith. 
All these words arouse feelings of belonging(s). Belonging is 
multifaceted and not undisputed. Especially ‘loyalty’ expresses a 
complex way of belonging, as dual loyalties can seem suspect. 
Belonging is connected to feelings of community, to feeling at home, to 
being connected but is also about being accepted as a member of a 
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group. A sense of belonging is believed to help us remain rooted and 
to control the fear of the opposite, of being isolated or having ‘nothing 
to lose’. 
If home is the place to be or belong, this home is increasingly 
connected to two or more societies at the same time and is a place to be 
shared with many others. This implies balancing processes of 
‘bonding’ and ‘bridging’ at the same time. New and multiple forms of 
belonging are negotiated, next to the more traditional ones. Belonging 
itself becomes more fluid and the plural (multiple belongings) is 
probably more appropriate to describe this. The importance of 
‘multiple belongings’ is emphasised in the theories on superdiversity 
and the capability approach. Desires are realised in a context of 
multiple senses of belonging. This context also implies certain 
constraints. Migrants are expected to demonstrate their belonging and 
connectedness to the country, but also receive messages that they don’t 
belong there. According to human rights lawyer Nadia Benaissa, 
Islamic women in the Netherlands are the target of attacks, ‘mostly 
perpetrated by white men, though lately also by white women, stating 
that they should take their veils off…’ (Graham-Harrison, 2016). 
Certain constraints are more subtle, such as the need to defend who 
they are not. Muslims need to affirm that they are not terrorists, that 
they are not angry, not homophobic, that they are not forced to wear a 
headscarf, that they can be Muslim even if they don’t look like one and 
that they can be feminist or ‘even’ love Jews. 
Over the course of this research, the second generation Turkish-
Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch and other ethnic minority students 
became more visible and self-confident. It may be too early to speak of 
an emancipatory movement, but it does have some of its characteristics. 
From my personal point of view, this is partly due to the growing 
number of students with a migrant or refugee background, but is also 
fuelled by a combination of increasing support for (and resistance 
against) ‘new-right’ politics and populism in Dutch society, together 
with new debates on racism and exclusion. The professionals’ message 
is, we are here to stay, we are native Dutch and we are entitled to the 
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same rights. They claim dignity and respect, as Muslims and as 
women. Their claim entails that they do not need the approval of the 
majority to belong, that they increasingly claim the right to self-
determination and the right to dignity.
 ‘Belonging’ also emerged as one of the central themes at conferences 
on diversity in Dutch higher education. In higher education, belonging 
is considered a key concept to prevent that students drop out of the 
educational system and is considered an indication for success (De 
Jong, 2016). This implies an increasing awareness that the construction 
of the educational environment influences the students’ performance. 
Education has to recognise and accommodate differences in students’ 
aspirations and senses of belonging. Among migrant students 
themselves, belonging or non-belonging also emerged as themes in 
education. In my role as educator I could observe an increasing interest 
to do internships and research with peers from the same background, 
within their own communities. Especially the Moroccan-Dutch 
students, who outnumber other students with a migrant background in 
social work, join groups with other Moroccan-Dutch students and this 
also suggests a ‘need for bonding’. Their choice for practice research 
reveals an interest in subjects like child protection in Moroccan-Dutch 
families, social care in their families, combatting discrimination, 
radicalisation, the integration of the first-generation migrants, and the 
sense of belonging among students in higher education. Their message 
is not only that they are entitled to the same rights, but they also claim 
recognition of differences. However, their wish to join a team with 
students from the same background and to do research or internships 
in their own communities may collide with the educators’ perspectives. 
Many educators advocate forming mixed teams, based on their ideas 
on belonging and a ‘need for bridging’. (Overly) strong bonding is 
often perceived as being contra-productive. Belonging assumes 
boundaries and is thus exclusive as well as inclusive.
Belonging can be connected to ‘entitlement’ when groups consider 
themselves more deserving, or entitled, to jobs, housing, healthcare or 
welfare benefits. From this perspective migrants or their children are 
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sometimes seen as less deserving because they did not contribute 
‘equally’ to society (Skey, 2014). This legitimises the privileged position 
of those who consider themselves as more deserving. It is interesting 
to see that this coincides with the debates on racism in Dutch society 
and a renewed attention for ‘white privilege’, or the need to create 
‘others’ in the identity construction of the civilised, tolerant Dutchman. 
The respondents in this study repeatedly addressed the complexity 
of dealing with discrimination and exclusion at the personal and 
professional level. The debates on discrimination and injustice are 
‘culturalised’ or turned into religious issues and are seldom addressed 
as a matter of ‘social class’. Some educators are concerned because 
they observe a diminution of interest in the structural level of social 
problems, especially in the new generation of social workers (Brandt, 
2016). This picture can be recognised in general in social work 
education in the Dutch context. 
It has been argued before that for the students in this research, the 
work place represents heterogeneity and is one of the places where 
identity work is done. In their private lives they can usually choose 
with whom to socialise. Duyvendak (2011) argues that to truly feel at 
home, homogeneity of both people and places plays a key role. In 
Chapter 4 (p. 129) of this thesis, ‘the need to belong’ is described as the 
students’ desire to have places where they feel at home, places to live 
‘among their own kind’. A sense of belonging is a resource and in only 
a few instances, such as the negative impact of social control, is 
perceived as a restriction of their freedom. The key research question 
can be formulated differently in terms of belonging. Do the new 
professionals feel that they belong to their new professional 
communities? There is a kind of parallel between the nation state and 
the profession. Dealing with difference requires overarching binding 
identities, also in the profession. A sense of belonging to a profession 
can strengthen the profession, but the data of this research also reveal 
that this professional belonging is complex. However, the professionals 
do express their commitment to a just cause or (in) justice and their 
eagerness to contribute to a just and fair society. 
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Multiple meanings are attached to the concept of social justice and this 
may lead to a lack of clarity. The profession needs a common 
commitment and dialogue on how to refine our understanding of 
social justice. Social justice offers a perspective that enables social 
work professionals to recognise how people of certain identities have 
greater power and privilege, while at the same time stressing the need 
for all to participate, to contribute to the collective. Social justice is not 
only about a fair distribution of resources, but also about sharing 
power. After all, ‘the good we secure for ourselves is precarious and 
uncertain, is floating in mid-air, until it is secured for all of us and 
incorporated in to our common life’ ( Jane Addams, 1893).
8.3   Reflections on the identity and boundaries of the profession
In a world of increasing diversity and transition, a great deal of energy 
is invested in fixing, controlling and freezing identities. Parallel to the 
processes of globalisation and ‘openness’, there is a growing need to 
identify boundaries. Transition and unsettlement may result in an 
increasing plea for strict boundaries and a rigid normativity. Modern 
professionalism should however not be about demarcating and 
regulating but much more about ‘Entgrenzung’ and openness (Van 
Ewijk, 2010). The boundaries separating professions have blurred and 
professional roles seem less distinctive. In Chapter 5 (p. 78) I pointed 
out how the indistinctiveness of the social work profession together 
with core values (such as emancipation and individualisation), which 
can be characterised as ‘western’, is challenging the professionals’ task 
to develop a professional identity. Professionals work in established 
and in emerging professions and increasingly engage in multiple 
professions. The idea of a single professional career seems outdated. 
This reflects the more subjective nature of professional identity 
construction and its multiple character. As argued before, a process of 
individualisation within the profession seems inevitable within co-
creation (p.12). Professional identity is increasingly constructed 
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through an individual narrative, i.e. as a story in which professionals 
incorporate their lived experiences, connecting the professionals to 
past experiences and future plans. However, dealing with difference 
also requires ‘togetherness’ and the question remains whether 
togetherness can be found in an overarching professional identity.
The issue of professional identity receives a lot of attention in social 
work literature, and also in this study it has been suggested that a 
distinct (moral) professional identity or identities could offer support 
in times of transition and unsettlement. The need for a distinct identity 
is also expressed in claims about what the profession should or should 
not be: that it is secular, a semi-profession or a human rights profession, 
that it cannot be neutral or apolitical. In this personal reflection I 
would like to initiate a dialogue on the question what this means for a 
profession when it claims to be ‘inclusive’. Service users are diverse, 
professionals are diverse – so should the social work profession be 
equally diverse? Does this also imply accommodating a great variety 
of moral views, and does this necessarily lead to moral relativism? 
How tolerant or restrictive should professional social work practice 
and education be with respect to diverse opinions and ideologies?
Increasing complexity demands more from professionals and 
society in general and there are no easy answers. I will argue that 
ideological boundaries rarely provide straightforward solutions for 
professionals ‘in action’ and need continuous deliberation in the 
professional context. A distinction is made in the sociology of law 
between ‘law on the books’ and ‘law in action’ because of the wide 
range of influences and internal value judgments impinging on actual 
decisions, in an infinite variety of contexts and practices. The same 
distinction applies to social work. Social work is clearly rooted in an 
ideological base that needs to be recognised and discussed, but all 
ideological rigidity clashes with the diversity perspective and may 
exclude certain groups. 
The Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch professionals challenge 
the amount of space permitted for personal and religious values in the 
profession. Social work is a normative profession and it can be 
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questioned to what extent personal values and convictions may affect 
the professionals’ work. It is remarkable how both the professionals’ 
and the educators’ narratives lack or perhaps avoid a dialogue on 
professional values. This is a missed opportunity for social work 
education. What does it mean to be a social worker? How much 
freedom do professionals have to choose their own professional views 
and when do personal and professional views become incompatible? 
An example of the boundaries can be found in a draft statement by the 
International Federation of Social Workers (IFSW): ‘the freedom to 
pursue the religious beliefs and spiritual practices of one’s choice 
cannot extend to the point that this pursuit infringes on the basic 
human rights and human dignity of any person or group of people’ 
(IFSW, 2014). This is an example of written normativity that requires 
dialogue to determine what it really means for professional practices, 
that is, for ‘normativity in action’. Simply stating or appealing to 
human rights or social justice does not address the complexity of the 
professionals’ role. Do social workers exist primarily to help 
individuals sort out their problems within society, or should they be 
fundamentally concerned with challenging social injustices (at the 
micro level), or should do they do both equally? The international 
definition of social work can be considered a hallmark in looking for a 
(moral) framework: ‘Social work is a practice-based profession and an 
academic discipline that promotes social change and development, 
social cohesion, and the empowerment and liberation of people. 
Principles of social justice, human rights, collective responsibility and 
respect for diversities are central to social work. Underpinned by 
theories of social work, social sciences, humanities and indigenous 
knowledge, social work engages people and structures to address life 
challenges and enhance wellbeing’ (IASSW/IFSW, 2014). The 
centrality of human rights is clearly advocated. 
The question is however whether students, educators and 
professionals identify and recognise social work as a social justice 
profession. Social justice can challenge human rights because its 
emphasis is on the collective. Social work is committed to social justice 
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and for me, social justice is the starting point of the profession. 
However, the risk is a too strong one-sided approach of social justice 
as a system of individual rights to apply only. Social justice 
contextualised in daily practices opens the door to dialogue about 
what is just and fair, such as equality between men and women or 
aging with dignity. Social justice is about rights and duties, needs and 
interests and the relation between society and the individual, and this 
requires an ongoing dialogue. Social justice needs to be contextualised 
in daily practices with a stronger focus on fairness and dignity and 
other immaterial values. For professionals this means asking questions 
about what is just and inviting others to join a dialogue. 
According to a manifesto signed by a large group of Dutch 
educators and scholars involved in social work, social work needs to 
be revaluated as a human rights profession (Hartman, Knevel & 
Reijnaert, 2016). This manifesto states that the profession is political in 
essence, not neutral, as it seeks to contribute to social justice and 
human dignity. Human rights are fundamental to the backbone of 
society and cannot be violated by political majorities, which makes 
them especially important for minority groups. On December 9, 2016 
the Guardian carried an article by the secretary-general of IFSW, Truell, 
pointing at social work as a human rights profession, titled ‘It is time 
to focus on the human rights at the heart of social work’. To be more 
specific, ‘a more inclusive and holistic framework of rights’ needs to 
be developed, based on the profession’s principles of social justice, 
dignity, diversity and sustainability’. Social workers operate in a 
context of competing rights, where the rights of one group or person 
may conflict with those of another. Social work is faced with the 
complex task of making two principles work together, of human rights 
and social justice, and of dealing with the tension that may ensue. This 
is about having access to what is necessary for a truly human life and 
about the fair distribution of resources. Geldof (2016) argues that a 
new vision of citizenship is needed, based on a human rights approach. 
This new citizenship ‘requires a process of common search, dialogue 
and conflict to arrive at an agreed set of conditions attaching to this 
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shared citizenship’ (Geldof, 2016:187). It implies an urban form of 
citizenship, going beyond the citizenship of the nation state. This 
corresponds with new ways of seeking and experiencing belonging 
and identity. I would like to add the importance of a completion of an 
understanding of social justice, in addition to a universal standard, as 
a contextual and dialoguing practice. To a certain extent, the 
professionals’ confusion regarding the so-called expectancy of 
neutrality is understandable. In fact, the Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-
Dutch professionals do confront social worker educators with social 
work as a western construct, and make them realise that the profession 
is ‘more western’ than they tend to be aware of. The emphasis on 
human rights in the international definition has been criticised due to 
the perceived western bias ‘with its emphasis on individual rights, 
and the lack of recognition of collective rights and the fundamental 
need for societies to achieve continuity, stability and social cohesion’ 
(Truell, 2014). It has been neglected in the last decades that the 
profession is essentially linked to the political domain and is not 
neutral in either Dutch education or in practice. The lack of attention 
for the political nature of Dutch social work is also apparent in the 
almost negligible support for critical theory, critical or radical social 
work, and anti-oppressive practice (Dominelli, 1998). According to the 
Dutch manifesto mentioned above, this neglect can be attributed to the 
dominance of technical and instrumental ideas on professionalisation. 
This, in turn, can be explained in part as a response to neoliberal 
imperatives in practice and education, which saw business and market 
principles introduced into public organisations. It can also be explained 
by the idea that professions should not be bound to any particular 
ideology or political preference. This is related to the risk of de-
professionalisation: if social work is associated with a specific political 
ideology, does that mean that other ideologies need to be excluded, or 
that political diversity is not accepted? The international social work 
literature abounds with stances against capitalism and against 
neoliberalism. The political left, including the social democrats, is 
frequently held responsible for the failure of multiculturalism and is 
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currently stereotyped as part of the ‘elites’. In today’s polarised Dutch 
climate, the dominance of the political left in the social sciences is also 
increasingly questioned. Social workers always stood up for the most 
vulnerable groups in society. This could make professionals reluctant 
to identify themselves politically, even if they wished to. The issue of 
diversity might also play a role, as professionals may be reluctant to 
support a universalist perspective that is often labelled as ‘western’. 
The relevance of western social work, in providing services to people 
with a non-western background, is questioned in theories on 
‘indigenous social work’ (Gray, Coates & Yellow Bird, 2010). Social 
work’s tendency to seek universal standards, models or approaches 
can be problematic when dealing with diversity. The Dutch manifesto 
argued that human rights are under pressure in the current dominant 
context of neo-liberal politics, and that a revaluation of the profession 
in the Netherlands as a human rights profession is urgently called for.
The question whether social work should be a secular profession, a 
definition that also excludes, has been addressed in this dissertation 
several different ways. The international definition points to a 
profession based on scientific approaches. The professionals in this 
study indicate that they do not want to impose their own views on 
others. In the confusion regarding the so-called expectancy of 
neutrality, some professionals say they do not understand how a 
secular society, organisation or profession can at the same time be so 
obviously rooted in Christianity. These professionals feel that they are 
expected to embrace secularism but point to the prevalence of 
Christian symbols, such as Christian holidays. For them this also feels 
like unequal treatment. Social work education needs to stimulate and 
facilitate the dialogue on how professionalism can be combined with 
religious and spiritual aspects. 
How can social work education support ‘new’ students and 
professionals in social work? How can practitioners from diverse 
backgrounds, both secular and religious, be supported in working 
effectively with religious and ethnic diversity? Education plays an 
important role, and for social work education this means that ‘learning 
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how to create, contribute to, and belong to a diverse and just 
community is essential to learning and practicing social work’ (Deepak 
et al., 2015; 122). 
My view, as set out in the above, is that the blurred boundaries of 
the profession and the growing tendency to define, control and freeze 
identities, including the professional identity, should not be translated 
into a rigid and dogmatic normativity that infringes on the diversity 
perspective and may exclude certain groups. Social justice should be 
seen as a dialoguing practice, more than as a principle.
Clearly, there are no ready-made answers to the challenges that 
come with ‘unsettlement’. Unsettlement is friction – but friction is a 






Turks-Nederlandse en Marokkaans-Nederlandse vrouwelijke 
professionals in het sociaal werk
De zelfperceptie en positionering van jonge, beginnende 
professionals in het sociaal werk
In Nederland kiest een groot aantal jonge Turks-Nederlandse en 
Marokkaans-Nederlandse vrouwen voor het sociaal werk 
(maatschappelijk werk). Deze veelal tweede generatie vrouwen met 
een islamitische achtergrond, kunnen binnen de gemeenschap 
beschouwd worden als ‘een progressieve kracht’ en spelen een 
belangrijke rol in het doorbreken van de dominante beeldvorming 
t.a.v. migranten. Toenemende diversiteit en complexiteit gaan gepaard 
met hoge verwachtingen en claims. Moslim-, gender-, etnische en 
professionele identiteiten moeten worden gecombineerd en vereisen 
een hoge mate van flexibiliteit in het verrichten van ‘boundary work’. 
In het realiseren van hun mogelijkheden en idealen in opleiding en 
werk komen de professionals hindernissen tegen en een terugkerende 
vraag is of en hoe de opleiding en het beroep hen daarin ondersteunt. 
Toenemende diversiteit in de studentenpopulatie blijkt voor docenten 
een ontregelend effect te bewerkstelligen. In het laatste deel van het 
onderzoek komt ook dit perspectief van docenten aan de orde en hoe 
docenten in hun werk omgaan met deze ontregelende effecten. 
Dit kwalitatief onderzoek, uitgevoerd binnen de Hogeschool 
Utrecht, bestudeert hoe de jonge Turks-Nederlandse en Marokkaans-
Nederlandse vrouwen zich verhouden tot het sociaal werk beroep. De 
centrale onderzoeksvraag is hoe jonge beginnende Turks-Nederlandse 
en Marokkaans-Nederlandse vrouwelijke professionals zichzelf zien 
en positioneren in hun beroep. Het onderzoek is uitgevoerd in vier 
afzonderlijke delen waarbij ieder deelonderzoek resulteerde in een 
aparte publicatie.  
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Deelonderzoek 1 (Hoofdstuk 4): Een exploratieve studie door middel 
van open interviews met beginnende Turks-Nederlandse en 
Marokkaans-Nederlandse professionals in de beroepspraktijk. 
Deelonderzoek 2 (Hoofdstuk 5): Een participatief kwalitatief 
onderzoek door middel van 40 (peer-) interviews met Turks-
Nederlandse en Marokkaans-Nederlandse beginnende vrouwelijke 
professionals in het sociaal werk en 10 reflectie bijeenkomsten in twee 
afzonderlijke teams van (peer-) co-onderzoekers.
Deelonderzoek 3 (Hoofdstuk 6): Een kwalitatieve inhoud analyse 
van de data van de 40 interviews.
Deelonderzoek 4 (Hoofdstuk 7): Een focus groep en een expert 
bijeenkomst waarbij een samenvatting van de eerste drie 
deelonderzoeken aan docenten werd voorgelegd met als vragen of zij 
de uitkomsten herkennen, hoe dit hen in hun werk beïnvloedt en hoe 
men vindt dat men hier zelf mee omgaat.
Vrouwelijke professionals van Turkse en Marokkaanse afkomst 
lijken zich moeiteloos te verbinden met het beroep van sociaal werker, 
terwijl ze belast zijn met hoge verwachtingen en claims. Ze zijn 
succesvol als ‘up-streamers’, tweede generatie migrantenvrouwen van 
ouders met een laag opleidingsniveau. De keuze voor sociaal werk 
biedt hen de mogelijkheid te studeren en zich te emanciperen. Er 
worden grenzen verlegd en deelidentiteiten worden samengebracht, 
in het bijzonder in genderkwesties. Ze moeten leren omgaan met 
spanningen die de combinatie van die verschillende identiteiten met 
zich meebrengt. ‘Agency’ wordt gerealiseerd in gendergelijkheid, 
zonder echter het geloof in opspraak te brengen. De Islam wordt 
beschouwd als basis om zich te onderscheiden. De professionals 
onderhandelen over hun moslimidentiteit in relatie tot hun werk. In 
het werk worden geloof en persoonlijke waarden niet genegeerd. Dit 
brengt ook risico’s met zich mee. Geloof en spiritualiteit inbrengen in 
een professionele relatie wordt al snel in verband gebracht met minder 
professioneel zijn. De professionals willen erkenning voor hun 
identiteit, hun deskundigheid en sterke kanten. In toenemende mate 
claimen ze gelijkheid en waardigheid, als moslima en als vrouw. Voor 
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hen is het een uitdaging om discriminatie aan de orde te stellen en 
slachtofferschap te vermijden. Westerse waarden en westerse 
overtuigingen, plus het sociaal werk als een westerse constructie, 
worden ter discussie gesteld. De professionals ervaren niet veel steun 
van een beroepsgroep of een beroepsidentiteit. De praktijk van het 
sociaal werk en het onderwijs moet zich herpositioneren binnen de 
context van een neoliberale, toenemend diverse samenleving. Hierin 
zijn twee belangrijke fenomenen te onderscheiden, ‘transitie’ en 
‘ontregeld zijn’. Voor docenten in het sociaal werk heeft de toenemende 
diversiteit, gepaard gaande met toenemend zelfbewustzijn en 
zelfvertrouwen van ‘nieuwe’ studenten een ontregelend effect. Een 
van de vele dilemma’s is hoe te bepalen wat precies de ongelijkheid in 
het onderwijs verkleint of juist groter maakt. In het bijzonder in een 
gepolariseerd klimaat dat een dialoog bemoeilijkt. Studenten 
betrekken als ‘actieve actoren van verandering’, een 
beroepsgemeenschap ontwikkelen en gelegenheid bieden tot dialoog 
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‘And freedom is unattainable, since paradoxically, freedom is discovery 
deny complexity is to paralyze the ability to get at such knowledge- it 
is to strangle freedom’ 
This qualitative research, carried out between 2012 and 
2016 at the Utrecht University of Applied Sciences (HU) in 
the Netherlands, explores the experiences of newly-started 
Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female professionals 
in social work. The key research question was how these 
professionals perceive and position themselves in relation 
to their profession. 
The professionals were actively involved as co-researchers 
in parts of the research, doing research with peers from 
the same background. The last section of the research 
also discusses and explores the experiences of social work 
educators by including their perspective.
The Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch female profes-
sionals want to bring their cultural and religious background 
to bear on their work as professionals. They want to bring 
in faith and spirituality, as this is a source of strength and 
support for them, and attempt to stretch the ‘boundaries’ of 
what it means to be a professional. They would also like to 
see their organisations become ‘less white’ and see more of 
their own ethnic group in leading positions. Along with their 
expertise and strengths; they want recog nition, equality and 
dignity as Muslims and as women. The professionals do not 
want to ignore their personal values in their work. For them 
the indistinctiveness of the social work profession, together 
with ‘typically western’ core values (such as emancipation 
and individualisation), presents a challenge to their goal of 
developing a ‘professional identity’. They do not want to lose 
connection with their faith, tra dition, and own community, 
and thereby losing strength.
This thesis could be interesting for students, educators and 
professionals in social work and zooms in on the impact of 
increasing diversity on social work education and practice. 
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